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Point of Contact

2017

410

Tokyo

Kyosei Urabe (Mr.), Cabinet Official, 
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp

Japan announced its commitment to support the space-based observation 
networks by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) program by launching 
the geostationary meteorological satellites and adopted the budget of EUR 28 
million (USD 32.9 million) for Fiscal Year 2017 to operate Japan Meteorological 
Agency's Geostationary Meteorological Satellites "Himawari-8" and "Himawari-9". 
These satellites will provide, for a long term, stable meteorological observation 
information to more than 2 billion people to ensure their security and safety and 
lead to the improvement of meteorological services in the fields such as climate 
monitoring, natural disaster prevention/risk reduction and safe maritime 
transportation in the East Asia and Western Pacific region until 2029.



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Money Spent

Point of Contact

2017

550

Tokyo

Kyosei Urabe(Mr.) Cabinet Official, National Ocean Policy Secretariat, 
Cabinet Office, Gov. of Japan, 
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp

Japan announced an allocation of EUR 11.8 million (USD 13 million) in 2017 to fund 
the awareness enhancing activities of Tsunamis in collaboration with the 
international organizations such as UNISDR, UNDP and UNITAR as well as with 
JICA. The activities from April 2017 to March 2018 are related to "World Tsunami 
Awareness Day," established by the UN General Assembly resolution.

USD 99,000,000



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Money Spent

2017

446

Bermuda

XL Catlin announced its commitment to spend between EUR 2.1 and EUR 2.5 
million (USD 2.5 - USD 3 million) over 2017-2018 on its Ocean Risk Initiative, 
which aims to help leaders to become better prepared to tackle potential 
consequences of ocean change and to generate new and dynamic solutions. In 
these two years, the initiative will: set up a new funding stream for Ocean Risk 
research by Early Career Scientists; organise the first Ocean Risk Summit 
(Bermuda, May 2018); deliver new risk reports and a global engagement program 
on the financial impacts of ocean warming, as well as continue funding the XL 
Catlin Oceans Education program, which aims to increase ocean literacy by 
reaching 10 million children by 2020..

USD 3,000,000



Impact Ocean Risk Summit
Attended by 194 participants, the Ocean Risk Summit held in Bermuda in May 
2018, brought together leaders from across the political, economic, environmental 
and risk sectors to accelerate the search for real solutions to ocean related risks. 
The Summit highlighted the need for a multi-sector approach, and it was made 
clear that the insurance industry has a key role to play in supporting the transfer of 
risks and increasing large-scale global resilience by offering innovative insurance 
solutions.

Ocean Risk Reports
Two new risk reports commissioned by XL Catlin were launched at the Ocean Risk 
Summit: 

Ocean connections: An introduction to rising risks from a warming, changing 
ocean, by IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature) examines the 
impacts of rising ocean temperatures and other stressors on the marine 
environment and human life, and their potential consequences for society.



A second report titled Ocean Risk and the Insurance Industry, written by Dr. Falk 
Niehörster, Director of Climate Risk Innovations, leaves no doubt about the 
urgent need for the insurance sector to equip itself for the severe and 
far-reaching impacts of ocean change – including more intense storms, 
sea-level rise, loss of fish stocks, and ocean-borne viruses – and stresses that 
the insurance industry has an opportunity to play a vital role by incentivizing 
targeted mitigation strategies to avoid worst-case scenarios. The report also 
calls for new modelling systems able to cope with multiple, interconnected 
ocean risks, and for governments to assess the real value of their coastal and 
ocean assets, which was echoed throughout the Summit.

Ocean Risk Scholarships
XL Catlin has identified the first six PhD projects that it will fund under the auspices 
of its Ocean Risk Scholarships program. The first students, based in the UK, will 
start their research studies in October 2018.

Impact



Website Link

Contact

www.oceanrisksummit.com 

Chip Cunliffe
chip.cunliffe@xlcatlin.com 
+44 7772 240064

Oceans Education
XL Catlin continues to develop its commitment to increasing ocean literacy 
through its Oceans Education program. As well as through the publication and 
distribution of classroom materials, 2018 saw the fifth XL Catlin Arctic Live, which 
enabled 21,000 students from around the world to talk to scientists, explorers and 
educators about their research and work from the British Antarctic Survey’s base 
on Svalbard in the Arctic. 

Impact
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Announcement

2017

430

Rome

The Italian General Confederation of Enterprises, Professions and 
Self-Employment (Confcommercio) announced that it will allocate EUR 50,000 in 
2018 to the "DUE project - Divers united for the environment". In partnership with 
the University of Bologna, the Professional Association of Divers Instructors, 
SCUBAPRO and ANSA, the project provides a monitoring program of biodiversity in 
the Mediterranean Sea, based on the observations of recreational divers. In 2018, 
thanks to the investment of Confcommercio, the project will be expanded and will 
target all tourists, which will detect the evolution of the marine biodiversity by 
observing and filling in simple questionnaires, analysed then by the University of 
Bologna. DUE project allows to improve the knowledge of a possible shift in 
Mediterranean Sea biodiversity driven by human activities and climate change and 
at the same time to raise awareness on the ocean's health.



Impact In summer 2018 (from the end of May to end September) we have involved 
thousands of tourists and tourism operators to record the presence and 
abundance of key Mediterranean species along the Italian coast. This way we have:

– Increased environmental knowledge and awareness
– Encouraged local authorities to improve marine resources management

Biodiversity monitoring is a critical tool to assess environmental health, but 
institutions often lack funds and manpower to perform large scale monitoring 
campaigns. That is why our activity is aimed to monitor biodiversity of the 
Mediterranean Sea - namely of the Italian coast - with the contribution of citizens!
Sea Sentinels ( SENTINELLE DEL MARE in Italian) is the name of the project of the 
University of Bologna - Departement of Biology science - that Confcommercio is 
supporting. The research is also supported by PADI, the world’s leading scuba diver 
training organisation, and and by the Marine Protected Areas of Ustica (Sicily) and 
Capo Carbonara (Sardinia). 



Money Spent

Web Link

Contact

USD 15,361

http://dueproject.org

For Confcommercio :
Alberto Corti a.corti@confcommercio.it 
+39 06 5866330

For University of Bologna (BiGeA) 
Prof. Stefano Goffredo 
s.goffredo@unibo.it
+39 051 2094176
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Commitment Number

Announcement

2016

193

The Pacific Coast Collaborative announced the International Alliance to Combat 
Ocean Acidification, which will advance scientific understanding of ocean 
acidification, reduce the causes of acidification, protect the environment and 
coastal communities from impacts of a changing ocean, expand public awareness 
and understanding of acidification, and build sustained support for tackling this 
global problem.  The Alliance will actively seek inclusion of ocean acidification 
mitigation and adaptation commitments in the COP 23 international climate 
agreement.



The International Alliance to Combat Ocean Acidification (OA Alliance) was 
announced at the 2016 Our Ocean Conference in Washington DC to motivate 
governments to proactively respond to the impacts of ocean acidification by charting 
a course of action for sustaining coastal communities and livelihoods. 

The OA Alliance has grown to over 70 members, including 11 national governments, 
6 states, 2 provinces, 5 tribal nations, and 4 cities, along with research institutions, 
businesses, intergovernmental collaboratives and NGOs. 

OA Alliance members are working together to elevate the issue of ocean 
acidification within international climate frameworks and develop OA Action Plans 
that contain practicable, implementable steps to mitigate causes, to adapt to 
unavoidable change and to build resiliency in marine ecosystems and the coastal 
communities impacted by changing ocean conditions.  

Impact



The OA Alliance registered a commitment at the 2017 Our Ocean Conference hosted 
by the European Union in Malta to:

• Grow to 60 members by June of 2018. We have met and exceeded that goal.
• Support members in the creation of 15 OA Action plans by June of 2019.

To date, eight members have issued draft or final OA Action plans and many other 
members are on track to meet this goal in June of 2019. so we are increasing our 
goal as part of our 2018 slate of commitments.

Contact Jennifer Hennessey
Jennifer.hennessey@gov.wa.gov
360-902-7311 (United States)

Impact
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2017

422

Arlington County

Conservation International (CI) and Bechtel Corporation announced a new 
partnership to implement integrated "green-grey" infrastructure solutions for the 
most climate vulnerable communities across the developing world. Bringing 
together CI's 30 years of conservation expertise with Bechtel, one of the most 
respected global engineering, construction, and project management companies, 
the partners will combine the power of natural ecosystems to deliver coastal 
protection, flood control, erosion and other critical services, with the surety of low 
impact traditional engineering infrastructure. Starting in the highly vulnerable 
Visayas region of the central Philippines, by 2018 the program will design 
"green-grey" solutions that simultaneously provide coastal protection from 
typhoons, sustainable livelihoods for coastal communities, and critical habitat for 
marine life in one of the most biodiverse regions of our ocean. The combination of 
'green' nature-based solutions with 'grey' infrastructure will deliver solutions 
which maximise economic efficiency, minimise costs, and help vulnerable 
communities.



Emily Corwin
ecorwin@conservation.org
+1 510 778 4544

Since 2017 Conservation International (CI) and Bechtel Corporation have been 
collaborating to select and design green-grey infrastructure design strategies to 
support resiliency and adaptation for two pilot sites in the Municipality of 
Concepcion in the Visayas region of the central Philippines. The designs strategically 
incorporate grey infrastructure techniques such as breakwaters and berm 
modifications to facilitate sediment accumulation for mangrove rehabilitation and to 
provide additional protection from storm surges. Construction of the green-grey 
projects at the two pilot sites is expected in 2018-2019, and will benefit 
approximately 2,000 individuals and restore approximately 7 hectares (70,000 
square meters) of mangroves. The pilot sites will be closely monitored to measure 
benefits to the community and environment and to collect insights to improve future 
green-grey project designs. CI and Bechtel are exploring other opportunities within 
the Philippines to provide integrated green-grey infrastructure solutions, partnering 
with local and national governments and identifying additional green-grey 
implementation sites.

Impact

Contact
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2016

205

New York

The United States reaffirmed a commitment of $38.7 million for a package of 
initiatives related to climate change resilience in the Pacific Islands.

Since 2016, the Pacific Catastrophe Risk Assessment and Financing Initiative Facility 
has achieved initial capitalization and the issuance of the first five catastrophe risk 
insurance policies

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824
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2017

404

Reykjavik

Iceland reaffirmed its commitment to update of its climate mitigation strategy by 
the end of 2017, aimed at ensuring that the country can meet its commitments 
under the Paris Agreement up until 2030. Iceland will reduce emissions from 
transport and fisheries by using low-carbon fuels and electricity and other means; 
green taxes and incentives; reduced waste and better waste handling; carbon 
capture; and increased carbon uptake by restoring forests, vegetation and 
wetlands.



Impact The Icelandic Government on September 10th 2018 
announced a new Climate Strategy, intended to boost 
efforts in cutting net emissions. The new measures are 
to help Iceland meet its Paris Agreement targets for 
2030 and reach the government‘s ambitious aim to 
make Iceland carbon neutral before 2040.

The Strategy consists of 34 Government measures, 
ranging from an increase in reforestation to a ban on 
new registration of fossil fuel cars by 2030. The plan 
aims at transforming the transportation system from 
using imported fossil fuels to a carbon-free system run 
on renewable energy. The plan will be subject to public 
consultation, and an updated Strategy will be published 
in 2019, taking into account comments and suggestions 
by civil society.



The main emphasis of the new plan is on two measures:

1) To phase out fossil fuels in transport

2) To increase carbon sequestration in land use, by
afforestation, revegetation and restoration of
wetlands. Climate mitigation measures will get a
substantial increase in funding – almost 7 billion
Icelandic krónur in the period 2019-2023. A general
carbon tax, already in place, will be gradually increased.

https://www.government.is/news/article/2018/09/10/Icel
and-launches-new-Climate-Strategy-boosting-efforts-to-re
ach-Paris-goals/

brynhildur.benediktsdottir@anr.isContact

Impact
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Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Contact

2017

409

Tokyo

Kyosei Urabe (Mr.)
Cabinet Official
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp

Japan announced allocation of EUR 81.4 million (USD 90 million) concessional loan 
to Indonesia to rehabilitate its coastal area. This area is seriously affected by 
coastal erosion, seawall collapse and coastline recession
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Location

Announcement

Impact

2017

439

Vigo

Reduce by 30% its emissions (CO2, SOx and NOx) and will reach 3% energy 
self-sufficiency by 2022

Port of Vigo announced it will reduce by 30% its emissions (CO2, SOx and NOx) and 
will reach 3% energy self-sufficiency by 2022. To achieve this it will carry out actions 
that will promote GNL use and application of innovative actions on algae capture of 
CO2, support implementation 100% clean energy self-sufficiency for National Natural 
Park Illas Cies as a pilot project and raise awareness/training of at least 1000 users 
of Port of Vigo (all activities included) on the need for clean and blue energy. 



Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

USD 53,437

www.bluegrowthvigo.eu

Carlos Botana Lagarón
carlosbotana@apvigo.es
+34986268000
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Announcement

2017

424

Washington

Coral Vita, a company that executes large-scale community-based restoration 
projects, reaffirmed its commitment to transplant 5,000 climate change resilient 
corals by 2020 from its Caribbean pilot coral farm. It announced that it will launch the 
first large-scale farm (~100,000 coral fragments) by 2021, using breakthrough 
methods to boost coral resiliency to climate change while accelerating growth rates 
up to 50 times through its land-based farming models.



www.coralvita.co

Sam Teicher
sam@coralvita.co
+1.242.801.8588

Impact

Website Link

Contact

Coral reef restoration helps revive the health and ecosystem services 
of degraded coral reefs. In addition to physical coral farming activities, 
Coral Vita is working to galvanize a market to support large-scale reef 
restoration. By doing so, we hope to inject the capital needed to help 
preserve endangered coral reefs for future generations. At the 
submission of this form, Coral Vita has raised over $1.5 million for our 
restoration work, which is one of the largest amounts from private 
capital by a single coral farming organization ever. We also are 
leveraging our work to raise greater public awareness about what's 
happening to the world's coral reefs, why they matter, and what can 
be done to protect them. This spring, a video was made about our 
work, which has over 8 million views and was shared more than 145 
thousand times on Facebook alone
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2017

426

Washington

USD 21,000,000

Leah Karrer
lkarrer@thegef.org
1 202 679-6640

The GEF announced a total of EUR 17.8 million (USD 21 million) GEF investments to 
strengthen resilience and adaptive capacities in coastal areas vulnerable to climate 
change in Mozambique, Liberia, Guinea-Bissau and the Mediterranean Region.
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2017

440

Boston

Bill Staby 
wstaby@resolutemarine.com 
+1 (917) 626-6790

Resolute Marine Energy announced the launch of its first Wave2OTM system in Cape 
Verde in the framework of which it will train between 5 and 10 local workers and 
provide state-of-the-art marine survey equipment valued at approximately EUR 
208,000 (USD 250,000) to INDP, the Cape Verde fisheries institute, by the 4th 
quarter of 2019

The project to train scientists at INDP in the use of modern equipment for conducting 
bathymetric surveys and geotechnical analyses is just getting underway.
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2017

435

Washington

USD 1,000,000

The Ocean Foundation announced a EUR 1.05 million (USD 1.25 million) initiative 
for the ocean acidification capacity building for 2017 and 2018, particularly for 
developing nations, which will include workshops for policy and science capacity 
building as well as technology transfer for African, Pacific Island, Central American 
and Caribbean nations. This initiative, announced in 2016, has been expanded with 
regard to the increased funding commitments from public and private partners, 
the number of scientists to be invited and number of kits to be gifted.



Impact Since the 2017 announcement, The Ocean Foundation's 
International Ocean Acidification Initiative has invested more than 
$1m USD in building the capacity of scientists, policy makers, and 
communities to monitor, understand, and respond to ocean 
acidification. Specifically, this initiative led:

·      The completion of a brand new “kit” of lab and field equipment 
capable of making high quality ocean acidification measurements 
that is 1/10th of the cost of previous measurement systems (in 
partnership with the International Atomic Energy Association’s 
Ocean Acidification International Coordinate Centre (IAEA OA-ICC) 
and the Global Ocean Acidification Observing Network (GOA-ON));

·      The provision of these kits and stipends for their use to ten 
nations (Fiji, Mauritius, Mozambique, Palau, Papua New Guinea, 
Samoa, South Africa, Tokelau, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu);

·      The creation of a toolkit for policy-makers with draft legislation 
and strategies for implementing place-based legislation to build 
adaptive capacity against ocean acidification;



http://ocean-acidification.org/

Mark J. Spalding
mspalding@oceanfdn.org
+1 202-887-8996 x104

Impact

Website Link

Contact

· The planning and delivery of three training workshops in for
scientists in the Pacific Islands and Africa and one workshop for
policy makers in the Pacific Islands on how to monitor,
understand, and respond to ocean acidification, for a total of 48
trainees and more than four weeks of training;

· The launch of a blue carbon restoration project in Fiji to test the
local mitigative properties of mangroves on ocean chemistry ;and

· The establishment of a long-term capacity building fund
through the launch of the GOA-ON Pier-2-Peer Scholarship Fund,
which provides ten scientists with funding for “Pier” and “Peer”
scientists research collaborations



Year

Commitment Number

Announcement

Money Spent

2016

175

USD 37,500,000

Althelia, with support from Conservation International and the Environmental 
Defense Fund, announced a $50 million Sustainable Ocean Fund.  The Sustainable 
Ocean Fund will invest in real assets and management improvements in coastal 
fisheries, sustainable aquaculture projects, the seafood supply chain, and other 
select blue economy projects.



Impact

Website Link

Contact

www.althelia.com

simon.dent@althelia.com

The Sustainable Ocean Fund launched in June 2018 with $37.5m of committed 
investment to be made directly into sustainable ocean projects where there is 
quantifiable environmental gains as well as an economic return for investors. The 
fund is focused on sustainable production, responsible supply chains and 
investments into protection and conservation.



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Contact

2017

549

Tokyo

Kyosei Urabe(Mr.) Cabinet Official
National Ocean Policy Secretariat,
Cabinet Office, Gov. of Japan
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp

Japan reaffirmed its commitment to focus on disaster risk reduction (DRR) 
cooperation totalling EUR 3.6 billion (USD 4 billion) and to train 40,000 staff by the 
end of 2018, which includes projects for strengthening disaster risk management, 
enhancing capacity on weather observation and monitoring for earthquake, 
tsunami and flood, and earthquake early warming.
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Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2017

433

Venice

The North Adriatic Sea Port Authority (NASPA) announced its commitment to 
promote the renewal and expansion of the Venice Blue Flag agreement in 2018 and 
2019; to reduce in particular cruise emissions of more than 40 % at a local scale by 
using MDO/MGO fuel - instead of HFO as from entering the Venice Lagoon, through 
the Lido Inlet - and not only during hoteling phase- as foreseen by law; to evaluate, 
using Tier 3 EMEP/EEA (EEA 2009 - March 2011) methodology, the cost benefit 
analysis of Venice Blue Flag implementation; to publish online all data related to 
Venice Blue Flag results. The "Venice Blue Flag" consists of a voluntary agreement 
that has been signed, each year, between local authorities and cruise companies, in 
order to encourage the use of green fuel (with Sulfur content less than 0.1%) within 
the Venice Lagoon. In 2017, all cruise companies scaling at the port of Venice signed 
this voluntary agreement. NASPA will also promote the Blue Flag agreement among 
other ports in Italy and the Adriatic region.



The initiative will enable our port to reduce cruise ship 
emissions by using “green fuel” within the Venice Lagoon, thus 
contributing in protecting this particularly delicate environment 
and Venice historical centre. 

Impact

Website Link

Contact

http://apvenezia.wpengine.com/venice-blue-flag-2018/

Marta Citron
marta.citron@port.venice.it 
Santa marta fabbricato 13 30123 Venezia 
00390415334291



Year

Commitment Number

Announcement

Contact

2016

425

recio-blanco@eli.org

Environmental Law Institute announced the development of a research and a 
policy dialogue on environmental displacement due to climate change in the 
Marshall Islands with grants totaling EUR 19,000 from the Ocean Policy Research 
Institute and the University of Tokyo.



Year

Commitment Number

Announcement

2015

097

The United States announced that it is working to create a new and innovative 
public-private partnership involving several foundations that would provide 
resources to enhance the ability of African coastal States to monitor and better 
understand ocean acidification in the Indian Ocean. The United States intends to 
contribute resources to support the training of African scientists to monitor ocean 
acidification. Several foundations would provide contributions that will help African 
scientists acquire the ocean acidification monitoring technologies they need.



Contact Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824

Impact The OceAn pH Research Integration and Collaboration in Africa 
(ApHRICA) public-private partnership has funded two workshops, 
the training of scientists from nine countries, and the deployment 
of four state-of-the-art sensors in the Indian Ocean. It will 
continue to provide support for data collection and sensor 
maintenance until April 2019. The initiative also led to the 
development of a low-cost kit of equipment for the collection of 
high quality ocean acidification data in an accessible manner. As a 
result, 19 new scientists and six new countries have been added to 
the Global Ocean Acidification Observing Network (GOA-ON), 
expanding the reach of this important organization. ApHRICA also 
has paved the way for additional activities with a profound positive 
impact, such as the creation of Ocean Acidification Africa, a 
network of scientists studying ocean acidification in the region, 
and the development of standardized protocols for ocean 
acidification data collection and sharing.
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Impact

2017

402

Paris

France announced in accordance with the Paris agreement objectives on climate 
change that it will ban the production of hydrocarbon on its territory by 2040's.

Maritime transport emits around 1 billion tons of carbon dioxide annually and is 
responsible for about 2.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions from fuel 
combustion. By 2050, depending on future economic growth and energy 
developments, shipping emissions may increase by between 50% and 250% 
(according to the 3rd IMO GHG study, 2014). 

Developing countries are increasingly involved in international maritime transport; 
more than 76.2%  of the world fleet tonnage is registered in the them.

The implementation of technical and operational measures for ships could 
increase energy efficiency and reduce the GHG emissions rate by up to 75 per cent, 
and further reductions could be achieved by implementing innovative technology. 



Impact The European Union funds a EUR 10 million project which is 
implemented by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) 
for climate change mitigation in the maritime shipping sector. 
The GMN (Global MTCCs Network) project has established five 
Maritime Technology Cooperation Centres (MTCCs), one in each 
of the target regions - Africa (MTCC host: Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture & 
Technology, Kenya),  Asia (MTCC host: Shanghai Maritime University, China) the 
Caribbean (MTCC host: University of Trinidad & Tobago), Latin America (MTCC host: 
International Maritime University of Panama, Panama) and the Pacific (MTCC host: 
Pacific Community (SPC), Fiji)- forming a global network. The network's task is to 
enable developing countries in these regions to build capacity, promote 
technologies and operations to improve energy efficiency in the maritime sector, 
and help navigate shipping into a low-carbon future.

The GMN  has organised sofar 18 events at regional, subregional and national level. 
600 people from 80 countries participated and trained at these events from 
governments, ports, industry and academia.  The MTCC - Asia has created three 
additional branch offices in Cambodia, Myanmar and Badgladesh. MTCC Pacific is 
currently establing a branch office in Samoa. The project will run until 2019.



USD 11,603,550

https://gmn.imo.org/

meropi.paneli@ec.europa.eu

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2017

396

Vienna

Austria announced EUR 600,000 for the launch of the first operational phase of 
the Pacific Centre for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency (PCREEE). The 
objective is to improve access to modern, affordable and reliable energy services, 
energy security and mitigation of negative externalities of the energy system (e.g. 
local pollution and GHG emission) by promoting renewable energy and energy 
efficiency investments, market and industries in 22 Pacific Island States and 
Territories. Its work will be integrated in the Framework of Action on Energy 
Security for the Pacific (FAESP) of the Pacific Community (SPC).



Impact The objective is to improve access to modern, affordable and 
reliable energy services, energy security and to mitigate 
negative externalities of the energy system (e.g. local pollution 
and GHG emission) by promoting renewable energy and energy 
efficiency investments, market and industries in the Pacific 
Island States and Territories. On 26th April 2017, the PCREEE was officially 
inaugurated in Nuku’alofa, Kingdom of Tonga. The centre is fully integrated in the 
regional decision-making process on energy and operates under the umbrella of 
the two coordinating mechanisms for the Framework for Action on Energy 
Security in the Pacific – the Pacific Energy Oversight Group and the Pacific 
Energy Advisory Group. Since the beginning of the initiative, main results were 
achieved in the following outcome areas: 

1) Effective regional renewable energy and energy efficiency promotion agency 
created and efficiently managed; 
2) Capacities of the local industry and business sector on various RE&EE aspects 
are strengthened and applied; and 
3) Availability of investment and market data, awareness and advocacy on RE & 
EE are improved; 



Impact Furthermore, relevant support activities were implemented in 
outcome area 4). 
4) Increased RE&EE business opportunities for local companies
and industry through the development and implementation of
regional investment promotion programmes and tailored
financial schemes.

Starting from its operationalization in summer 2017, the PCREEE has 
implemented numerous regional capacity building activities on private sector 
development and entrepreneurship promotion, energy efficiency in buildings and 
accelerating renewable energy deployment in SIDS. 

ADA committed EUR 600,000,- (USD 693,120,-) to support the first operational 
phase of the PCREEE. This amount is complemented by contributions from the 
Austrian MFA, UNIDO, SPC, the Kingdom of Tonga as host country of the PCREEE, 
and other donors.



Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

USD 693,120

www.pcreee.org

Cornelia SCHENK
cornelia.schenk@ada.gv.at
+43 1 90 3 99 2559
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Money Spent

Contact

2017

431

Augsburg

MAN Diesel & Turbo SE announced a facility of up to EUR 2 million allocated to 10 
LNG-retrofits to improve environmental efficiency & footprint of existing vessels. 
MAN Diesel & Turbo SE promotes the use of liquefied natural gas (LNG) as 
replacement for heavy fuel oil and the transition to electricity-based synthetic 
fuels in order to achieve CO2-neutrality by 2050.

We are converting 4 ships with a discount of 200.000 Euro each from 
diesel-engines to LNG (gas-engines). Gas engines have almost no SOx, NOx or 
black carbon emissions. 

USD 929,082

Adrian Hennek
adrian.hennek@man-es.com
+49 30 2007 3994
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2016

259

Since making this commitment The Ocean Foundation has trained 22 scientists 
from the Pacific Islands and distributed low-cost kits of equipment to 7 countries 
in the Pacific Islands. The training, which occurred over two weeks at the 
University of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji, was co-hosted with the Secretariat of 
the Pacific Regional Environment Programme and supported by the U.S. 
Department of State and the Swedish International Development Agency. The 
low-cost kits were co-developed by The Ocean Foundation and its partners and 
are the first ever full suite of equipment capable of making globally approved 
measurements for under $25,000 USD. Previous systems cost $300,000 USD or 
more.



Impact Since making this commitment The Ocean Foundation has 
trained 22 scientists from the Pacific Islands and distributed 
low-cost kits of equipment to 7 countries in the Pacific Islands. 
The training, which occurred over two weeks at the University of 
the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji, was co-hosted with the 
Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Programme and 
supported by the U.S. Department of State and the Swedish 
International Development Agency. The low-cost kits were 
co-developed by The Ocean Foundation and its partners and are 
the first ever full suite of equipment capable of making globally 
approved measurements for under $25,000 USD. Previous 
systems cost $300,000 USD or more.

ocean-acidification.org

Mark J. Spalding
mspalding@oceanfdn.org
+1 202-887-8996 x104

Website Link

Contact
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2017

394

Brussels

The European Union announced that it will contribute EUR 600,000 over the next 
two years to an integrated Arctic project focusing on the three priority areas of EU 
Arctic policy: Climate Change and Safeguarding the Arctic Environment; 
Sustainable Development in and around the Arctic; and International Cooperation 
on Arctic Issues.

The Joint Research Centre (JRC) Arctic Project brings under one roof a range of 
activities that the JRC is undertaking in support of the EU Arctic policy: 
JRC scientists have actively participated in group of Scientific experts on fish stocks 
in the central Arctic ocean (FISCAO) that led to a 16 moratorium on commercial 
fishing in the central Arctic Ocean, pending research and monitoring to better 
understand Arctic Ocean ecosystems and whether the region can support 
commercial fisheries in the future.



Impact JRC scientists have also shown that while past and present air 
pollution policies could have amplified Arctic warming, in the 
future the effects are uncertain and may temporarily enhance or 
reduce it, depending on the non-linear interaction between 
lower aerosol concentrations, background CO2 levels and 
natural climate variability.

JRC scientists are completing an impact assessment of long-term investments in 
arctic observation systems, that uses a value tree approach to evaluate the 
benefits arising from Arctic observing systems across 12 societal benefit areas 
and will contribute to the evidence base for the 2nd Arctic Science ministerial in 
Berlin in October.

Finally, JRC Scientists are EU observers on Arctic Council subsidiary bodies the 
Arctic monitoring and assessment programme (AMAP), the Sustainable 
development working group (SDWG) and the expert group on black carbon.

Ramon Van Barnefeld
Ramon.VAN-BARNEVELD@ec.europa.eu
+32 229-84602

Contact
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2017

624

Geneva

LAGOSTA, an aquaculture and seafood company, announced its commitment to 
become 100 per cent independent from fossil fuels by the end of 2020. In this 
regard, it will implement an operational ocean thermal energy system by the end 
of 2017. Other renewable energy sources, such as solar energy, will be considered 
and discussed with local authorities early 2018

Marine aquaculture commitment to become 100 per cent independent from fossil 
fuels by the end of 2020

Christophe Maier
maier@lagosta.com
+41 76 588 62 55
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2017

428

Washington

The International Alliance to Combat Ocean Acidification announced that fifteen of 
its members will develop Ocean Acidification Action Plans by June 2019. The 
Alliance will also seek inclusion of ocean acidification and changing ocean 
conditions in the "nationally determined contribution plans" (NDC's) developed 
pursuant to the Paris Agreement at COP 23 and 24. The Alliance also announced 
its commitment to grow from its present 47 members to over 60 members by 
June 2018.

The International Alliance to Combat Ocean Acidification (OA Alliance) was 
announced at the 2016 Our Ocean Conference in Washington DC to motivate 
governments to proactively respond to the impacts of ocean acidification by 
charting a course of action for sustaining coastal communities and livelihoods. 



Impact The OA Alliance has grown to over 70 members, including 11 
national governments, 6 states, 2 provinces, 5 tribal nations, and 
4 cities, along with research institutions, businesses, 
intergovernmental collaboratives and NGOs. 

OA Alliance members are working together to elevate the issue of ocean 
acidification within international climate frameworks and develop OA Action Plans 
that contain practicable, implementable steps to mitigate causes, to adapt to 
unavoidable change and to build resiliency in marine ecosystems and the coastal 
communities impacted by changing ocean conditions. 

The OA Alliance registered a commitment at the 2017 Our Ocean Conference 
hosted by the European Union in Malta to:

• Grow to 60 members by June of 2018, we have met and exceeded that goal.
• Support members in the creation of 15 OA Action plans by June of 2019. To date, 
eight members have issued draft or final OA Action plans and many other members 
are on track to meet this goal in June of 2019.



Impact

Website Link

Contact

2018 Commitments:

1. The Alliance commits to continuing support for members in 
developing Ocean Acidification Action Plans with the goal of 
completing 20 by June 2019.

2. As a member of the COP presidency’s initiative- the Ocean 
Pathways Partnership- the OA Alliance will seek inclusion of ocean 
acidification and other changing ocean conditions in the Paris 
Climate Accord and “nationally determined contribution plans” 
(NDC’s) developed pursuant to the Accord at COP 24 and 25. 

3. The OA Alliance commits to grow from its present 72 members 
to over 100 members by June 2019.

www.OAalliance.org

Jen Hennessey
Jennifer.Hennessey@gov.wa.gov
360.902.7311
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2015

111

New Zealand announced that it is funding a NZ$1.8 million (US$1.2 million) 
four-year project led by the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment 
Programme, in partnership with the Secretariat of the Pacific Community and the 
University of the South Pacific, to help build the resilience of Pacific islands 
countries and territories to the impacts of ocean acidification.



Impact

Contact

CORAL and NAAMES are currently in the data synthesis phase. 
CORAL focuses on understanding the relationship between coral 
reef condition and biogeophysical properties so that these 
important resources can be better managed and protected. 
NAAMES seeks to understand how plankton production, species 
composition, and aerosol emissions will be altered in response to 
changes in surface ocean conditions. OMG observes changing 
water temperatures on the continental shelf surrounding 
Greenland and how marine glaciers react to the presence of warm, 
salty Atlantic Water. These observations are critical to assess the 
future of glaciers in a warming climate and to achieve improved 
estimates of sea level rise. Two more years of measurements will 
be completed. The varied portfolio of ocean-focused research 
projects will help improve our understanding of Earth's changing 
ocean and how these changes impact ocean ecosystems, and in 
turn, will support better management of ecosystem services.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824
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2016

208

The United States announced $300,000 in funding to enhance capacity (equipment 
and training) for ocean acidification monitoring in the Pacific Islands, Latin America, 
and the Caribbean, in partnership with The Ocean Foundation.

The Enhancing Capacity for Ocean Acidification Monitoring and Mitigation in the 
Pacific Islands, Latin America and the Caribbean (OAMM) project has hosted two 
science training workshops at the University of the South Pacific in Fiji and trained 
23 scientists from 10 Pacific Islands countries; created and procured customized kits 
of equipment for scientists in seven countries; created an e-learning space for kit 
recipients; awarded three mentorship scholarships; and supported the development 
of ocean acidification monitoring plans for seven countries. OAMM will host a 
capacity building workshop during the first quarter of 2019 that is expected to train 
at least 8 scientists from Latin America and the Caribbean on ocean acidification 
monitoring.

Elizabeth Kim | KimEAB@state.gov | (202) 647 4824
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203

The United States announced $75 million for three NASA Earth Venture Suborbital 
projects: the COral Reef Airborne Laboratory (CORAL) will produce the first 
comprehensive assessment of reef conditions in the Great Barrier Reef, the Mariana 
Islands, Palau, and the Main Hawaiian Islands; the North Atlantic Aerosols and 
Marine Ecosystems Study (NAAMES) will resolve key processes controlling marine 
ecosystems and their influences on atmospheric aerosols; and the Oceans Melting 
Greenland (OMG) project will investigate the role of ocean warming on glacier retreat 
in Greenland and the interplay with global sea level rise. The United States also 
announced $16.5 million to fund additional ocean-focused research projects to 
better understand the extent and impact of coral bleaching, marine debris, the 
movement of fish and marine mammals, the impact of humans on coastal 
ecosystems, and the water cycle over the ocean.



Impact

Contact

CORAL and NAAMES are currently in the data synthesis phase. 
CORAL focuses on understanding the relationship between coral 
reef condition and biogeophysical properties so that these 
important resources can be better managed and protected. 
NAAMES seeks to understand how plankton production, species 
composition, and aerosol emissions will be altered in response to 
changes in surface ocean conditions. OMG observes changing 
water temperatures on the continental shelf surrounding 
Greenland and how marine glaciers react to the presence of warm, 
salty Atlantic Water. These observations are critical to assess the 
future of glaciers in a warming climate and to achieve improved 
estimates of sea level rise. Two more years of measurements will 
be completed. The varied portfolio of ocean-focused research 
projects will help improve our understanding of Earth's changing 
ocean and how these changes impact ocean ecosystems, and in 
turn, will support better management of ecosystem services.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824
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2017

632

Paris

Victor Bouissou-Thomas
vbouissou@naval-energies.com

Naval Energies announced that the world's first tidal turbine plant in Cherbourg 
will be operational in 2018 and will create 40 direct jobs, embodying the start of 
the industrial phase of ocean energies. With a maximum production capacity of 25 
turbines per year, the future plant will ensure the assembly and maintenance of 
pre-commercial and future commercial arrays in France. It will also operate as an 
industrial base for other pre-commercial projects around the world.
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2017

638

Plouzané

Technopole Brest-Iroise announced that it will organise the second annual Ocean 
Hackathon. This weekend coding contest will be held on 13-15 October 2017. It 
includes several challenges encouraging the development of tools for all ocean 
users (not only professionals). Ocean Hackathon teams are made up of people 
with diverse professional backgrounds including experts in ocean, in law, in ICT and 
business development. More information is available online at 
www.ocean-hackathon.fr  

Website Link

Contact

www.ocean-hackathon.fr 

Bazin Jérémie
jeremie.bazin@tech-brest-iroise.fr
0033 622 120 536



Contact ines.a.branco@gmail.com
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2017

642

Lisbon

Portugal reaffirmed its commitment to raise international awareness regarding 
"Oceans and Human Health"(already implemented and achieved through the 
organization of the International Ministerial Meeting of the Oceans Meeting 2017, 
in Lisbon, 7-8 September).
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2017

594

Vallette

Malta announced the launch of a the Small States Centre of Excellence that will 
provide practical support to government administrations of small states to attain 
the Sustainable Development Goals under Agenda 2030. The Centre will provide 
relevant knowledge based tools, practical solutions and share best practices to 
leverage a collective synergy, catalysing the development of small states in the 
context of their individual limited resources. This will be done primarily through the 
use of the Internet and online based services. The website will be designed around 
the universally-accepted UN SDG Knowledge Platforms, particularly SDG goal 14.1 
and 14.2 (marine pollution and marine protected areas).



Impact

share best practices to leverage a collective synergy, catalysing the development 
of small states in the context of their individual limited resources. This will be done 
primarily through the use of the Internet and online based services. The website 
will be designed around the universally-accepted UN SDG Framework, particularly 
SDGs 13; 14 and 17.

Since November 2017, two training courses have been organised in collaboration 
with different accredited institutes.  The first course has been organised for Small 
State representatives accredited to United Nations in New York.  This focused on 
“Multilateral Negotiation Skills for Small States” and was delivered over 2 full days.  
It contained both theoretical and practical parts including case studies; and was 
coordinated by UNITAR.  This course addressed SDG 17.9.

Malta announced the launch of the Commonwealth Small States 
Centre of Excellence that will provide practical support to 
government administrations of small states to attain the 
Sustainable Development Goals under Agenda 2030. The Centre 
will provide relevant knowledge based tools, practical solutions and



The second course was delivered in conjunction with the Physical Oceanography 
Research Group, at the University of Malta.  This consisted of a course on “Physical 
Oceanography for Blue Growth” for professionals hailing from 9 different African 
states.  It aimed at tapping into SDG 14.7 for small states and least developed 
countries.

Contact

Impact

Moira Pisani
moira.pisani@gov.mt
+35 622915035
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2017

616

Washington

Environmental Law Institute announced a research project on assessing legal 
options for the use of next generation sequencing and environmental DNA for 
conducting environmental impact assessments of open water aquaculture 
facilities and deep seabed mining operations, in cooperation with the University of 
Geneva. The project is developed with a EUR 50,000 grant from the Swiss Network 
for International Studies.

Impact Assessing legal options for the use of next generation sequencing and 
environmental DNA for conducting environmental impact assessments of open 
water aquaculture facilities and deep seabed mining operations, in cooperation 
with the University of Geneva.



Money Spent

Web Link

Contact

USD 57,000

http://snis.ch/project/monitoring-marine-biodiversity/

Xiao Recio - Blanco
recio-blanco@eli.org
+1 202 939 3863
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2017

577

Brussels

The European Investment Bank (EIB) announced a EUR 92 million (USD 110 
million) agreement with the Caribbean Development Bank to support many 
climate projects across the Caribbean. This loan follows a USD 65 million deal 
signed in 2011 to help nine projects in seven Caribbean countries. Over the past 
decade, the EIB has been helping the Caribbean fight problems related to climate 
change while also improving coastal ecosystems and reducing pollution. This 
assistance makes economic growth more sustainable in the region and supports 
the blue economy. These investments are known as Climate Action Framework 
Loans, meaning they support a wide range of projects. The loans not only help 
climate change mitigation, but they also support adaptation and resilience projects 
in energy efficiency, water infrastructure and physical and social infrastructures at 
community levels.



The operation will contribute to the climate resilience of a number of key 
infrastructure sectors in Caribbean developing countries. The sub-projects have 
been developed through sector vulnerability analysis and national or regional 
adaptation strategies. Based on the understanding of the sector vulnerabilities in 
each country, the adaptation measures will improve the climate resilience of 
sectors such as water, transport, urban infrastructure and power generation. The 
operation is expected to improve efficiency and long-term sustainability of the: 

- transport networks: providing improved movement of goods and people in the 
face of more extreme weather events and sea level rise, including improved 
hurricane evacuation routes, where identified.
- water supply networks and use of water resources: providing safe and reliable 
water for different uses in a context of both more extreme wet and dry events and 
also changes in annual averages and long term precipitation changes. 

Impact



Website Link

Contact

http://www.eib.org/infocentre/press/releases/all/2017/2017-
315-eib-and-cdb-commit-usd-24-million-to-post-disaster-
reconstruction-in-the-caribbean

Bruno Hoyer
b.horey@eib.org

- power generation including stepping up of renewable resources and urban 
energy efficiency in climate resilient systems and installations, allowing for 
reduced vulnerability to hurricanes and more effective and swifter post-hurricane 
recovery, whilst following a low carbon pathway.



Money Spent

Website Link

USD 20,000,000

https://althelia.com/althelia-climate-fund/sustainable-ocean-fund/
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2017

578

Brussels

The European Investment Bank (EIB) announced to invest up to EUR 16.7 million 
(USD 20 million) in the Sustainable Ocean Fund to help fisheries, aquaculture, the 
seafood supply chain and coastal development, mainly in Latin America, Africa 
and Asia. The EIB is using its Climate Action and Environmental Facility for this 
financing. This facility is dedicated to projects that address climate change 
mitigation and adaptation as well as biodiversity and environment protection.

Website Link

Contact
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2017

600

London

The United Kingdom announced EUR 9.1 million (GBP 8 million) between 2017 and 
2018 to support Small Island Developing States (SIDS) to preserve their marine 
environments and tap into maritime resources to catalyse economic development 
in a sustainable way across Commonwealth countries. This is an addition to a 
package of EUR 6.3 million (GBP 5.6 million) announced in November 2015.

Impact The Commonwealth Marine Economies (CME) Programme was announced by the 
British Prime Minister in 2015 to enable sustainable economic growth and 
alleviate poverty in Commonwealth Small Island Developing States (SIDS). The 
programme has been delivering for two years (2016 to 2018). Working in 
partnership with SIDS governments, the CME Programme has provided access to 
data and technical support regarding natural assets to ensure that marine 
resources belonging to Commonwealth SIDS are better understood and managed



Impact The CME Programme has also enabled training and capacity building for 
Commonwealth Small States national bodies involved in the research and 
management of marine resources. This information will support the SIDS' in 
developing their marine economies as an avenue for sustainable development 
whilst mitigating environmental and economic risks. The CME Programme is 
helping deliver the UK’s global commitments to the marine environment and 
tackling climate change (SDG 14, Paris Climate Change Accord, UN Convention on 
Biological Diversity), in addition to meeting the UK’s commitment to supporting 
development of SIDS. I attach the following link to a document that was recently 
produced for the 2018 Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting, 
highlighting the impact the programme has had in these two years.

Contact Lee Davies
Lee.Davies@fco.gov.uk

Website Link https://www.gov.uk/guidance/commonwealth-marine-economies-programme
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631

The Nature Conservancy announced the development of an insurance product to 
protect a 30 KM long coral reef along the Mexican coast. The reef plays a key role 
in ensuring sustainability in the Mexican tourism sector. According to the Nature 
Conservancy, at least 102 nations and territories depend on coral reefs for income 
e.g. tourism and/or for protection e.g. from floods and tidal waves.  

Impact There has been significant interest in the concept developed in Mexico, and a new 
project was announced to develop reef insurance in 4 other countries in the region: 
Mexico, Belize, Guatemala and Honduras.
Currently the Mexico project has generated a lot of interest in terms of a concept 
for nature-based coastal resilience and the use of risk transfer to protect natural 
assets.

Contact Marta Marrero Martin
martin.marreromartin@tnc.org
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2017

628

The Maritime Alliance announced a commitment of EUR 84,000 (USD 100,000) 
over the next 12 months to develop workforce development materials, produce 
job profile videos, and launch a Blue Jobs website to inform youth and their parents 
about jobs in the growing Blue Economy. The Maritime Alliance also announced 
that in partnership with the BlueTech Cluster Alliance, 9 leading BlueTech clusters 
in 7 countries, it has embarked on a capacity building effort that will work with at 
least two developing countries to organize clusters in 2018.   

Impact The Maritime Alliance (TMA) launched www.blueSTEMcareers.org, which includes 
a series of Career Pathway videos. TMA and the BlueTech Cluster Alliance are 
working with Brazil and Mexico on cluster capacity building.

Contact Michael B.Jones
mbjones@themaritimealliance.org
+1 (619) 450-4600x141

Website Link www.blueSTEMcareers.org

San Diego
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2017

609

Washington

The World Bank announced a total of EUR 296 million (USD 352.5 million) over the 
next six years to advance the sustainable oceans and Blue Economy agenda in 
developing countries. This includes EUR 102 million (USD 121.4 million) to improve 
the management of fisheries in the South West Indian Ocean region (Madagascar, 
Seychelles, Maldives and the Indian Ocean Commission), with co-financing from 
the Global Environment Facility and Japan; EUR 34 million (USD 40 million) to 
innovate fisheries and aquaculture value chains in Peru; EUR 126 million (USD 150 
million) for Vietnam to enhance coastal resilience; EUR 20 million (USD 23.6 
million) for the Marshall Islands to strengthen early warning systems, support 
climate resilient investments in shoreline protection, and assist with crisis and 
emergency responses; EUR 15 million (USD 17.5 million) to improve solid waste 
management in the Maldives; and technical assistance (with financial support 
from Denmark) to help Indonesia develop an action plan to reduce marine plastic 
pollution.



Money Spent USD 352,500,000

Impact The World Bank mobilized USD 352.5 million to advance the sustainable oceans 
and Blue Economy agenda over the next six years in developing countries. This 
includes USD 121.4 million to improve the management of fisheries in the South 
West Indian Ocean region (Madagascar, Seychelles, Maldives and the Indian Ocean 
Commission), with co-financing from the Global Environment Facility and Japan; 
USD 40 million to innovate fisheries and aquaculture value chains in Peru; USD 
150 million for Vietnam to enhance coastal resilience; USD 23.6 million for the 
Marshall Islands to strengthen early warning systems, support climate resilient 
investments in shoreline protection, and assist with crisis and emergency 
responses; USD 17.5 million to improve solid waste management in the Maldives. 
The World Bank also help Indonesia with technical assistance (with financial 
support from Denmark) to develop an action plan to reduce marine plastic 
pollution.

Contact Xavier VINCENT
xvincent@worldbank.org
+1 202 473 2426
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2017

641

London

The Yacht Club Costa Smeralda (YCCS) announced the launch of One Ocean under 
the high patronage of Princess Zahra Aga Khan. One Ocean Forum aims at 
becoming a driving force for local and international initiatives related to ocean 
sustainability engaging stakeholders from different backgrounds. One Ocean 
Forum will become a regular yearly event, with one concrete outcome Charta 
Smeralda which will commit signatories to identify actions to minimise impacts on 
the marine environment, and propose solutions to ocean issues.

Impact In October 2017, more than 900 people attended the first edition of the One 
Ocean Forum, with leading scientist, scholars, opinion leaders and change agents 
from all over the world. The One Ocean Forum was launched by the Yacht Club 
Costa Smeralda (YCCS) under the high patronage of Princess Zahra Aga Khan. 



Money Spent

Impact

Moreover, in March 2018 the YCCS launched the One Ocean Foundation (OOF). The 
aim of the One Ocean Foundation is to develop specific projects that help 
safeguard marine life. These projects are directed to individuals, organizations and 
companies. The first of these projects is the mainstream of the Charta Smeralda. 
Another key initiative is the organization in 2019 of the second edition of the One 
Ocean Forum. This event is intended to offer a moment for sharing, cooperation 
and the raising of awareness about environmental sustainability and to promote 
effective actions related to marine preservation. The aim is to launch an 
international dialogue on ocean sustainability, creating a network of “intelligence” 
and identifying best practices in order to raise awareness about the issues 
affecting the marine ecosystem.

One concrete outcome of the One Ocean Forum was the 
Charta Smeralda, a document aimed to safe-keep the ocean 
that will commit signatories to identify actions to minimize 
impacts on the marine environment, and propose solutions to 
ocean issues. More than 50 yacht clubs and 1500 individuals 
have committed to the Charta Smeralda principles. 



Website Link

Contact

https://www.1ocean.org

Giiulio Magni
giuliomagni@1ocean.org 
+39 346 6013 319
+39 027 96145

Stefano Pogutz 
stefanopogutz@1ocean.org
+39  025 9365 412
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2017

570

Brussels

The European Union announced that it will contribute at least EUR 1 million to 
support the World Bank's Global Fisheries Programme (PROFISH). The aim of the 
programme is to improve environmental sustainability, human wellbeing and 
economic performance in the world's fisheries and aquaculture, with a focus on 
the welfare of the poor in fisheries and fish farming communities in the developing 
world.

Impact On 5 and 6 October 2017, the European Union hosted the 4th edition of the Our 
Ocean conference in Malta. The outcome of the conference was unprecedented 
and stands to prove that together we can ensure a future for Our Ocean, which is 
safe, secure, clean and healthy:



Impact

The EU's 433 commitments alone exceeded EUR 550 million and implied action 
throughout the globe. Together with its individual Member States and the 
European Investment Bank, the EU pledged more than EUR 2.8 billion.

Other countries tabled over 200 commitments, whilst NGOs, foundations, 
research institutes and international organisations announced 87 commitments. 
As a major game-changer, the 2017 conference for the first time mobilised at 
scale the business community in the conservation of Our Ocean. Corporate leaders 
responded with 100 commitments. From plastic reduction to satellite monitoring.

-  433 tangible and measurable commitments
-  7.2 billion EUR in financial pledges
- 2.5 million square kilometres of additional Marine 
Protected Areas

Contact Ramon van Barneveld,
ramon.van-barneveld@ec.europa.eu
84602

Web Link https://www.ourocean2017.org/ 
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2017

620

Auderghem

The International Association of Oil & Gas Producers (IOGP) announced that 
version 2 of its Seabed Survey Data Model (SSDM) was launched in June 2017. 
Designed in 2011 and built on decades of oil & gas industry surveys, the data 
model is now freely and widely available as a global standard for marine survey 
data, benefitting companies and organisations beyond the oil & gas sector. 
Available in open standard "geodatabase" format, the model includes provision for 
data such as bathymetric, seabed morphology, natural and man-made hazards, 
soil & environmental samples, and also shallow sub-seabed geological 
information.

Impact IOGP has continued to make SSDM available to any and all interested parties, who 
would benefit from its use. The model format and supporting documentation can 
be downloaded for free from the IOGP website. 



Impact

Version 2 of the model was released in 1Q 2017, after 5 years of development 
work (version 1 was released in 2012), including seeking input from both O&G 
Operators, and Survey Contractors (who also work on non-O&G activities). This 
indicates a long term commitment to support the model and take feedback form 
non Oil & Gas areas. For Version 2, in 1Q 2018 a feedback questionnaire on 
improvement options was completed for O&G Operators. A similar event is 
planned for Survey Contractors in late 2018 / 2019. Survey Contractors will also 
feedback on non-O&G use. Aggain, this indicates an ongoing commitment to the 
model and its broader use. Some outreach activity has been conducted, for 
example an SSDM showcase in Malaysia, which included representation from the 
National Hydrographic Centre of the Royal Malaysian Navy and the Malaysian 
Centre for Geospatial Data Infrastructure.

Furthermore, IOGP spent additional time and resource developing 
a version of the model which is “platform independent” from a 
software / application perspective, which we believe makes the 
system more widely accessible, both within the O&G community, 
but perhaps even more so, to non-O&G users. This version is also 
freely available from the website.

Contact Bernard VANHEULE
bv@iogp.org
+32 2566 9156
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2017

574

Brussels

The European Union announced that it will launch a EUR 14.5 million investment 
initiative in 2017 to promote a sustainable blue economy in the European Union. 
Around EUR 8 million of the fund is to provide start-up grants for high-potential 
projects in emerging blue economy sectors across the EU. In order to better 
monitor and combat marine litter, a further EUR 2 million will go towards providing 
support for innovative technologies to monitor and/or combat marine litter in 
waters around the European Union. Furthermore, EUR 3 million will go towards 
facilitating twinning projects in the Mediterranean Sea Basin, such as between 
maritime training and education institutes, businesses operating in the blue 
economy and local fishing communities. Finally, EUR 1.5 million is to be allocated 
to restoring marine and coastal ecosystems in the Mediterranean.

Impact A minimum of 20 projects will be financed, kicking-off at the beginning of 2019.



Money Spent

Web Link

Contact

USD 1,600,000

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/sustainable-blue-economy

Ramon Van Barneveld
barneveld@ec.europa.eu
+32 2298 4602
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2017

567

Brussels

The European Union announced that it will invest EUR 23 million in the marine 
environment monitoring service of its satellite monitoring programme 
(Copernicus) in 2017 and 2018. The service focuses on climate change, fisheries 
and marine protection. It was also announced that Copernicus will, for the first 
time, create Ocean Monitoring Indicators, including on biochemistry. These 
indicators, important for measuring ocean health, will be published in the Ocean 
State Report that will be available online by the end of 2018..

Impact In 2017, Mercator Ocean gathered a large group of committed stakeholders to a 
full Copernicus Marine Week and brought Copernicus into international and 
high-level ocean conferences at the United Nations (UN SDG14), COP23 and in 
Malta for the EU Presidency and OOC2017, reached all operational service 
requirements for the Copernicus marine service operations, enriched its portfolio 
with among others new wave, ocean color and sea ice products, entered into 
service the 3rd annual major update of the service, passed the 11500 th user 
subscription and maintained a high score on user satisfaction (4.75/5), 



Impact released its first Ocean State Report with a worldwide coverage and scientific peer 
reviewed analysis of the impact of climate change on the oceans, published first 
ocean monitoring indicators, edited an expert report on “CMEMS requirement for the 
evolution of the next generation Copernicus satellite component”, implemented its 
innovation components on service evolution. To support User Uptake and increase 
CMEMS market penetration, Mercator Ocean prepared partnerships with Ocean 
Energy Europe, european regions NEREUS and CPMR, and strengthened relationship 
with GEO. Mercator Ocean co-organised the 4th GEO Blue Planet Symposium for the 
first time in Europe in July 2018. More than 100 use case and 50 tutorials are now 
available online for open and free consultation.

Money Spent
Web Link

Contact

USD 24,500,000
www.marine.copernicus.eu
Jacq Fabienne,
fabienne.jacq@ec.europa.eu
+32 2295 5966
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2017

571

Brussels

The European Union announced that it will provide nearly EUR 6 million to support 
projects in EU countries to set up cross-border cooperation on maritime spatial 
planning. Maritime spatial planning works across borders and sectors to ensure 
human activities at sea take place in an efficient, safe and sustainable way.

Impact "Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) is an essential process/tool intended to 
contribute to the sustainable economic growth of our seas and oceans. Its use 
should also stimulate coherent cross-border investment in the blue economy. The 
objective of the funded projects is to support the work of the EU Member States in 
implementing the EU Directive establishing a framework for MSP. This will be 
particularly important in view of the fact that Member States will need to set up 
their MSP processes if they are to meet the Directive's deadline for the 
establishment and implementation of their maritime spatial plans by 2021 at the 
latest.



Impact

The projects involve concrete actions helping build capacity for the design and 
implementation of maritime spatial plans and support the establishment of lasting 
mechanisms for cross-border cooperation.

In 2017 the following projects where launched: 
Pan Baltic Scope: to continue the development of innovative tools, exchange of 
data and improved harmonisation and coherence of MSP approaches, expanding 
these to the entire Baltic Sea. 

SEANSE: to test a common approach to Strategic Environmental Assessments 
(SEA) with a focus on renewable energy, in support of the development and 
effective implementation of maritime spatial plans in the North Sea.

The projects support cross-border, MSP cooperation initiatives 
between EU countries, in the Atlantic, the Mediterranean and 
the Black Sea. Some of the projects concern waters 
surrounding a number of EU overseas regions (“outermost 
regions”) in the Indian Ocean, the Atlantic and the Caribbean.



Impact Macaronesian MSP (MarSp): to provide adequate management 
tools, adapted to the regional environmental and socio-economic 
settings in the Macaronesian archipelagos (Canary Islands, Azores 
and Madeira).

OCEAN METISS: to develop MSP tools adapted to regional and 
local scales to help boost economy while preserving the rich 
biodiversity in the Indian Ocean’s waters surrounding the France’s 
overseas department of La Réunion.

For 2018 a call for proposals was issued, for project to be 
launched at the end of the year.

Money Spent

Website Link

USD 7,326,578

https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/news/four-new-projects-
maritime-spatial-planning-launched 
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2017

593

Valletta

Malta announced the establishment of a new government body, with the remit of 
studying, protecting, preserving, managing and educating on the country's rich 
underwater cultural heritage with a budget of EUR 1.6 million over 3 years.

Impact The Underwater Cultural Heritage Unit (UCHU) is the new government body, 
announced by Malta with the remit of studying, protecting, preserving, managing 
and educating on the country's rich underwater cultural heritage. The UCHU was 
established in June 2018, and set up by virtue of the Cultural Heritage Act, 2002, in 
terms of Articles 8(4)(g) and 55(p) to manage, protect and valorise Malta's 
underwater cultural heritage within Maltese territorial waters.This body will also 
be responsible to manage access to underwater cultural heritage sites as well as 
promoting public awareness of the richness and extent of these sites as an 
intrinsic part of humankind’s environment. The unit will be managed with a budget 
of EUR 1.6 million over 3 years.



As part of its role in the UCHU, the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage's will be 
conducting studies, protecting, preserving, managing and raising awareness, as 
well as collaboration with national and international bodies.

The establishment of the Underwater Cultural Heritage Unit is a step forward to 
ensure that Malta's rich underwater cultural heritage is managed, protected and 
valorized. Furthermore, the protection of precious, previously unknown cultural 
resources will create new diving sites around the Maltese islands and expose the 
Maltese Islands on a global level thus fostering blue growth, whilst contributing to 
the achievement of ocean sustainability for the benefit of both present and future 
generations.

The UCHU will be working closely with the University of Malta, 
Heritage Malta, and the Superintendence of Cultural Heritage. 
Heritage Malta is the national agency responsible for museums, 
conservation practice and cultural heritage and its role within the 
UCHU, is to manage a number of underwater cultural heritage 
sites for recreational, educational and commercial purposes.

Impact

Contact Simone Mousu
simone.mousu@gov.mt
+356 2247 9962
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2017

640

Honululu

The World Ocean Council announced that it will develop a cross-sectoral marine 
industry leadership alliance for the Mediterranean - the Blue Economy Leadership 
Alliance for the Mediterranean Sea. The WOC will provide as of 2019 the 
secretariat EUR 84,500 ($ 100,000).

christine.valentin@oceancouncil.org
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2017

597

Lisbon

Portugal announced it will increase by 2020 funding of deep-sea scientific 
research, including on seabed mining, with the creation of the Atlantic Observatory 
(based on the Azores) and the participation on the JPI Oceans Initiative.

Deep sea ecosystems, such as seamounts and hydrothermal vents are particularly 
vulnerable to environmental changes due to their slow growth and recovery rates 
and thus they may be prone to significant impacts from exploitation activities such 
as seabed mining. 

Impact



- The creation of the Atlantic Observatory (AO) has been determined by the Council 
of Ministers Resolution no. 172/2017, that nominates representatives of the 
Ministry of the Sea, the Ministry of Science and Technology and the Azores 
Regional Government for its implementation. These representatives assembled in 
a Committee are currently preparing an implementation and operationalization 
plan for the AO. The AO is foreseen to be in place in 2019 and for that purpose a 
total amount of 2 M € will be granted by the European Economic Area Financial 
Mechanism 2014-2021 to partially support the project implementation.
- The JPI Oceans Project studying the environmental impacts and risks of 
deep-sea mining gathers 32 partners from 10 different countries, including the 
Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) and the 
Directorate-General for Maritime Policy (DGPM).

This project will conduct an independent scientific monitoring of the impact of an 
industrial test to harvest manganese nodules in the Clarion Clipperton Zone. (cont.)

In order to reach the desired outcome, Portugal has already 
make important and significant steps:

Impact



Insufficient knowledge about deep-sea ecosystems and concerns about the risks 
of serious and permanent damage on deep-sea species and habitats fully justified 
Portugal’s commitment to promote and finance scientific research that may 
address the structure and functions of deep-sea ecosystems with a focus on the 
environmental impacts of seabed mining and possible mitigation approaches.

Contact

Website Link

Impact

http://www.jpi-oceans.eu/news-events/news/new-jpi-oceans-project-studying
-environmental-impacts-and-risks-deep-sea-mining

conceicao.santos@dgpm.mm.gov.pt
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2017

506

Lisbon

By 2018, Portugal reaffirmed its commitment to create an evaluation and 
monitoring system of the Blue Fund in line with SDG 14 targets.

The Blue Fund created by Portugal in 2016 with an initial funding of c.a. 14 Million 
Euros aims at supporting actions and projects that promote the Blue Economy in 
Portugal. So as to guarantee that funding initiatives are results-oriented in order 
to comply with the 2030 Agenda, Portugal is currently planning the establishment 
of an evaluation and monitoring system of applications, projects and results that is 
aligned with the targets of Goal 14. This initiative will raise awareness regarding 
the contribution of Portugal to the implementation of Goal 14 along the way, thus 
allowing the identification of gaps that will require further investment or specific 
calls.

Impact

Contact conceicao.santos@dgpm.mm.gov.pt
Website Link https://www.dgpm.mam.gov.pt/fundo-azul
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2015

117

Costa Rica announced that it will develop a National Plan for the Use of the Ocean, 
in a period of no more than two years, with the goal of coordinating all the 
institutional, social, and economic players in one common strategy for the 
conservation and sustainable use of its marine and coastal resources.

Contact Haydée Rodríguez Romero,
viceaguas@minae.go.cr
+506 2257 0922 ext. 1252
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2017

623

Brussels

Under the framework of the Intergovernmental Joint Programming Initiative JPI 
Oceans 17 European countries announced, to have the ambition to commit at 
least 30 million EUR in partnership with the European Commission's Horizon 2020 
programme by 2019 to fund research and innovation that will support the 
development of a sustainable and climate-friendly blue bioeconomy, targeting 
zero waste, production, harvest and exploitation of aquatic biomass for use in food 
and other bio-based value chains.

A scientific call will be launched in December 2018, research projects will start in 
January 2020. The total budget has increased to $37 million. The focus has been 
sharpened to target zero waste, production, harvest and exploitation of aquatic 
biomass for use in food and other bio-based value chains. Funded projects will 
identify new and improve existing ways of bringing bio-based products and 
services to the market and find new ways of creating value from in the blue 
bioeconomy. 

Impact



In addition to funding research, this initiative has established a network of funding 
agencies that plan to implement additional calls over the next five years thereby 
creating critial mass.

Money Spent

Contact

USD 37,000,000

Tom Redd
TRE@rcn.no

Impact
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2017

637

San Francisco

The Sustainable Oceans Alliance (SOA) announced EUR 4.27 million (USD 5 million) 
for the launch of the SOA Ocean Solutions Accelerator, a global program created to 
help young entrepreneurs build and scale ocean-focused start-up companies. The 
program will give young entrepreneurs access to skill-building workshops, funding 
opportunities, introductions to field experts, partners, mentors, and investors, as 
well as a platform to showcase their ventures on a global scale.

SOA is on a mission to inspire, support and enable young leaders to develop 
innovative solutions that address the greatest threats facing the ocean. These 
problems present incredible opportunities for entrepreneurs to create innovative 
solutions and develop them into scalable businesses in the ocean space. Our 
Ocean Solutions Accelerator, as announced in Malta 2017 at the Our Ocean 
Conference, is designed to support entrepreneurs through (cont.) 

Impact



an intensive 8-week program to build a sustainable and scalable business within 
the ocean space. After receiving over 100+ applications, we have carefully selected 
five talented teams of entrepreneurs to attend our program this summer. The 
program will begin on July 23rd and the young startups will experience a series of 
expert speakers, innovative site visits, pitch practice, mentor meetings, founder 
roundtables, skills workshops, and leadership training  for eight full weeks. 
SOA’s most promising ocean technology entrepreneurs will showcase their 
solutions as they graduate from the Ocean Solutions Accelerator program at the 
inaugural Ocean Solutions Gala on September 11, 2018. The gala will function as 
the Accelerator's Demo Day, and feature the startups' innovations to 250 leading 
members from the ocean conservation, technology, and investment communities.

Furthermore, after their graduation from the Accelerator Program, the five teams 
of entrepreneurs will have the opportunity to attend the Our Ocean Conference 
2018 in Indonesia to showcase their ventures and progress to a global 
international audience. 

Impact



Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

USD 1,000,000

soalliance.org

Daniela V Fernandez
daniela@soalliance.org
1 773 557 9137
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2017

618

Rouen

HAROPA, the alliance of ports of Le Havre, Rouen and Paris announced the 
commitment to improve its waste management and circular economy strategy by 
2020, by ensuring the removal of all floating wastes from its ports and by 
establishing in the new fluvial Platform of the Port of Paris in Achères a 
sustainable logistic chain through waterway (instead of road). Being part of the 
Great Paris project, the chain aims to carry between 15 and 20 million cubic meter 
of building materials and building wastes.

Contact Cédric VIRCIGLIO
cedric.vieciglio@haropaports.com
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2017

639

Rouen

Wind Europe announced that by the end of 2017 the wind industry will install and 
grid-connect 3.1 GW of capacity, worth EUR 5.9 billion. In the following two years 
the wind industry will add another 7.2 GW worth EUR 18.7 billion in investments. 
In 2020 the cumulative capacity will reach almost 23 GW, enough to power nearly 
22 million households with renewable electricity and to avoid 53 Mt of CO2 in a 
normal wind year.



In 2017 Europe installed 3.1GW of capacity, confirming Wind 
Europe 2017 commitment for OOC. In the first six months of 
2018, Europe fully grid connected 200 commercial offshore wind 
turbines with a combined capacity totalling 1,120 MW. As of 30 
June 2018, cumulatively, there are 4,349 offshore wind turbines 
with a combined capacity of 16,880 MW grid connected in 
European waters in 98 wind farms across 11 countries, including demonstration 
sites and projects not fully grid connected. By 2020, wind energy in Europe will 
reach between 195 GW (Low Scenario) and 217 GW (High Scenario) of cumulative 
installed capacity. WindEurope expects 204 GW in its Central Scenario with an 
average annual market of 12.6 GW. The offshore market will grow at a higher rate 
than today. With an average 3.1 GW/year in WindEurope’s Central Scenario, 
offshore wind will represent about one quarter of the total market by 2020 
(compared to a 15% share in the last 4-year period, between 2013 and 2016).

Impact
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2017

569

Brussels

The European Union commits EUR 8.5 million to the preservation of marine and 
coastal biodiversity in the Caribbean Sea Basin for the benefit of communities that 
depend on these ecosystems. This action targets in particular natural areas that 
are threatened by misuse, overexploitation, pollution and climate change effects.

Contact Ramon van Barneveld
ramon.van-barneveld@ec.europa.eu
84602



Contact

Impact

jmarques@dgrm.mm.gov.pt
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2017

598

Lisbon

Portugal reaffirmed its commitment to develop Maritime Spatial Plans (MSP) by 
2020, covering the entire area under Portuguese jurisdiction and using 
ecosystem-based approaches.

The Maritime Spatial Planning Directive of the European Parliament and of the 
Council has been in place in Portugal since 2014 (Law no. 17/2014, of 10th April, 
and Decree-Law no. 38/2015, of 12th March). The Maritime Spatial Plan for the 
Portuguese Maritime Area of the Suddivisions of Mainland Portugal and the 
proposed area for extension of the Portuguese Continental Shelf has been 
prepared by the Portuguese Maritime Authority and is currently under scrutiny by 
a public consultation process. In order to guarantee the sustainable management 
of all marine areas under national jurisdiction, the Maritime Spatial Plan for the 
Azores and Madeira Subdivisions are also being prepared and we are confident 
that this commitment will be concluded by 2020 at latest.
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2017

579

Brussels

The European Investment Bank (EIB) announced a EUR 30 million loan agreement 
to the Amadéite Group, a French mid-cap company Amadéite - a pioneer in the 
field of marine biotechnology. The company develops algae-based health and 
nutrition solutions for animals, plants and humans, which help to limit the 
proliferation of algae and reduce the use of synthetic pesticides, fertilisers and 
antibiotics. Growth in algae hurts coastal environments as well as tourism. The 
loan is backed by the European Fund for Strategic Investments. This fund was 
started by the EIB and the European Commission to increase investment in areas 
such as digital technology, transport, renewable energy and innovation.

The RDI programme has allowed Amadeite to fill 2 patents and make 3 
publications about algae effects. It has also created 9 new research job in 2017.

Contact

Impact

Bruno Hoyer, b.hoyer@eib.org

Website Link http://www.eib.org/en/infocentre/press/releases/all/2017/2017-234-efsi-la-bei
-soutient-le-groupe-amadeite-leader-mondial-des-biotechnologies-marines.htm
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2017

605

Geneva

The ILO announced that it will expand upon its activities for the promotion of the 
ratification and implementation of the Maritime Labour Convention, 2006, as 
amended (MLC, 2006), including the widespread acceptance of the amendments 
of 2014 and 2016 as well as the ongoing work on the protection of seafarers’ 
wages in case of piracy and armed robbery against ships at sea. In the next five 
years, the ILO supervisory bodies will examine the conformity with the Convention 
of laws and regulations of member States representing around 90 per cent of the 
world fleet and employing almost 1 million seafarers. 

The initiative is leading to near universal ratification and implementation of the 
MLC, 2006, as more than 91 per cent of the world fleet is now covered by the 
Convention (4 new ratifications were registered in 2018 (Chile, Djibouti, Lebanon, 
Slovakia) and the application of the Convention was extended to Hong Kong 
–China). Three other ratifications (Tanzania, Ethiopia and Senegal) are in the 
process of being registered.  

Impact



In December 2017, the ILO supervisory bodies reviewed the measures adopted by 
15 countries to give effect to the Convention in law and in practice with very 
encouraging results. Furthermore, earlier this year, the Special Tripartite 
Committee of the MLC, 2006, adopted new amendments to the Code of the MLC, 
2006 concerning the protection of seafarers’ wages and entitlements in case of 
piracy and armed robbery against ships. These amendments, which approved by 
the International Labour Conference in June 2018, are expected to enter into force 
in December 2020. Activities to promote the ratification and implementation of 
the MLC, 2006 were conducted in China, Oman and Singapore and the ILO Training 
Centre in Turin.

Impact



Contact James Howard
howardj@ilo.org

Beatriz Vacotto
vacotto@ilo.org
+41 22 799 6907

Brandt Wagner
wagner@ilo.org
+41 22 799 7008.
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2017

612

Arlington County

Conservation International announced that they are developing a Blue Accelerator 
Fund, an investment vehicle designed to support enterprises operating within the 
marine fisheries, aquaculture, marine tourism, and other ocean-related industries. 
Impact finance has the potential to accelerate and scale conservation outcomes, 
but is limited by the 'investment readiness' of enterprises which often lack key 
technical capacities, operational maturity, or sufficient commercial track record. 
The Accelerator Fund will address this gap by providing critical bridge financing and 
linking enterprises with investors, technical expertise, and markets for sustainable 
products and services. The Accelerator Fund aims to unlock larger-scale private 
capital investment by working with partners from initiation to exit, and will support 
protection of natural capital stocks and sustainable livelihoods in these critical 
sectors.



Since announcement of our commitment, CI has raised roughly half of the US 
$30M target capitalisation of Conservation International Ventures (formerly 
referenced as the Blue Accelerator Fund), a portion of which is exclusively 
dedicated to advancing ocean and blue economy sustainability. CI Ventures plans 
on announcing its first oceans and blue economy investments on or before Q1 of 
calendar year 2019. 

Money Spent

Impact

Contact

USD 14,000,000

Jan Yoshioka
jryoshioka@conservation.org
+18087808379
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2017

552

Tokyo

The Japan Coast Guard announced an allocation of approximately EUR 633,000 
(USD 700,000) for the period between April 2017 and March 2018 for cooperation 
with and assistance to its counterparts in Asia. One important example of this 
cooperation is "Coast Guard Global Summit" that took place on September 14, 
2017. The Heads of Coastguards from 38 countries, region, and international 
organizations, from Asia, Oceania, the Americas, Europe, Africa and other regions 
in the world gathered in Tokyo. This is the first Summit of this kind.

Contact Kyosei Urabe, Cabinet Official, Gov. of Japan
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp
+81-3-6257-1978
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2017

551

Tokyo

Japan announced its commitment to fight piracy and armed robbery against ships 
through cooperation with UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime). In 
2017 Japan contributed almost EUR 20.8 million (USD 23 million) to UNODC, a 
42.5% increase compared to 2016 (footnote: This contribution is not limited to 
ocean-related activities).

Contact Kyosei Urabe, Cabinet Official, Gov. of Japan 
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp 
+81-3-6257-1978
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2017

535

Brussels

The European Union announced the launch of a prototype surveillance tool in 
September 2017 which detects ships to reveal the extent of human activities at 
sea. The 'Search for Unidentified Maritime Objects' tool, or 'SUMO' for short, is a 
piece of software that automatically analyses data from radar imaging satellites 
to find vessels as small as 1 metre long, even in cloudy conditions or at night. The 
SUMO tool is open source, to promote uptake by users and developers and 
facilitate international cooperation on mapping of ship routes, monitoring 
shipping intensity, identifying polluting ships, monitoring fishing activities, 
countering piracy and smuggling, and controlling maritime borders.



Impact Thanks to the availability of this open source software tool, researchers 
and practitioners worldwide are brought in a position that they can quickly 
exploit the data that is currently being collected from Earth observation 
satellites, for maritime surveillance purposes. Such satellites include e.g. 
Sentinel-1 from the EU's Copernicus program, that makes its vast amount 
of data available for free, but also commercially and government operated 
satellites from countries like Germany, Italy, Canada and Japan.

Website Link

Contact

http://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
repository/bitstream/JRC107063/
sumomanual2017_v17.pdf

Ramon van Barneveld 
Ramon.VAN-BARNEVELD@ec.europa.eu
+32 229-84602
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2017

555

Vienna 

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime announced that they will provide 
support through the Global Maritime Crime Programme to five member states 
covering West and East Africa, South Asia and the Caribbean in 2018 in conducting 
sea operations with the use of satellite imageries to ensure more efficient and 
specific targeting of unlawful behaviour and crime occurring at sea. These sea 
operations will increase the maritime law enforcement capacity of those countries 
by EUR 425,600 and allow for more cost efficient and targeted responses to such 
activities at sea.



Website Link

Contact

Impact

Contact

This initiative has led to the interception and detection of a vessels fishing illegally in 
the waters of four states.  Arrest and investigation has followed, along with the 
confiscation of fish and vessels pending court cases..

alan.cole@un.org
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2017

536

Brussels 

The European Union announced that it will invest EUR 4 million in its satellite 
monitoring programme (Copernicus) in 2017 to support EU agencies and EU 
Member States in monitoring oil pollution and large-scale commercial fisheries 
(including the fight against illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing) in the 
Northwest Atlantic, the Mediterranean, the Baltic, the North Sea, the Black Sea, the 
Pacific Ocean and around the Canary Islands. Copernicus will also introduce new 
services to support law enforcement and navigation safety in ice-infested areas.



Impact The Copernicus maritime security service delivered nearly 1500 images (77% of their 
annual quota) and associated information reports for service operations in the field 
of fisheries control (IUU detection), search and rescue and routine maritime 
awareness for all European countries and associated territorial waters and EEZ, for 
a total of 400 european beneficiary administrations. 50% of this annual effort went 
through EFCA .In addition, exercises were conducted also with some international 
partners or outside European waters specifically in the Arctic, once in Antarctic, 
West/Central Africa and South Asia. Marine environment monitoring was specified 
with users in 2017 for possible operational deployment not before early 2018.

USD 4,600,000

Impact

Contact

jacq fabienne
fabienne.jacq@ec.europa.eu
+3322955966

Money Spent

Contact
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2017

554

whole of government approach to implementing the strategy that will be soon 
finalized with support to key institutions, with upgrading of staff and skills as well 
and amended legistlation 

Seychelles

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement The Seychelles announced they will develop a National Maritime Security Strategy 
by 2018.

Contact Jacques Belle
Director General
Protocol, Consular and Maritime Affairs Division
Department of Foreign Affairs
Maison Quéau de Quinssy
Mont Fleuri,. P.O.Box 656
Republic of Seychelles
Tel:  (248) 4 283 576
JBelle@mfa.gov.sc

Impact



2017

679

Geneva

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement The ILO announced EUR 1.5 million (USD 1.8 million) in 2018 to implementing 
projects to combat unacceptable forms of work and human trafficking in the fishing 
and seafood industry, including the Global Action Programme against forced labour 
and trafficking of fishers at sea (GAPfish), and to mobilise resources for new ones.

The initiative has created consensus at the regional level on the need for a regional 
coordination body to combat trafficking for forced labour exploitation in Southeast 
Asia. The initiatives has raised awareness of the issues of trafficking and forced 
labour in fisheries, particularly in Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and Myanmar. It 
has produced new research (to be published) on the human rights certification 
system of fisheries in Indonesia, the recruitment and placement of Indonesian 
fishers abroad, the compliance of national laws in Thailand, Philippines and 
Indonesia with C188 and P29 and the effective use of jurisdiction to combat 
trafficking.



Impact The initiative has contributed, in Thailand, to an analyis of the gaps 
between two international labour standards ( C188 - Work in Fishing 
Convention and P29 – Forced Labour Protocol) and and Thai national 
laws, regulations and other measures concerning conditions of work on 
board fishing vessels. On 4 June 2018, Thailand deposited the instrument 
of ratification of the Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention, 
1930 , with the Director-General of the International Labour Organization 
(ILO), thereby becoming the 24th country worldwide and the first in Asia 
to ratify the instrument. 

Money spent

Website link 

Contact

USD 1,800,000

http://www.ilo.org/jakarta/whatwedo/projects/WCMS_566916/lang--en/index.htm     
https://shiptoshorerights.org/

AZHOU, Mi (zhoumi@ilo.org)
Judd, Jason (judd@ilo.org)



2017

533

Brussels

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement The European Union announced that it will provide EUR 1 million in 2017 to 
support the upgrading of the ICT systems of EU maritime authorities and 
facilitate cooperation between them. Furthermore, the European Union 
announced that it will contribute EUR 80,000 to facilitate cooperation between 
coastguard authorities in Europe.



Money spent

Website link 

Contact

 

Impact

Money spent

Contact

USD 1,800,000

Dora Barreira Ramos
dora.barreira-ramos@ec.europa.eu

The initiative allowed for the funding of three projects on the 
implementation of the EU's Common Information Sharing 
Environment, aiming at enhancing the interoperability of 
maritime surveillance systems employed by different EU 
maritime authorities and facilitating cooperation between 
them. It also allowed for funding a European Coast Guard 
Functions Forum initiative  aiming at enhancing cooperation 
between coastguard authorities in Europe. The European Coast 
Guard Functions Forum offers support to European maritime 
law enforcement, environment, safety and security authorities 
by sharing expertise and best practices..
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Contact

2015

27

Chile

 Ocean Affairs Foreign Affairs Ministry Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl , chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl , svega@minrel.gob.cl

Chile announced the creation of a new Ocean Policy Council to address the 
challenges facing its ocean waters and marine resources, to ensure their 
sustainability and security and help guarantee the right of its citizens to live in an 
environment free of pollution while preserving nature and protecting the marine 
environment.creased capacity in developing countries to implement port State 
measures and complementary tools to combat illegal, unreported and regulated 
fishing.

The first meeting of the Ocean Policy Council was held on August 26, 2016. This 
council is composed of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, who is the President of the 
Council, Minister of National Defense, Minister of Economy and Minister of the 
Environment. 



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Impact

Contact

2017

28

Chile

SONAPESCA, Chile’s National Fishing Association, announced on behalf of Chile’s 
industrial fishing sector a new Declaration on Responsible Fishing, which commits 
to working in seven development areas to promote responsible fishing based on 
specific, published international commitments and standards.

The most relevant commitment of the declaration was to start a certification 
process of the 11 industrial fisheries, which was fulfilled in a first phase by carrying 
out the 11 preassesment for the anchovy, common sardine, horse mackerel, hake, 
gilthead conger eels and crustaceans fisheries. We currently have 5 certified 
fisheries for crustaceans (nylon shrimp, northern and southern yellow shrimp, 
northern and southern red shrimp)

Ambassador Isauro Torres Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs MinistryChile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2016

145

New York

The United States announced pilot activities in Indonesia, the Philippines and 
Bangladesh to integrate marine tenure into fisheries management projects in 
support of the FAO Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Small-Scale Fisheries in the 
Context of Food Security and Poverty Reduction.



Elizabeth Kim,
KimEAB@state.gov, 
(202) 647 4824

USAID has developed and is actively disseminating knowledge management 
resources, assessment tools, and case studies among its Missions and partners to 
facilitate the inclusion of marine tenure considerations into the design of new 
coastal programs. Secure access to fishing grounds for small-scale fishers and 
coastal communities is critical to incentivize collective investment in responsible 
management of their coastal and marine resources for long-term sustainability. 
Additionally, case studies in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Bangladesh are being 
used to integrate marine tenure into fisheries management projects in support of 
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) Voluntary Guidelines for Securing 
Small-scale Fisheries in the Context of Food Security and Poverty Reduction.

Impact

Contact
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Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2016

191

Monterey, USA

The Monterey Bay Aquarium announced four major initiatives that engage 
businesses and governments in science-based solutions to improve traceability 
and environmental sustainability of farmed and wild seafood globally: a 
partnership with USAID to develop new tools, partnerships, and projects to 
address IUU fishing in the Asia-Pacific region; the formation of the Global Seafood 
Ratings Alliance to improve harmonization of sustainability ratings among NGOs 
worldwide; the launch of a human rights risk assessment tool in partnership with 
Seafish and the Sustainable Fisheries Partnership; and establishment of the Asian 
Seafood Improvement Collaborative (ASIC) to drive on-the-water change in 
Southeast Asia.



Josh Madeira,
 jmadeira@mbayaq.org, 
+1 831-648-9826

This announcement included four components: 
1. A new partnership with USAID. The partnership was announced to develop tools,
partnerships and projects to address IUU fishing and encourage sustainability in the
Asia-Pacific region.

2. Formation of Global Seafood Ratings Alliance (GSRA). The GSRA launched
publically in June 2018, and includes 14 organizations that agreed to core elements

3. Development of a Seafood Slavery Risk Tool. This tool was released in February
2018 and is now publicly available online. The tool is being used by businesses to
make decisions regarding the risk of human rights abuses within their supply chains.

4. Formation of the Asian Seafood Improvement Collaborative (ASIC). ASIC formed in
2016, and now includes two sub-groups, one focused on shrimp aquaculture and
one on (wild) blue swimming crab.

Impact

Contact
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2016

257

WWF

The World Wildlife Fund announced DETECT IT: Fish, a web-based tool, which uses big 
data analytics to identify, compare, and analyze trade discrepancies and irregularities 
in global fish trade data to help discover and investigate IUU activities.  DETECT IT: Fish 
holds the potential to reduce IUU by 50% by 2020, when utilized with other effective 
tools and policies.  DETECT IT: Fish was one of the winners in the 2016 Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise’s competition, Living Progress Challenge.

The free, web-based trade data analytics tool called DETECT IT helps identify 
suspicious fish trade by analyzing trade among partners and reported trade volumes 
and types. It was launched publicly in Nov 2017 and is being used by governments, 
the public and private sector around the world. 

Michele.kuruc@wwfus.org
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2017

656

Tokyo, Japan

Japan reaffirmed its commitment to promote sustainable fisheries and announced its 
accession to the FAO Port State Measures Agreement in May 2017. Japan also 
announced its commitment to assist the relevant Regional Fisheries Management 
Organizations (RFMOs) through the acceptance of the agreement between Japan and 
the North Pacific Fisheries Commission (NPFC) regarding privileges and immunities of 
NPFC in June 2017. This Agreement will facilitate the work of the secretariat of NPFC, 
located in Japan.

Kyosei Urabe (Mr.)
Cabinet Official 
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2015

40

Phillipines

Rare announced that USAID Philippines and Rare, with partners Bloomberg 
Philanthropies, Pinoy Micro-Enterprise Foundation, and Encourage Capital, 
established a Global Development Alliance to advance economic incentives for 
conserving biodiversity and sustainably managing local fisheries through managed 
access. An award of $2.39 million from USAID will leverage over $6 million in private 
sector funds, for a total investment of over $8.4 million. Over a period of two years, 
the Alliance will identify best practices and pilot these approaches in key coastal 
communities, which will help thousands of fishers increase economic benefits derived 
from sustainable management of at least 300,000 hectares of key marine 
biodiversity areas. This work will complement the investment Blueprints for 
sustainable fisheries developed by Bloomberg Philanthropies, The Rockefeller 
Foundation, and Encourage Capital.



Impact

Money Spent

Contact

In collaboration with private and public sector partners, this project 
created economic incentives through improved value chain 
efficiencies, community enterprises (CEs), and improved market 
linkages, with the goal of helping fishers secure their livelihoods 
and encourage faster uptake of sustainable fishing behaviors 
critical to biodiversity and socioeconomic outcomes. The project 
helped to organize 102 savings clubs with 2,230 members (more 
than 70% women) across 17 sites with a total savings of Php 14.5 
million. This is the largest number of savings clubs successfully 
organized in the fisheries sector. The project also built capacity in 6 
CEs to produce responsibly source seafood products leading to 
sales of around Php 500,000 in local and domestic urban markets, 
and helped organize the first Sustainable Seafood Week in Manila, 
which is now an annual event.

Anna-Marie Laura 
amlaura@rare.org 
+1 703 522 5070

USD 8,390,000
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Impact

2015

112

New Zealand

New Zealand announced that it will allocate NZ$50 million (US$32 million) to 
support the Pacific region to improve the sustainable management of Pacific 
fisheries and deliver on its Roadmap for Sustainable Pacific Fisheries.

Fisheries are of vital importance to the Pacific. Around 60% of the global tuna catch 
is harvested in the region, representing the single most important economic 
resource for many Pacific Island countries, while coastal fisheries are critical for 
food security and livelihoods. 

Fisheries are a key source of social, economic, environmental and cultural 
well-being for Pacific peoples. Offshore tuna fisheries are an important source of 
economic revenue and coastal fisheries resources are vital to the food security, 
resilience and livelihoods of Pacific peoples, providing between 50%-90% of the 
protein for coastal communities and are the primary or secondary source of 
income for up to 50% of households.



This announcement included four components: 
1. A new partnership with USAID. The partnership was announced to develop tools, 
partnerships and projects to address IUU fishing and encourage sustainability in the 
Asia-Pacific region. 

2. Formation of Global Seafood Ratings Alliance (GSRA). The GSRA launched 
publically in June 2018, and includes 14 organizations that agreed to core elements 

3. Development of a Seafood Slavery Risk Tool. This tool was released in February 
2018 and is now publicly available online. The tool is being used by businesses to 
make decisions regarding the risk of human rights abuses within their supply chains. 

4. Formation of the Asian Seafood Improvement Collaborative (ASIC). ASIC formed in 
2016, and now includes two sub-groups, one focused on shrimp aquaculture and 
one on (wild) blue swimming crab. 

Gabrielle Chin, 
gabrielle.chin@mfat.govt.nz 
+64 4 439 8705

As an economic resource that is shared throughout the region, including in New 
Zealand waters, management of the highly migratory tuna species (skipjack, 
yellowfin, bigeye and south Pacific albacore) requires strong-regional commitment 
from all Pacific Island countries to be effective.

Projects funded by New Zealand target improving the sustainable management of 
fisheries; reducing illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing and support for 
coastal fisheries management and sustainable aquaculture.

Quantifiable results are expected to become increasingly available as many of the 
activities have only recently commenced implementation.

New Zealand strongly supports the Pacific in achieving the 
objectives adopted by Pacific Leaders in the 2015 “Regional 
Roadmap for Sustainable Pacific Fisheries”. This support 
includes significant development assistance funding.

Impact

Contact
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2017

704

Washington DC, USA

Oceana announced a major insurance industry commitment contributing to the 
international fight against illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing. Global 
insurance industry leaders including Allianz AGCS, AXA, Hanseatic Underwriters, 
Generali, and The Shipowners' Club have signed a statement committing to not 
insure or facilitate the insuring of IUU fishing vessels. Signatories have also agreed 
to encourage the adoption of other measures to help eliminate IUU fishing. The 
Statement has been developed in collaboration with the Principles for Sustainable 
Insurance, a global sustainability initiative of the United Nations Environment 
Programme Finance Initiativ



Lasse Gustavsson,
 europe@oceana.org,
+34 911 440 880

In 2017, leading insurers of marine risks agreed on an insurance industry 
statement—Assisting ocean stewardship through marine insurance—confirming 
that they will not knowingly insure or facilitate the insuring of vessels that have been 
blacklisted for their involvement in illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing. 
As of August 2018, the Statement has been signed and supported by over 30 
leading insurers, insurance market bodies and key stakeholders from around the 
world. Since Oceana announced the formal launching of this Statement at the Our 
Ocean Conference in October of 2017, we have been working with insurance 
industry stakeholders to develop a set of risk assessment guidelines to support the 
aims of the Statement. As like with the development of the Statement, this work has 
been carried out in collaboration with UN Environment’s Principles for Sustainable 
Insurance Initiative (PSI). The guidelines—Risk assessment and control of IUU 
fishing for the marine insurance industry—will be formally launched and made 
available to insurance industry professionals and the public before the end of 2018.

Impact

Contact
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2017

646

Brussels

The European Union announced that new rules are expected to enter into force by 
the end of 2017 to better and more sustainably manage the external fishing fleet. 
The new rules will allow the European Union to better monitor and control its fleet 
and efficiently address the problems of reflagging and chartering, thus enhancing 
efforts to combat IUU fishing

The new EU rules on the sustainable management of the external fleet, which 
entered into force on the 17th January 2018, has resulted in the EU external fleet 
being better regulated and monitored, independently whether fishing takes place 
under public agreement or direct authorisations by third countries..



Ramon van Barneveld 
ramon.van-barneveld@ec.europa.eu
+32 228 4602

The new EU law also impose rules for fishing on the high seas. Re-flagging of EU 
vessels to circumvent the rules are now discouraged and penalised. In practice, it 
introduces a comprehensive system of fishing authorisations to fish outside EU 
waters that apply wherever the fishing activity takes place and is based on strict 
eligibility criteria. 

The new law also requires scientific evidence to demonstrate that the fishing activity 
is sustainable. The new rules contribute to increasing transparency on fishing 
operations globally. A public register of all fishing authorisations granted for the EU 
fleet will be created as a result of the law.

Impact

Contact
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2015

135

New York

In 2014, the United States announced its commitment to establish an integrated 
seafood traceability program as part of a broader, coordinated effort to tackle 
illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing and seafood fraud. The 
traceability program will track seafood from harvest or production to entry into 
U.S. commerce and ensure that seafood sold in the United States is legally 
harvested. The United States will announce in October 2015 the specific list of 
marine species considered to be most at risk of being caught illegally or 
mislabeled, which will be the basis of the first phase of the program to be fully 
launched by September 2016.

New Zealand strongly supports the Pacific in achieving the objectives adopted by 
Pacific Leaders in the 2015 “Regional Roadmap for Sustainable Pacific Fisheries”. 
This support includes significant development assistance funding. 



Elizabeth Kim, 
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824

The Seafood Import Monitoring Program became mandatory on January 1, 2018. 
Traceability information is required as a component of electronic filing of imports 
through U.S. Customs and Border Protection; without it, an entry will not clear 
customs and enter U.S. commerce. Imports subject to the Seafood Import 
Monitoring Program may also be subject to audit and inspection by NOAA. As a 
result of NOAA's extensive domestic and international outreach to support a smooth 
transition for industry, NOAA has received no reports of disruptions to trade 
resulting from implementation of this Program. Moving forward, NOAA will continue 
to manage the Seafood Import Monitoring Program, and expand it as appropriate to 
prevent the United States from being a market for IUU and misrepresented seafood.

Impact

Contact
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2017

690

New York

Conservation International reconfirmed its partnership with the Costa Rican 
Ministry of Security, the National Coastguard Service, and partner Satellite 
Applications Catapult/OceanMind to address illegal fishing in Costa Rica and 
across the region. Over the past 18 months, these partners have cooperated 
closely to generate the first complete baseline of the purse-seining fleet’s 
operations in Costa Rica’s EEZ. The study monitored more than 5,000 vessels, 99 
of which were fishing vessels. 102 possible illegal activities carried out by 19 
fishing vessels were observed. Together with the national authorities, CI is 
following up 17 cases associated with these vessels. In 2018, CI will continue 
working with Costa Rican authorities to follow-up on potential cases of illegal 
fishing and to further improve the country’s information base and share the results 
across the Eastern Tropical Pacific countries of Panamá, Colombia, and Ecuador, to 
promote international cooperation in addressing illegal fishing activities in the 
region. 



Marco Quesada
mquesada@conservation.org 
+506 8893-9871 (Costa Rica)

Conservation International has continued working with Costa Rican authorities 
(Ministries of Security and of Environment, the National Coastguard Service) and 
OceanMind by executing training and capacity building activities with authorities 
from the Judicial and Executive branches of the government, conducting in depth 
analysis of transshipment and illegal fishing from 'dark' vessels and collaborating in 
national and international policy making and implementation of existing regulations. 
In addition, Conservation International is exploring opportunities to expand the work 
in Costa Rica across the region.

Impact

Contact
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2016

277

Europe Union

The European Union announced that it will commit approximately $6.75 million 
(EUR 6 million) in 2017 to improve governance, science and capacity building, as 
well as increase compliance in the 18 Regional Fisheries Management 
Organizations (RFMOs) and tuna RFMOs in which the EU participates.  The EU 
acknowledged its responsibility to promote sustainable fisheries and combat 
illegal, unreported, and unregulated fisheries.

Regional Fisheries Management Organisations (RFMOs) are the primary bodies for 
international cooperation in conserving and managing highly migratory or 
straddling fish stocks. The EU is a member to 18 of these organisations worldwide, 
including six tuna RFMOs. Since the initial announcement in 2016 of 6 million EUR, 
this amount has been increased by a further 3 million EUR in order to support the 
General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean in implementing the 
2017-2020 strategy towards the sustainability of fisheries and  (cont.)



Ramon van Barneveld, 
ramon.van-barneveld@ec.europa.eu
84602

the strategy for sustainable aquaculture development implemented in the 
Mediterranean and Black Sea as well as the Medfish 4ever Declaration. The 
remaining 6 million EUR has been allocated among others within RFMOs worldwide 
to tackle Illegal Unreported and Unregulated fishing, improve Monitoring, Control 
and Enforcement, strengthen the fisheries science of these bodies and mitigating 
bycatch (including sharks and rays). The EU has also financially supported in 2016 
the upgrading by 2020 of the Western Central Atlantic Fishery Commission into an 
RFMO; the process is making good progress. Improving and regularly reviewing the 
performance of RFMOs (e.g. on science, compliance transparency and 
decision-making) continues to be central to the EU's action in these fora.

Impact

Contact
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2017

653

Chille

Ambassador Isauro Torres Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl

Chile announced the creation of National Committee to Combat Illegal, Unreported 
and Unregulated Fishing (IUU). This Committee aims to strengthen and coordinate 
Chile's responsibilities as a coastal, port, flag and market State to combat illegal 
fishing activities and improve the co-ordination among relevant stakeholders for 
the development of mid-term action plans. This Committee is chaired by the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and includes all public institutions related to the fishing 
industry, coastal communities and ocean activities.

The national policy to combat illegal fishing entered into force.
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2017

654

Chille

Ambassador Isauro Torres Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl

Chile reaffirmed its commitment to sustainable fisheries and announced that as of 
August 2017 it has become a Cooperating Non-Contracting Party of the 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC).

Chile has participated in the meetings of the IATTC as Non-Contracting Party and 
has provided the necessary information to comply with the measures established 
by the organization.
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2017

146

New York

The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization announced $500,000 for its 
new global program to implement the Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable 
Small-Scale Fisheries in the Context of Food Security and Poverty Eradication, 
through policy support and capacity development activities at the global level and 
regional level in Africa, as well as implementing small-scale fisheries support 
projects in Costa Rica and Cambodia.

NOAA’s Office of Law Enforcement (OLE) provided curriculum development 
assistance, policy support, and operational law enforcement training to the 
Government of Indonesia (GOI) to help combat illegal, unreported, and unregulated 
(IUU) fishing and to implement the Port State Measures Agreement (PSMA). (cont.) 
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2016

251

United States

matthew.camilleri@fao.org

The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization announced that the Port 
State Measures Agreement entered into force on June 5, 2016, with 35 parties as 
of August 2016, 23 of which joined in the last year: Barbados, Cabo Verde, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Dominica, France, The Gambia, Grenada, Guinea, Guyana, Indonesia, 
Mauritius, Palau, Republic of Korea, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines, Somalia, South Africa, Sudan, Thailand, Tonga, United States of 
America, and Vanuatu.  Three additional countries committed to joining by the Our 
Ocean Conference 2017: Ghana, Senegal, and Madagascar.

The national policy to combat illegal fishing entered into force.
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2016

252

United States

matthew.camilleri@fao.org

The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization announced $1.1 million for 
its new global program to support the implementation of the Port State Measures 
Agreement and complementary instruments to combat IUU fishing through policy, 
legal, and technical assistance, and capacity building to strengthen enforcement. 

Increased capacity in developing countries to implement port State measures and 
complementary tools to combat illegal, unreported and regulated fishing.



Impact

Contact Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824

PSMA for High Level Officials in May 2018, which covered higher-level issues such as 
legal requirements, governmental policy needs, and inter-Ministerial coordination. In 
2019, NOAA will continue to work with the GOI to institutionalize the PSMA inspector 
curriculum, develop standard operating procedures for PSMA implementation, and 
continue training activities focused on conducting PSMA inspections, conducting IUU 
fishing investigations, and complimentary activities to combat IUU fishing and 
associated crimes.

In 2017, NOAA conducted two peer exchanges with the GOI to provide 
technical assistance on development of curriculum for training 
Indonesia’s PSMA inspectors. In January 2018, OLE conducted its 
second Port State Measures Inspector Training Workshop in Jakarta. 
OLE also facilitated a Workshop on the Implementation of the 
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2017

665

Palau Capital

Palau announced that through public-private partnership, it will open the first 
regional center for maritime surveillance in 2018 to address Illegal Un-reported 
Unregulated (IUU) fishing.

The National Maritime Coordination Center (NMCC) is the focal point for all 
National Government maritime operations and Monitoring Control and 
Surveillance (MCS) strategy efforts in Palau’s waters. The NMCC is the point of 
contact for external organizations such as the FFA Regional Fisheries Surveillance 
Centre (RFSC) and United States Coast Guard (USCG) Sector Guam; allowing a rapid 
24/7 response to fisheries related intelligence provided by the RFSC and search & 
rescue operations initiated / coordinated by the USCG. Manned 24/7, 365 days a 
year, the NMCC provides continual monitoring of Palau’s waters; facilitating rapid 
analysis of incoming information from partner governments and private and public 
organizations enabling Palau to respond quickly and efficiently to any maritime 
emergency or suspect / illegal activity identified



Kenlie Lipiano, Executive Assistant of Ambassador Ngedikes Olai Uludong, 
proffice@palauun.org, 
Permanent Mission of Palau to the United Nations 866 United Nations Plaza - 
Suite 575 New York, NY 10017
(212) 813-0310

over Palau’s licensed fishing fleet to ensure that they are reporting in accordance 
with their license conditions. The NMCC also acts as Ministry of Natural Resources 
Environment and Tourism’s delegate to centralize requests and process approvals 
for licensed fishing vessels to enter and exit the EEZ. Furthermore, by continually 
monitoring the High Frequency (HF) radio communications used by Palau’s 
southern islands and licensed fishing vessels, the NMCC will be in a position to 
receive and react to reports of medical emergencies and suspect / illegal activity 
from all of Palau’s southern islands and licensed fishing vessels in real-time.

The NMCC acts as a communications node and maritime 
intelligence fusion center; incoming information will be 
assessed before rapid and accurate transmission to the 
National Government organizations that need it. The 24/7 
nature of the NMCC enables it to maintain continual watch 

Impact
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2017

671

Thailand

Thailand announced its commitment to participate in the Global Record of Fishing 
Vessels, Refrigerated Transport Vessels and Supply Vessels (global record) by 
2018 to support the global implementation of Port State Measures. Thailand will 
make information available on its fishing fleets and enter it into the Global Record 
Database. Thailand also announced that it has entered into a progressive and 
technical cooperation with the Seafood Task Force and Ocean Mind to support safe 
and sustainable seafood as well as to prevent the entry of fish and fishery 
products from IUU (Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated) fishing activities into the 
supply chain; Thailand using new tools for a strict enforcement of Port State 
Measures.



chuanpidc@gmail.com

Currently, information of 10 Thai-flagged oversea fishing vessels, refrigerated 
transport vessels and supply vessels, larger than 100 GT and marked with IMO 
number, have already entered in the Global Record Database.
Thailand has cooperated with the Seafood Task Force and Ocean Mind to support 
safe and sustainable seafood since 2017. Thailand also has strengthening the 
monitoring, control and surveillance to prevent IUU fishing of Thai-flagged fishing 
vessels including cooperated with relevant flag states, coastal states, port states 
and RFMOs to exchange information on fishing vessels and activities of imported 
fish to support the PSM implementaion.

Impact
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2017

309

Germany

Germany announced that it will commit EUR 30 million in 2017 to the 
implementation of development projects under the "Ten-point Plan of Action for 
Marine Conservation and Sustainable Fisheries". This includes inter alia funding for 
projects which serve the implementation of the G20 Action Plan on Marine Litter. 
Also in this context, Germany commits to further advance the implementation of 
the "Blue Action Fund" for marine conservation together with the Swedish 
Government that is joining the Blue Action Fund in 2017.



Matthias Krause
Matthias.Krause@bmz.bund.de 
+49 228 995353495

development or top-up of 20 programs in developing countries in the four thematic 
areas of the Plan of Action – marine conservation, sustainable fisheries, marine 
pollution, climate resilience – including a top-up of 20 Million Euro for the Blue 
Action Fund. More than half of the programs contribute to marine conservation. 
Approx. 27 Million Euro have been committed to programs exclusively dedicated to 
marine conservation. Another 24 Million Euro have been committed to integrated 
programs that are of relevance to marine conservation and other thematic areas of 
the Plan of Action.

With 85 Million Euro committed in 2017 by the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development to the 
"Ten-point Plan of Action for Marine Conservation and 
Sustainable Fisheries”, Germany almost tripled its original 
commitment of 30 Million Euro in 2017. This allowed for the

Impact

Contact
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2017

562

Africa

Stop Illegal Fishing, on behalf of the FISH-i Africa Task Force, announced the 
launch of a programme of VIGILANCE in the Western Indian Ocean. This will be a 
robust assessment of all industrial fishing vessels licensed to fish by FISH-i 
members to assess the legality of their identity, history, ownership and 
management. This is in response to the systematic illegalities and criminal 
offences identified by FISH-i Africa investigations. This commitment will cover 
around 500 fishing vessels and will be completed by 2022. It is supported by the 
FISH-i Africa operational Task Force together with the eight member countries of 
Comoros, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Seychelles, Somalia and 
the United Republic of Tanzania.

Website Link www.fish-i-africa.org
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2017

710

Penang, Malaysia

WorldFish announced a commitment of EUR 49,008,801 (USD 57,800,000) through the 
"Sustaining Small Scale Fisheries" Flagship of the CGIAR Research Program on Fish 
Agri-food Systems (FISH), jointly with the International Water Management Institute, 
James Cook University, the Natural Resources Institute at the University of Greenwich, and 
Wageningen University, to ensure by 2022: (i) 1 million households have reduced poverty 
as a result of adopting improved fisheries management; (ii) 2.1 million hectares of aquatic 
and coastal marine habitat restored and under more productive and equitable 
management. Furthermore, the Flagship will assist 1.2 million people, of which 50% are 
women to exit poverty through livelihood improvements.
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2017

695

Washington DC

The GEF announced a total of EUR 19 million (USD 22.3 million) investment in 
fisheries. This included EUR 1.45 million (USD 1.7 million) investment in fisheries in 
the Caribbean to be implemented by FAO and EUR 5.36 million (USD 6.3 million) 
investment to assist Caribbean countries to transition toward a blue economy to be 
implemented by the World Bank. The GEF announced EUR 6.2 million (USD 7.3 
million) to address fisheries in West Africa to be implemented by the World Bank

The GEF has committed to the USD22.3M for sustainable fisheries initiatives, 
which was approved by the GEF Council. The Implementing Agencies (FAO, World 
Bank, UNDP) are now planning the details of these initiatives for the Caribbean, 
West Africa and Humboldt Current.

Contact

USD 22,300,000

LeahKarrer@thegef.org

Money Spent

Impact



https://fish.cgiar.org/sustaining-small-scale-fisheries

WorldFish’s commitment to improved, equitable and more productive small-scale 
fisheries is on track. The initiative "Sustaining Small Scale Fisheries" - a Flagship of 
the CGIAR Research Program on Fish Agri-food Systems - commenced in 2017. 
Planning included development of the Theory of Change and associated 
research-for-development activities – including determination of dis-aggregated 
outcome targets for each of the nominated focal and scaling countries

Impact

Website Link

USD 57,800,000Money Spent
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2017

699

Washington DC

International Seafood Sustainability Foundation (ISSF) announced that at least 
75% of the tuna industry will follow new ISSF measures for sustainability best 
practices. These measures facilitate continuous improvement toward sustainable 
tuna fishery resources. It also announced that it audits compliance against such 
measures. Two recently adopted measures help fight IUU fishing and support 
sustainable management of tuna fisheries resources

Two recently adopted measures help fight IUU fishing and support sustainable 
management of tuna fisheries resources: ISSF now requires the use of 
non-entangling FADs by participating vessels and requires participating 
companies to identify all species of tuna and the area of capture by means of 
product labelling or through a publicly available web-based traceability system.

Contact Mary Sestric | msestric@iss-foundation.org | +1.412.913.8654

Impact
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2017

667

Lisbon

Portugal announced the reduction of by-catches and discards from fisheries by 
2023.

The initiative is being planned and will be developed in the framework of the EU 
Common Fisheries Policy.

jmarques@dgrm.mm.gov.pt
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2017

566

Brussels

The European Union announced the launch of the Pacific - European Union Marine 
Partnership (PEUMP) programme, worth EUR 45 million. Sweden announced that 
it will contribute EUR 10 million to the programme. The purpose of the programme 
is to support sustainable management and development of fisheries for food 
security and economic growth, while addressing climate change resilience and 
conservation of marine biodiversity.

The initiative is being planned and will be developed in the framework of the EU 
Common Fisheries Policy.

Christoph Waegner
christoph.Wagner@eeas.europa.eu
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2017

651

Bangladesh

Bangladesh reaffirmed that legislative measures already in force to protect fish 
stocks and juveniles were completed in December 2016 by a complete ban on 
destructive fishing methods implemented by the Bangladeshi coastguards and 
effective measures to prevent illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing in the 
Bangladeshi Exclusive Economic Zone enforced by its naval forces.

Rear Admiral (Retd)  Md Khurshed Alam MPhil, ndc,psc
Secretary , Maritime Affairs Unit
Ministry Of Foreign Affairs, Dhaka, Bangladesh
khurshed.alam@mofa.gov.bd



75 %

ILO International Labour Organization

TWF Ted Waitt Foundation

SUSTAINABLE
FISHERIES
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2017

679

California USA

The ILO announced EUR 1.5 million (USD 1.8 million) in 2018 to implementing projects 
to combat unacceptable forms of work and human trafficking in the fishing and 
seafood industry, including the Global Action Programme against forced labour and 
trafficking of fishers at sea (GAPfish), and to mobilise resources for new ones.

The initiative has created consensus at the regional level on the need for a regional 
coordination body to combat trafficking for forced labour exploitation in Southeast 
Asia. The initiatives has raised awareness of the issues of trafficking and forced labour 
in fisheries, particularly in Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and Myanmar.

Contact

USD 1,500,000

James Howard (howardj@ilo.org) 
(or, alternatively, Jean-Marie Kagabo (kagabo@ilo.org) 
at +41 22 799 7308, Jason Judd (judd@ilo.org) or Mi Zhou (houmi@ilo.org) 

Money Spent

Impact
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2016

163

Taiwan

Ted Waitt of the Waitt Foundation announced “Fish Forever” – a commitment of 
$2.5 million over five years in collaboration with Rare, the Environmental Defense 
Fund, and the University of California Santa Barbara Bren School – to help 
communities manage fisheries sustainably. 

Improve ocean biological environment ,and promote sustainable use of fishery 
resources. 

chenyu@ms1.fa.gov.twContact

USD 17,000,000Money Spent
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2017

471

Malpelo Island

Colombia announced the expansion of the fauna and flora Sanctuary of Malpelo by 
17,090 square kilometres, increasing its extension from 9,500 to 26,670 square 
kilometres. With this decision, Colombia is protecting marine ecosystems with 
high influx of sharks, marine mammals and diversity of fish, whilst conserving the 
ecosystems associated with the ridges of Malpelo and Yurupari. With the recently 
declared marine protected areas in the Pacific, Colombia is exceeding the Aichi 
Target of the Convention on Biological Diversity and the national target for 
hectares of protected ecosystems, as embedded in the National Development 
Plan.



Impact

MPA Coverage Area

Previously Announced
MPA Status

Contact

By the creation of this sanctuary Colombia is protecting marine ecosystems 
with high influx of sharks, marine mammals and diversity of fish, whilst 
conserving the ecosystems associated with the ridges of Malpelo and Yurupari. 
In the same way, , Colombia is exceeding the Aichi Target of the Convention on 
Biological Diversity and the national target for hectares of protected 
ecosystems, as embedded in the National Development Plan

26,670 sqkm

Designated, Actively Managed

Andrea Ramírez Martínez
Ministerio de Ambiente y Desarrollo Sostenible
ARamirez@minambiente.gov.co 
+571 3323400 ext 2475
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2017

496

Valetta

Malta announced to designate 30% of its waters as Marine Protected Areas in 
2018 to ensure protection of caves and reefs. As part of this objective, Malta 
announced it would develop management plans by 2020 for the fourteen marine 
protected area sites it designated in 2016 comprising roughly 3,487 square 
kilometres, covering an area significantly larger than the country itself.

Designate MPAs in order to conserve the reefs and caves in the Maltese territorial 
waters and preserve the habitats of the species that breed in our waters as well as 
conserve its biodiversity.



MPA Coverage Area

Previously Announced
MPA Status

Contact

3,487 sqkm

Designated

Margaret Cassar
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2017

495

Valetta

Malta announced it would commemorate the pioneering role of the country in the 
creation of the UN Convention on the International Law of the Sea. The process 
within the United Nations General Assembly started in 1967 with the well-known 
speech of the Maltese Ambassador Dr Arvid Pardo. Celebrations will include a 
national symposium dedicated to the initiative by Dr Pardo in 2017, a side event at 
the UN on ocean governance in 2018 and annual lectures and promotional 
material (including dissemination of clips and documentaries shown on TV on a 
yearly basis) to underscore the relevance of his work and competitions on the Law 
of the Sea aimed at children.



Impact

Contact Moira Pisani
moira.pisani@gov.mt
+35622915035

Malta commemorated the pioneering role of the country in the creation of the UN 
Convention on the International Law of the Sea. The process within the United 
Nations General Assembly started in 1967 with the well-known speech of the 
Maltese Ambassador Dr Arvid Pardo. Events included a national symposium 
dedicated to the initiative by Dr Pardo held on 16 December 2017, a side event at 
the UN, a number of lectures hosted by the Foreign Ministry and awareness 
campaigns in schools in celebration of World Ocean Day to underscore the 
relevance of his work.
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2017

497

400 Km South of Baja California Peninsula / Pacific Ocean

Mexico announces the establishment of Revillagigedo National Park of 
140,000 square kilometres, protecting the islands and surrounding waters, 
with a total ban of fishing activities in the area.



Impact

Website Link

Contact

After its decree of creation, the "Revillagigedo National Park" became the largest 
marine protected area in Mexico, with the objective of maintaining strict 
conservation and prohibiting the extraction of fishing resources. The government 
of Mexico is working on the elaboration of the management program for the 
marine protected area.

Official Gazette: 
http://www.dof.gob.mx/nota_detalle.php?codigo=5505736&fecha=27/11/2017 
Official page of the Presidency: 
https://www.gob.mx/presidencia/articulos/firma-del-decreto-del-parque-nacion
al-revillagigedo

Fernando Camacho Rico
General Director of Institutional Development and Promotion 
fernando.camacho@conanp.gob.mx
54499700, Ext. 17106

Revillagigedo National Park is a unique heritage of the nation to 
have exceptionally preserved ecosystems and highly biodiverse, 
with minimal anthropogenic impacts that house the most 
important site of aggregation of sharks in the Eastern Tropical 
Pacific in Mexican waters, is also key site for reproduction. 
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2017

493

Dublin

Ireland announced that, in cooperation with the International Eco Schools 
programme, it will roll out a ground-breaking Global Citizenship: Marine 
Environment education module for school children from September 2017 onwards. 
The programme will increase ocean literacy by fostering understanding of the 
important role the oceans play in our lives, how individual actions can affect them 
and how we can act together to protect them.



This programme is funded by the DHPLG under it's MSFD programmes of measures.  
The programme is increasing ocean literacy by fostering understanding of the 
important role the oceans play in our lives, how individual actions can affect them 
and how we can act together to protect them.

This module increases awareness & understanding of pupils & their wider 
community of the scale, impacts & sources of marine litter & how it can be 
prevented;  it encourages behaviour change and introduces practical actions to 
reduce the impacts of marine litter.  

dymphna.keogh@dfa.ie

The Marine Environmental Educational module of Ireland’s Green 
Schools (Eco-schools) programme  was rolled out to 150 Green 
Schools in September 2017. 48 schools, which were involved in 
the initial pilot programme in 2016, received the first Green Flags 
for this theme in May 2018.

Impact

Contact
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2017

469

Beijing

China announced that by 2020 it will implement the "Blue Bay" renovation project in at 
least 66 bays and adjacent areas, approximately 70% of the coastal water quality 
meets the excellent or good Grade (I or II Grade) for Chinese National Sea Water Quality 
Standard.

By the end of 2017, China has established MPAs and special MPAs of all levels totally  
more than 270. Within 5 years, the area of China's MPA doubled, accounting for 4.1% of 
the sea area under China's national jurisdition. A red line has been identified in China's 
major ecology protection areas surrounding key rivermouths, important coastal 
wetlands, special protected islands, MPAs, major coastal tourist sites,  coastlines of 
key sand beaches and marine functioning zones such as mangroves and coral reefs. 
The Redline Regime has now covered 30% of China's national coast areas and 35% of 
its coastline.

Ning Jia
ningjiasoa@126.com
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2017

470

Beijing

China announced that it will further strengthen the conservation of the natural 
coastline, in order to ensuring that the mainland natural shoreline remains at least 35 %.

China has allocates 13.7billion rmb (about 2billion US dollars) speciallized fund from its 
centural bugdet to support 18 coastal cities to implement major marine environment 
preservation projects on such areas as blue bays, ecological islands and reefs, and 
mangroves. In total, 260 kilometers of coastline, 1240 acres of coast area and 4100 
acres of coastal wetland have been preserved. 

Ning Jia
ningjiasoa@126.com
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2017

474

Jabuka Island

Croatia announced the expansion of Jabuka/Pomo Pit Marine Protected Area, the 
habitat recognised as essential nursery and spawning ground for a number of 
marine species. With this enlargement, MPAs cover more than 11 % of marine 
waters under national jurisdiction.

In 2017 (by way of national Ordinance on particular management regime in the part 
of Jabuka Pit area published on 8 September 2017 in OG No 90/17) Croatia 
enforced a particular management regime in the area of Jabuka/Pomo Pit area 
which implied a complete prohibition of using trawling gears, bottom set longlines, 
hooks and lines, pots and gillnets as well as sport and recreational fisheries over 
the area under the national jurisdiction and beyond it for the period of more than 3 
years - until 31 December 2020. 



Impact

Contact

Complementary management package for the area was adopted at the same time 
also by the Republic of Italy, which applies to its national fleet. As a result, fishing 
with all the gears as listed above is prohibited over the area under the national 
jurisdiction of the Republic of Croatia amounting to 1.393,2 km2. In addition, at its 
41st session, GFCM adopted a Recommendation GFCM/41/2017/3 on the 
establishment of a fisheries restricted area in the Jabuka/Pomo Pit in the Adriatic 
Sea recognizing thus the bilateral initiative already enforced by the two 
neighbouring countries over their respective fleets. This framework completely 
reflects the scope applied nationally from the spatial as well as temporal aspect 
and from the aspect of the restrictions applied.

https://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2017_09_90_2120.html
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2017

473

Costa Rica

Costa Rica announced that on June 8 a memorandum of understanding was 
signed between the Tropical Eastern Pacific Marine Corridor (CMAR, a regional 
voluntary initiative by the governments of Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador and 
Panama) and PACIFICO (a coordination platform made up of four environmental 
funds). This strategic alliance seeks to mobilize and implement resources in 
common geographic areas in the Tropical Eastern Central Pacific in order to help 
consolidate the integrated management of ecosystems, biodiversity and marine 
and coastal resources through their conservation and sustainable use. To achieve 
this, the agreement already has a Five-Year Work Plan (2017-2022) and its first 
Annual Plan.



Impact

Website Link

Contact

A regional platform was conformed and financing was obtained. 
This allowed for the Government's of Costa Rica, Colombia, 
Ecuador and Panamá to establish working groups on fisheries, 
science and biodiversity, security and tourism, thus creating a 
framework for integral management of the Easter Tropical 
Pacific and the ocean jewels that are located there.

http://cmarpacifico.org/web-cmar/

Haydée Rodríguez
viceaguas@minae.go.cr
(+506) 2257-0922 ext. 1252
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2017

494

Dublin

Ireland announced a contribution of EUR 50,000 to the three United Nations trust 
funds in 2017. The contribution will go to the United Nations trust fund created to 
assist developing states engage with the Commission on the Limits of the 
Continental Shelf, to the trust fund to assist them in participating in the work of the 
UN Regular Process for global reporting and assessment of the marine environment 
and to the fund to assist developing states participate in the work of the UN 
Preparatory Committee on a new legal instrument for the conservation and 
sustainable development of marine biological diversity in areas beyond national 
jurisdiction. Since 2003 Ireland has contributed more than EUR 800,000 to these 
trust funds.



Impact

Contact

The contributions went to the United Nations trust fund created to assist 
developing states engage with the Commission on the Limits of the Continental 
Shelf, to the trust fund to assist developing states in participating in the work of the 
UN Regular Process for global reporting and assessment of the marine environment 
and to the fund to assist developing states participate in the work of developing a 
new legal instrument for the conservation and sustainable development of marine 
biological diversity in areas beyond national jurisdiction (BBNJ).

dymphna.keogh@dfa.ie
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2017

486

Berlin

Germany announced it will reinforce its continuous support for the EBSA process by 
dedicating EUR 100,000 to promote the designation of ecologically or biologically 
significant marine areas (EBSAs) within and beyond national jurisdiction under the 
Convention for Biological Biodiversity (CBD). By the end of 2017, Germany will 
organize an international workshop to advance the description of new areas, and for 
strengthening the scientific credibility and transparency of the EBSA process.



Impact

Money Spent

Contact

The international workshop to advance the description of 
new areas, and for strengthening the scientific credibility and 
transparency of the EBSA process has been held. Results 
have been discussed at the July CBD SBSTTA and will be 
further discussed at CBD COP 2018.

USD 104,521

Nicola.Breier@bmu.bund.de
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2014

2

Ted Waitt of the Waitt Foundation announced a new tool to track the creation and 
development of marine protected areas (www.mpaatlas.org), as well as an 
initiative to help Caribbean nations undertake coastal and marine spatial planning 
and management. 

USD 1,340,000



Impact

Contact

The goal is to clarify and visualize the level of protection and implementation of 
the world's MPAs. As countries around the world race to reach globally established 
levels of marine protection, it is important that these marine protected areas are 
fully implemented, managed and effective in achieving desired conservation 
benefits.

The Waitt Foundation is a long-time supporter of the Atlas of Marine Protection 
(mpatlas.org) and Marine Conservation Institute's efforts to track the 
implementation of global MPA commitments and the level of protection afforded 
ocean life.

Cherie Prothro-Shea
Cherie@waittfoundation.org
1-619-871-2948

The Waitt Foundation is the catalyst to the creation of 
MPAtlas.org which now is recognized as "the most accurate 
and widely accepted tally of all MPAs." The Atlas of Marine 
Protection (mpatlas.org) endeavors to track marine 
protection levels as commitments by countries to increase 
MPA coverage become due. 
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2017

489

Athens

Greece reaffirmed its commitment to expand the marine protected areas in its 
territorial waters from the current 6 % to 20 % by 2020. In this respect, Greece has 
already completed an evaluation of 183 areas as prospective additions to the 
national part of the Natura 2000 network of protected areas. 95 of these areas 
have already been selected for inclusion, either as expansions of existing protected 
areas or as outright new additions to the network, the vast majority of them being 
marine or coastal areas. This process aims to preserve important habitats, such as 
the Posidonia oceanica underwater meadows, as well as important species of 
birds.



Impact

Contact

The initiative expanded the total area of Marine 
Protected Areas in Greece to 19,6% of territorial waters. 
That is more than triple of the previous total MPA area. 
The designation through legislation of all new areas has 
been completed. As an immediate impact, all MPAs are 
now covered by existing national legislation on areas of 
the Natura 2000 Network. Additionally, there is an 
ongoing process for issuing the required (by national 
legislation) Presidential Decrees for each particular MPA, 
followed by a Management Plan focusing on addressing 
individually each area's vulnerabilities and needs.

Charilaos Nikokavouras
c.nikokavouras@prv.ypeka.gr
+30 210 8645125
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2017

450

Jabuka Island

The European Union announced its intention to support the General Fisheries 
Commission for the Mediterranean in establishing a Fishing Restricted Area (FRA) 
of at least 2,700 square kilometres to protect demersal stocks in the habitat 
recognised as essential nursery and spawning ground for a number of marine 
species outside territorial waters of Italy and Croatia of the Jabuka/Pomo Pit area 
of the Adriatic Sea. The creation of the Jabuka/Pomo Pit FRA will be for decision at 
the annual session of the General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean 
(GFCM) on 16-19 October 2017.



Impact

This initiative falls within the GFCM 2017-2020 strategy, which, among others, 
aims at the identification and establishing of FRAs in order to achieve at least the 
protection of 10% of coastal and marine areas in the Mediterranean - fully in line 
with Achi Target 11 of the Convention on Biological Diversity. 

The measure also contributes to efforts to reverse the decline of the stocks in the 
Mediterranean, a sea basin that faces serious challenges with approximately 90% 
of all assessed stocks currently overexploited.      

Following a proposal of the EU, the General Fisheries Commission 
for the Mediterranean (GFCM) established (with recommendation 
number GFCM/41/2017/3) a Fishing Restricted Area (FRA) of at 
least 2,700 square kilometres to protect demersal stocks in the 
habitat. The FRA is recognised as an essential nursery and 
spawning ground for a number of marine species outside of the 
territorial waters of Italy and Croatia. 



MPA Coverage Area

Previously Announced
MPA Status

Website Link

Contact

2,700 sqkm

Actively Managed

https://gfcm.sharepoint.com

Ramon van Barneveld 
European Commission (DG MARE)
J99 03/082 
B-1049 Brussels/Belgium 
ramon.van-barneveld@ec.europa.eu
+32 2 298 46 02 
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2017

467

Juan Fernandez Archipelago

Chile announced the creation of three new Marine Protected Areas - Juan 
Fernandez Archipelago, "Seno Almirantazgo" (Tierra del Fuego) and Cabo de 
Hornos and Diego Ramirez Archipelagos - which will add 620,152 square 
kilometres to the existing MPAs. With these three new areas almost 46 percent of 
Chile EEZ will be under protection.



Impact

Contact

On February 27, the decrees that created the Marine Protected 
Areas of the Juan Fernández Archipelago, Diego Ramírez Islands - 
Paso Drake, Rapa Nui and Seno de Almirantazgo and Tortel were 
signed. With this, Chile to reache 42% of its Exclusive Economic Zone 
under some form of protection, equivalent to 1,469,068 square 
kilometers. Currently we are in the legal and administrative process 
of creating these areas. The Rapa Nui protected marine area was 
already legally created and we are in the process of implementing it. 
The Area Management Council was created and during the next 
months the Council will work to declare the administration plan.

Ambassador Isauro Torres 
Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl
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2017

468

Santiago

Chile reaffirmed that by December 2017 the proposal for a National Ocean 
Policy will be presented to the President. This National Ocean Policy aims to 
ensure effective coordination among public institutions responsible for all the 
actions that take place in the conservation and sustainable use of the ocean.

The National Oceanic Policy of Chile was enacted on March 9 and its 
preparation had its origin in a commitment that our country assumed in the 
context of the conference "Our Ocean", held in 2015 in Valparaíso. For its 
definition, a Council of Ministers for the Development of an Ocean Policy was 
created, which is made up of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs. (who presides), 
Defense, Economy, Development and Tourism and Environment.



Impact The development process of the National Oceanic Policy was carried out 
throughout the year 2017. At first the work was focused on establishing the 
guidelines of this Policy, which were approved at the first meeting of the Council, 
held on the 26th April 2017. The main guidelines are the conservation of the 
ocean, sustainable economic development, safety in the ocean, the relationship 
between the ocean and the territory and scientific development in matters related 
to the oceans.

In the second semester of 2017, the preparation work focused on the drafting of 
the text itself, in which each of the Ministries and public institutions related to 
oceanic matters participated. Also, during this stage, relevant actors from civil 
society and the private world were included; Citizen participation and consultation 
activities were carried out and an outreach and dissemination work was carried 
out through workshops and sectoral meetings.



Impact

Contact

The previous process allowed the elaboration of a broad document, agreed with 
the main national actors involved in ocean issues, which sets a comprehensive 
policy on matters related to the sea.
This document is of a general and comprehensive nature and establishes a 
balance between economic development, care for the environment and national 
interest, which makes it possible to establish a transversal document that is fully 
in line with one of the objectives of Agenda 2030.

Ambassador Isauro Torres 
Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl
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2017

490

Reykjavik

Iceland reaffirmed its commitment to launch a ground-breaking 13-year effort 
to map the remaining 88% of its Icelandic Economic Exclusive Zone. Two 
high-tech platforms will be used for the work that will be operating beyond 
200 meters using an ultramodern multibeam echosounder technique. The 
estimated cost of the project is around EUR 26 million (31 million USD). All data 
that is made available from the project will be available for use free of charge 
for non-profit use.

Progress is according to plan

brynhildur.benediktsdottir@anr.is
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2017

490

Palau Capital, Ngerulmud

Palau announced that it has met its 2020 goal of the Micronesia Challenge through the 
protection of 30% near shore marine resources.

The Palau Protected Areas Network (PAN), established by national law in 2003 and its 
implementation to date, demonstrates Palau’s Commitment to the Micronesia 
Challenge. PAN established a framework for a national system of protected areas that 
includes both marine and terrestrial sites. State, community, and private protected 
areas may apply for membership that enables access to technical resources, 
participation in a national monitoring system, and eligibility for national funding. To date, 
over 40% of Palau’s nearshore marine areas (defined as out to 100 meters depth; (cont.)



Impact

Contact

mangroves are also included as marine areas) are formally designated PAN Sites or 
managed marine areas. Majority of management effort has gone into managing areas 
above 100 meters depth, where the majority of coral and marine resources exist. This 
aligns with the Micronesia Challenge definition of “nearshore marine areas” being above 
the 100 meter line.

Kenlie Lipiano
Executive Assistant of Ambassador Ngedikes Olai Uludong
Permanent Mission of Palau to the United Nations
866 United Nations Plaza - Suite 575
New York, NY 10017, (212) 813-0310
proffice@palauun.org
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Paris

The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO (IOC) and its partners 
reaffirmed the launch of the International Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable 
development in January 2018. This ten-year cooperative programme will support 
effective ocean management, stewardship and sustainable development, by: (i) 
Stimulating a global partnership on the marine science requirements needed to 
support implementation of Agenda 2030; with regionally driven focuses; (ii) 
Improving the understanding of the impacts of cumulative stressors and seeking 
sustainable solutions for sustaining benefits from the ocean; (iii) Sharing knowledge 
and enhancing interdisciplinary marine research capacities particularly for Small 
Island Developing States (SIDS) and Least Developed Countries. IOC/UNESCO is 
dedicating EUR 635,927 (USD 750,000) in 2017-2018 to prepare an implementation 
plan in consultation with Member States, UN and non-UN partners, as well as with 
the scientific community and relevant stakeholders.



Impact Building on the efforts of IOC Member States and the IOC Secretariat, the UN General 
Assembly proclaimed in December 2017 the UN Decade of Ocean Science for 
Sustainable Development from 2021 to 2030. The period 2018–2020 will focus on 
the preparation of the Implementation Plan for the Decade, which will encompass 
both a Science Plan as well as an Engagement Plan. The IOC was tasked by UNGA at 
its 72nd session with the preparation of the Implementation Plan in “consultation 
with Member States, specialized agencies, funds, programmes and bodies of the 
United Nations, as well as other intergovernmental organizations, 
non-governmental organizations and relevant stakeholders.”. The strategic approach 
to the Decade will be transformative. The ocean science community should be 
willing to think beyond “business as usual” and to aspire for real change, whether in 
relation to the depth of knowledge related to the ocean, or in the way cooperation 
and partnerships are leveraged. The IOC developed the first draft ‘Roadmap’ 
document which provides an initial guide to develop an Implementation Plan for the 
Decade. It also proposed governance and structural arrangements in the form of a 
Planning Group to be established by the IOC Executive Council at its 51st session.
(cont.)



2018 and widely disseminated to partners of the Commission. In 
this context, IOC also invited relevant UN bodies with a focus on 
ocean to contribute to the development of the implementation 
plan. IOC hosted the meeting of UN-Oceans, the UN inter- agency 
mechanism on ocean affairs, at UNESCO Headquarters on 26–28 
March 2018 to discuss contributions to the Decade. The Planning 
Group foreseen in the Roadmap, once formally established by IOC, 
will take over the overall responsibility of preparing the 
Implementation Plan which should be ready by 2020

USD 400,000

https://en.unesco.org/ocean-decade

Julian Barbiere
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
j.barbiere@unesco.org
+33145684045

Impact

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact
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Brussels

The European Union and Germany announced that they will support the 
establishment of a cross-sectoral and cross-boundary multi-stakeholder platform 
for regional ocean governance by 2020. This platform will be developed under the 
Partnership for Regional Ocean Governance (PROG), initiated in 2015 by the 
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the Institute for Advanced 
Sustainability Studies (IASS), the Institute for Sustainable Development and 
International Relations (Institut du Développement Durable et des Relations 
Internationales - IDDRI) and the Think Tank for Sustainability (TMG). The 
development of the platform has been announced by Germany as a voluntary 
commitment on the occasion of the UN Ocean Conference for their 
implementation of SDG14 (5-9 June 2017). The PROG forum will provide new 
knowledge on integrated ocean governance at three different levels: (1) within 
regions; (2) between regions; and (3) between the regional level and the global 
level. Building on a collaborative process with international partners in 2018, the 
European Union and Germany will organise the first meeting in 2019.



Impact

Website Link

Contact

The PROG Marine Regions Forum will establish a platform for a 
participatory, multi-stakeholder and cross-sectoral dialogue to i) 
advance dialogue and joint learning, engage in the exchange of 
good practices, and facilitate the development of integrated ocean 
governance approaches for marine regions; ii) support cooperation 
and coordination within and between marine regions for ocean 
sustainability; and iii) facilitate collective strategies for key 
sustainability challenges and introduce new approaches linking up 
to relevant international governance processes, e.g. the 
implementation of the 2030 Agenda, the Paris Agreement, and the 
conservation and sustainable use of marine biodiversity in ABNJ. 

https://www.prog-ocean.org/ 

Stefanie Schmidt
stefanie.schmidt@ec.europa.eu
+32 2 295 8229
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Bucharest

Romania reaffirmed its commitment to prepare a national plan to enhance 
institutional capacities and cooperation with maritime sectors in order to achieve 
good environmental status in the Black Sea marine region by 2020, notably the 
protection and preservation of the marine ecosystem.

According to its commitment Romania, namely Ministry of Waters and Forests, as 
the national central public authority in the water field and responsible for the 
implementation of Marine Strategy Framework Directive, is under process to 
design a national plan to enhance the institutional capacities and cooperation with 
maritime sectors in order to achieve the good status in the Black Sea marine 
region by 2020. The aim of this plan is to protect and to preserve the components 
of this vulnerable marine ecosystem. 



Impact

Contact

measures are jointly and coordinated with Bulgaria. These joint and coordinated 
measures will facilitate to improve the ecological status of the Black Sea marine 
region. It is important to underline that the joint and coordinated measures have 
been set up under the project „Technical and administrative support for joint 
implementation of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) in Bulgaria and 
Romania” funded by DG Environment, Marine Unit. 
It should also be underlined that under Cross-Border Maritime Spatial Plan for the 
Black Sea – Romania, Bulgaria (MARSPLAN-BS) project a maritime spatial plan of 
maritime activities have been set up between Romania and Bulgaria. Therefore, this 
plan will be used to finalize national plan to enhance the institutional capacities and 
cooperation with maritime sectors in order to achieve the good status in the Black 
Sea marine region.

Nicoleta SAMOILA (nicoleta.samoila@map.gov.ro, 0040726160254) and Otilia 
MIHAIL (otilia.mihail@map.gov.ro, 0040758232752)

The programme of measures will become operational next 
year, which means that all maritime sectors will be involved in 
taking actions to reduce and to minimize the impacts of the 
maritime activities on the marine biodiversity and habitats 
(water column and sea floor). Due to the complexity of the 
marine issues, it should be underlined that some of the
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Lisbon

Portugal announced the allocation of EUR 2 million by 2020 to promote and 
increase public investment for marine biodiversity conservation projects.

The financial support to scientific research, protection and monitoring of the 
marine environment may contribute to the conservation of marine biodiversity, 
but given that marine ecosystems are less known, more complex and far away, 
and require much more investment, it is particularly important to develop specific 
financing lines that may support projects focused on marine biodiversity 
conservation. 

The project “Creation of an artificial reef at Porto Santo”, financed by the 
Operational Programme “Mar 2020” with 307.322,70 Euros, aimed at the 
protection and restauration of marine biodiversity. This was promoted by the 
sinking of the corvette Pereira D'Eça, providing the zone with a bio-ecological 
mechanism capable of increasing the biomass exploitable in situ, (cont.)



measures are jointly and coordinated with Bulgaria. These joint and coordinated 
measures will facilitate to improve the ecological status of the Black Sea marine 
region. It is important to underline that the joint and coordinated measures have 
been set up under the project „Technical and administrative support for joint 
implementation of the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) in Bulgaria and 
Romania” funded by DG Environment, Marine Unit. 
It should also be underlined that under Cross-Border Maritime Spatial Plan for the 
Black Sea – Romania, Bulgaria (MARSPLAN-BS) project a maritime spatial plan of 
maritime activities have been set up between Romania and Bulgaria. Therefore, this 
plan will be used to finalize national plan to enhance the institutional capacities and 
cooperation with maritime sectors in order to achieve the good status in the Black 
Sea marine region.

Nicoleta SAMOILA (nicoleta.samoila@map.gov.ro, 0040726160254) and Otilia 
MIHAIL (otilia.mihail@map.gov.ro, 0040758232752)

Impact

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

in and around this marine area, inducing in the adjacent fishing grounds an increase 
in the number of catches and therefore an increase in fishing yields, as well as an 
increase in the diversity of marine life, in terms of number of species and quantities. 
The project is being implemented at the Madeira Autonomous Region since January 
2016 and will end by October 2018.

Hopefully, more projects focusing on marine biodiversity conservation are expected 
to be funded by financial mechanisms such as the Blue Fund and EEA grants, which 
have already had (the case of Blue Fund) or will have specific calls that allow the 
submission of projects focused on arine biodiversity conservation.

USD 356,921.75

https://ifcn.madeira.gov.pt/fundos/mar-20-20/revitalizacao-da-fauna-e-flora-ma
rinhas-criacao-de-recife-artificial-no-porto-santo.html

conceicao.santos@dgpm.mm.gov.pt
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Lisbon

By 2020, Portugal reaffirmed its commitment to promote and support the launch 
of a marine and maritime research and innovation network, through the 
establishment of a Port Tech Cluster in Lisbon and the Atlantic Observatory in the 
Azores, with a focus on both North and South Atlantic;(a total investment of EUR 
30 million).

A sustainable and inclusive economic growth must be based on knowledge and 
innovation. Considering that the integration of disciplines and mind sets (academia 
and enterprises) is the best way to create a favorable ecosystem to the 
development of startups and business innovation based on an up-to-date 
scientific and technological background, Portugal intends to develop a marine and 
maritime research and innovation network, through the establishment a Port Tech 
Cluster in Lisbon and the Atlantic Observatory in the Azores, with an Atlantic 
perspective (both North and South Atlantic).

At this moment, Portugal is assessing the needs in terms of adaptation of the 
national legislation in order to guarantee the full compliance with the BMW 
Convention. Eventually, this will require involvement of various bodies from 
different ministries in order to cover all aspects, such as, competence in matters of 
control, monitoring, penalties, etc.

https://www.dgrm.mm.gov.pt/web/guest/de-lastro

ppamplona@dgrm.mm.gov.pt



Impact Portugal is currently developing the concept of Port Tech Clusters, which brings 
science and industry to port areas, transforming ports into innovation accelerators 
for ocean economy competitiveness. The idea is to attract investment to generate 
new business in the advanced industries of the sea (oceanic renewable energies, 
ocean engineering, specialized vessels, submarine robotics, blue biotechnology).
The Lisbon Port Tech Cluster aims to requalify a port area of 18,6 hectares with two 
objectives:
• Create a R&D+Innovation Campus (public institutions, university centres, research 
labs, start-ups, docking stations for research ships and facilitated sea access for 
new technologies).
• Conquer world excellence in research, development and innovation in the areas of 
offshore robotics and engineering, digital ports, green shipping and leisure nautics.
(cont.)
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The creation of the Atlantic Observatory (AO) has been determined by the Council of 
Ministers Resolution no. 172/2017, that nominates representatives of the Ministry 
of the Sea, the Ministry of Science and Technology and the Azores Regional 
Government. These representatives assembled in a Committee are currently 
preparing an implementation and operationalization plan for the AO. The AO is 
foreseen to be in place in 2019 and for that purpose a total amount of 2 M € will be 
granted by the European Economic Area Financial Mechanism 2014-2021 to 
partially support the project implementation.

https://www.dgpm.mm.gov.pt/port-tech-clusters 

conceicao.santos@dgpm.mm.gov.pt
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Lisbon

Portugal announced it will develop new regulations by 2020 addressing the 
introduction of marine non-indigenous species to ensure the effective 
implementation of the Ballast Water Convention.

The International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships Ballast 
Water and Sediments (BWM Convention) was approved for accession by the 
Portuguese Government through Decree-Law no. 23/2017, of 31 July. This 
Convention entered into force for Portugal on the 19th January 2018.

The Portuguese Maritime Administration conducts surveys on ships flying the 
Portuguese flag and also inspections in Portuguese ports under Port State Control, 
verifying their compliance with international standards, including the BWM 
Convention. (cont.)



Impact

Surveys are also carried out to verify that the BWM Plan and any associated 
structure, equipment, systems, fitting, arrangements and material or processes of 
the ship comply fully with the requirements of this Convention and are in good 
working order. It is up to the surveyors to approve the BWM Plan and issue or 
endorse certificates to ships flying the Portuguese flag, when the ship is in 
compliance with the provisions and regulations of the Convention. 

Also under the BWM Convention, Portugal notified the International Maritime 
Organization and mariners about the presence, in some locations of the 
Portuguese Coast, of the non-indigenous species Styela plicata to comply with the 
Convention, specially its section C (special requirements in some areas). (cont.)

Within the scope of the Convention, inspectors check if the ship 
has a valid International Ballast Water Management Certificate, 
whether there is a properly approved Ballast Water Management 
Plan on board and a Ballast Water Record Book.
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At this moment, Portugal is assessing the needs in terms of adaptation of the 
national legislation in order to guarantee the full compliance with the BMW 
Convention. Eventually, this will require involvement of various bodies from 
different ministries in order to cover all aspects, such as, competence in matters of 
control, monitoring, penalties, etc.

https://www.dgrm.mm.gov.pt/web/guest/de-lastro

ppamplona@dgrm.mm.gov.pt
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University of Oxford Begbroke Science Park

The Nekton Oxford Deep Ocean Research Institute, supported by Kensington 
Tours, announced a major global scientific collaboration from 2018 to 2021 that 
aims to create a step change in the knowledge of the Indian Ocean and catalyse its 
sustainable governance. The Mission consists of six research cruises in six distinct 
bioregions of the Indian Ocean from West (Mozambique Channel and Seychelles), 
to Central (Chagos and Maldives) and East (Andaman and Sumatra). The Mission 
will conclude with a State of the Indian Ocean Summit in November 2021. The 
Mission combines four major activities linked to clear measurable outcomes to 
deliver the greatest coordinated impact to accelerate the sustainable governance 
of the Indian Ocean: Scientific Research, Capacity Development Initiatives, Policy 
initiatives and Public Engagement and ocean literacy. The Mission will entail EUR 
34 million (USD 40 million).



Impact

The objectives of the Mission are to:
• Research: Contribute to establishing a baseline of marine life and the state of the 
Indian Ocean in support of ongoing marine spatial planning.
• Literacy: To engage Indian Ocean and International audiences with the scientific 
exploration of the ocean and accelerate ocean literacy.
• Capacity Development: Work with, and on behalf of host nation partner to help 
develop leadership, tools, knowledge and capacity in marine research, ocean literacy 
and sustainable ocean management.

The Mission is aligned to existing programmes and initiatives in the region and has 
been endorsed by the International Indian Ocean Expedition 2 
(http://www.iioe-2.incois.gov.in/) and the UK Government’s Great Britain Campaign 
(http://www.greatbritaincampaign.com). (cont.)

The Mission works with an on behalf of host nation partners 
in the Indian Ocean. The Mission begins with participation in 
a marine research expedition in Comores in 2018 followed 
by expeditions in the Seychelles (2019) and at least two 
other locations in 2020 and 2021 (TBD) followed by the 
State of the Indian Ocean Summit in 2022.



Impact

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

Specific Key Performance Indicators for the 3 major areas of operations have been 
developed and are available on request from Nekton.
https://nektonmission.org/mission-ii/overview .

USD 8,129,471

https://nektonmission.org/mission-ii/overview 

Oliver Steeds
oliver@nektonmission.org
+44 1865 309685
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Montenegro announced the establishment of a network of marine protected areas 
with the aim to preserve and, where necessary, regenerate values of marine 
biodiversity. The procedures for establishing marine nature protected areas should 
be finalised on at least three locations (e.g. Katič, Platamuni, Ratac) by 2020.

ivana.stojanovic@mrt.gov.me
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441

St. Barbara

The Science for Nature and People Partnership (SNAPP) announced its commitment 
to deliver evidence-based, scalable solutions to global ocean challenges at the 
intersection of nature conservation, sustainable development, and human well-being. 
SNAPP working groups have explored science-informed solutions for a variety of 
ocean-related issues. There are 7 ocean-themed groups, involving 210 individuals, 76 
institutions, and 23 countries: Coastal Defenses, Ridges to Reefs, Data Limited 
Fisheries, Fisheries Measures, Offshore Aquaculture, Coastal Restoration, and 
Assessing Biocultural Indicators. The research includes: efforts to value the coastal 
defenses from storms and sea level rise that are provided by nature and coastal 
preserves; development of a tool to help manage fisheries when there are limited 
data about the fisheries; determining how (and where) offshore aquaculture can be an 
integral component of global food security and sustainability; and how land-use 
decisions in Pacific islands impact the health of reef habitats and the management of 
local fisheries. The Partnership has invested EUR 1.1 million (USD 1.3 million) in this 
initiative and is committed to spend at least an additional EUR 500,735 (USD 
598,537.42) on these projects.



USD 2,498,537.42

https://snappartnership.net/

willard@nceas.ucsb.edu

Impact

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

The seven SNAPP projects described for the 2017 Our Ocean 
Conference have continued their work and have made good 
progress. Since Sept 2017, these projects have published new 
research in several peer-reviewed journals, have influenced 
policy decisions and agency or organizational activities, and have 
gained significant media attention. For example, please see the 
attached publications and these media pieces from The Hill, The 
Conversation, and News Deeply. To support these projects over the past year, 
SNAPP has invested an additional $200,000 (approximately), and has 
commitments to invest approximately $400,000 more into 2019 and beyond. 
Finally, SNAPP is now reviewing many project proposals received in summer 2018. 
Out of this group of proposals, SNAPP will fund about 5-6 new projects, and some 
of those projects may be ocean-related. 
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139

The United States announced it is moving to protect waters of historic and national 
importance by initiating the creation of the first new National Marine Sanctuaries 
since 2001, one in the State of Maryland and the other in the Great Lakes. These 
areas will highlight and protect some of the United States’ most important 
maritime heritage.

NOAA is continuing to work with the states of Maryland and Wisconsin on the 
designation of these two National Marine Sanctuaries.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824

The Sea Ranger Service ran a Sea Ranger Bootcamp in March-April 2018 to train a 
group of 50 young adults, including disadvantaged and long-term unemployed youths, 
as the world's first Sea Rangers. After the gruelling 5-week bootcamp, 12 participants 
were selected for full-time, paid positions as Sea Rangers. (cont.)
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The Waitt Foundation announced its commitment of $750,000 to work with Chile to 
design a network of marine protected areas to safeguard Patagonia's whales, 
dolphins, sea lions, sea birds, and other marine life and to expand the country's 
protected waters by 100,000 square kilometers.

Several of the initiative objectives have shown important results to advance in 
implementing a MPA Network in Chilean Patagonia:
-  In 2017 the government announced the creation and expansion of several MPAs, 
including a network of MPAs in southern Patagonia, with existing and new MPAs. 
Some of these areas have been officially declared, and others are still in the legal 
declaration process. Among those officialised is the Admiralty Sound MPA, a 764 km2 
marine and coastal, multiple use MPA proposed by WCS to the authorities in 2017.
-  A roadmap for marine conservation in Chile, starting with the Patagonia region, was 
launched by the Ministry of the Environment in early March 2018, based on the work 
a group of organizations collaborating with public agencies involved in MPA planning 
and management. (cont.)



USD 800,000

willard@nceas.ucsb.edu

Impact

Money Spent

Contact

-  Capacity-building: A regional program, the School of MPA 
Managers of the Southern Cone, with managers from Argentina, 
Chile and Uruguay, is in its second year. During 2017, 17 students 
(9 from Chile) and 5 teachers participated. The course impacted 8 
public agencies (5 from Chile), in charge of 9 MPAs (3 in Chilean 
Patagonia). Current efforts aim to transfer sustenance of the 
program to the interested governments, as a permanent program.

-  Management plans are being prepared for two coastal, multiple use MPAs (MUMPAs) 
in southern Patagonia: Francisco Coloane MUMPA and Marine Park (in the Strait of 
Magellan), and Admiralty Sound MUMPA (the first MPA in Tierra del Fuego Island). A 
Strategic Plan for Francisco Coloane MUMPA, and an inclusive, public-private 
management committee with representatives of the area’s key stakeholders, were 
launched in March and June 2018. These plans are developed as a cooperative effort 
between WCS and government authorities, in accordance with updated planning 
standards set by the authorities. The governance model of inclusive committees is being 
replicated in other MPAs in Patagonia.
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Gabon Capital

National Geographic’s Pristine Seas Project and Vulcan Inc. – the organization led by 
philanthropist and Microsoft cofounder Paul G. Allen – announced a marine protected 
areas enforcement partnership. The first of at least three implementation projects is 
in collaboration with the Government of Gabon and will focus on combating illegal 
fishing in their marine protected area network. This partnership leverages Vulcan's 
emerging illegal fishing intelligence and research service, SkyLight; Gabon’s national 
enforcement capacities; and National Geographic’s scientific exploration and 
story-telling expertise. The project will run for an initial twelve months.

Johan Bergenas
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Oakland

The Plastic Solutions Fund announced its intention to raise EUR 12.6 million (USD 15 
million) over the next three years to combat the problem of single use and other 
disposable plastic packaging, with EUR 9 million already committed. The Plastic 
Solutions Fund has been established to support non-profit organizations, particularly 
in Asia, the European Union and the United States, that want to transform plastics 
packaging supply chains, reducing not only the amount of this plastic that enters the 
environment, but the amount that is manufactured in the first place. The Plastic 
Solutions Fund announced it has given EUR 2.1 million (USD 2.5million) in grants to 
fifteen organizations since January, ranging in size from EUR 21,000 (USD 25,000) to 
EUR 421,000 (USD 500,000) per annum



USD 6,200,000

www.plasticsolution.org

Nicky Davies
nickydavies@plasticsolution.org
+1 415 5290978

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

The Plastic Solutions Fund has raised 95% of the EUR 12.6mill 
(USD 15mill) it pledged to raise to combat the problem of single 
use and other plastic packaging. Since January 2017 the Plastic 
Solutions Fund has made approximately EUR 5.4mill (USD 6.2mill) 
in grants to support with work done by 65 organizations around 
the world, and particularly in the US, Europe and Asia

Impact
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The Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS), in partnership with the Waitt Foundation 
and Blue Moon Fund, announced a commitment of a minimum of $15 million for 
the creation of the WCS Marine Protected Area (MPA) Fund in an effort to meet or 
exceed the Aichi and the UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) targets of 
protecting 10 percent of the ocean by 2020.  The Global Environment Facility (GEF) 
announced a commitment of $33 million for the fund, resulting in a combined 
investment of $48 million in new resources for the expansion and improved 
effectiveness of MPAs across the world’s oceans by 2020.

250,000 sqkm

Committed, Designated, Actively Managed
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kilometers of protection, thus continuing momentum towards the UN goal of 
protecting 10% of marine and coastal waters by 2020. Second, it has supported key 
activities towards the creation of new MPAs, to be declared in the future. Since the 
Fund’s launch at OOC16, WCS has raised nearly $13 million of its $15 million goal, and 
a total of 21 WCS country programs have received funds for MPA activities -- one more 
than its goal of 20 countries -- towards a total target of one million square kilometers 
of new MPAs.

USD 13,000,000

https://mpafund.wcs.org/

Jason Patlis 
jpatlis@wcs.org 
2300 Southern Blvd, Bronx NY 10460 
718-741-1776

The WCS MPA Fund is enabling the establishment or expansion of MPAs 
in countries that have shown the greatest political will, in areas with the 
greatest ecological benefit, and for initiatives that will have the greatest 
impact. Over the past year, the MPA Fund has seen tremendous success 
on two levels. First, it has served as a catalyst and driver for 10 MPA 
creation and expansion announcements, adding nearly 250,000 square 
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The U.S. Agency for International Development announced new coastal programs 
valued at more than $170 million to support marine conservation, sustainable 
fisheries, coastal adaptation, and efforts to combat illegal fishing and wildlife 
trafficking in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Pacific. 

All activities associated with the $170 million coastal program investment have 
been awarded and are currently underway. Projects in Indonesia, the Philippines, 
Bangladesh, Maldives, Ghana, West Africa, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Jamaica, 
Grenada, and St. Vincent and the Grenadines promote ocean health, food security, 
nutrition, and human well-being by helping to improve fisheries management, 
combat illegal fishing and wildlife trafficking, strengthen marine protected area 
management, and conserve critical coastal habitats to protect communities from 
the impacts of climate change. In the Coral Triangle Region, leadership training and 
mentoring activities are strengthening the role and participation of women in 
marine management and decision-making.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov, (202) 647 4824
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128

The United States announced new assistance to nations in Asia and the Pacific 
Region to reduce risks from natural disasters, to strengthen community resilience in 
rebounding from such disasters, and to promote sustainable fisheries management.

The USAID Pacific-American Climate Fund (PACAM) is a five-year USAID-funded 
project that has provided 28 grants to civil society organizations in 12 Pacific Island 
nations to address the challenges of development and climate resilience in the most 
vulnerable communities. Under one grant, CARE International-Papua New Guinea 
launched 16 Local Marine Management Plans for remote communities in Nissan 
District in eastern Papua New Guinea. With these plans, the communities now host 
the first locally managed marine area in the Autonomous Region of Bougainville, an 
area that experienced a decade of conflict that ended in 2001. For its fourth and final 
grant cycle, PACAM approved four grants to support biodiversity conservation and 
resilience in Papua New Guinea, a country with high levels of marine and terrestrial 
biodiversity.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov, (202) 647 4824
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Rotterdam

The Sea Ranger Foundation, in cooperation with several business and NGOs, 
announced the establishment of the world’s first maritime ranger service by July 
2018. The Sea Ranger Service is a social enterprise in which navy veterans will train 
unemployed youth as Sea Rangers to assist North Sea and Mediterranean countries 
in the management of their Marine Protected Areas through fisheries research, 
pollution monitoring and environmental regeneration work. It will use sailing vessels 
instead of motor ships. From 2018, 17 navy veterans will train more than 300 youth 
in a two year pilot in the North Sea. The initiative was established in 2016 and has 
raised already over 1 million euro in investments, with more than 40 businesses 
involved as partners. The first Sea Ranger ship is currently nearing the final stages of 
construction and another four Sea Ranger ships will be built by 2022.

The Sea Ranger Service ran a Sea Ranger Bootcamp in March-April 2018 to train a 
group of 50 young adults, including disadvantaged and long-term unemployed youths, 
as the world's first Sea Rangers. After the gruelling 5-week bootcamp, 12 participants 
were selected for full-time, paid positions as Sea Rangers. (cont.)



Impact

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

A number of additional partnerships have been in preparation since the Our Ocean 
conference in Malta in 2017. This ensures the international expansion of the Sea 
Ranger approach from 2018 onwards. After the previous Our Ocean conference, a 
total of eight governments have indicated an interest in implementing the Sea Ranger 
approach in their waters, as a way to increase fisheries monitoring capacity, to actively 
regenerate underwater seascape in Marine Protected Areas and to tackle youth 
unemployment in port cities and coastal regions.

USD 1,400,000

www.searangers.org/en

Wietse van der Werf
wietse@searangers.org
+31612181580

They are currently undergoing additional sailing training to 
prepare them for their operational deployment. In addition, the 
Sea Ranger Service is still constructing the first purpose-build 
sailing work vessel for the MPA regeneration work, to be carried 
out by Sea Rangers starting in the fall of 2018.
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Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Impacts

2017

349

Namur

The Camp for Future Generations Foundation announced a commitment of EUR 
250,000 over the next two years to create a Plastic and Ocean Platform, coalition 
of scientists and NGOs to produce a common scientific position and enhance 
action on marine litter.

The Plastic and Ocean Platform gathering together more than 50 international 
scientists, experts and NGOs  animated and funded by "the camp Foundation" has  
produced a scientific summary on "What we know and what we don't know about 
plastic pollution in the ocean", which serve as a reference for science based action 
to fight plastic pollution in the sea. 



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2017

365

Seattle

Marine Construction Technologies announced the reduction of underwater noise, 
resulting from impact-driving upon fish, marine mammals, and other sensitive 
wildlife, by 70-90 per cent per pile. It announced as well the reduction of 
construction-related noise pollution associated with steel marine foundations 
worldwide by 15 per cent by 2022.



Impact

Website Link

Contact

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2016

322

Wellington

New Zealand announced it will ban all 'wash-off' products that contain plastic 
microbeads for exfoliating, cleansing or abrasive cleaning purposes. As well as 
personal care products, this includes household, car or other cleaning products. 
The ban will come into effect by May 2018.

The ban prevents plastic microbeads from wash-off products, which are 
non-biodegradable, entering the marine environment. These can harm both 
marine life and life higher on the food chain including humans. The ban came into 
effect on 7 June 2018.

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/waste/plastic-microbeads

Gabrielle Chin
gabrielle.chin@mfat.govt.nz
+64 439 8705



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Contact

2017

312

Dublin

Ireland reaffirmed that by end 2018 it will introduce national legislation to prohibit 
the sale or manufacture of certain products containing microbeads including not 
just cosmetics but also body care and cleansing products as well as detergents and 
abrasive surface cleaning products.

dymphna.keogh@dfa.ie



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2017

350

Santa Cruz

Clean Oceans International announced their commitment to deploy One hundred 
PTF500 units (Plastic To Fuel, 500 pounds/day) globally by 2022. Besides placing 
them on ships and on beaches, this commitment includes community education 
and monitoring the local environment to assess the impact of these units. 100 
units, operating 300 days per year eliminate EUR 16 million (15 million pounds) of 
waste plastic that could otherwise harm the ocean environment. PPTF (Portable 
Plastic to Fuel) units go where the plastics are, in particular small communities and 
islands, and produce readily usable fuel without further refining. 



When fully functioning (100 of our PTF500 units), will process 15 million pounds of 
plastic into useful fuel (diesel or gasoline) each year. These units will be placed 
where they will have maximum impact and the goal is to prevent the plastic from 
reaching the ocean (8 million pounds are estimated to reach the ocean every year). 
Each PTF500 will process 200 Kgs (500 pounds) of plastic in one day and convert 
it into about 150 liters of useful fuel. We are actively seeking funding, talking to 
communities and countries for the placement of these units near the river mouths, 
beaches and shores. Some will be placed on ships to process recovered plastic

Dr. Swaminathan Ramesh
sramesh@ecofueltechnologies.com
+1 734 834 2994

Impact

Contact



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2017

369

New York

Ocean Conservancy, the Trash Free Seas Alliance, and Closed Loop Partners, with 
the support of world leading brands, including Procter & Gamble, 3M, PepsiCo, and 
plastic makers from the American Chemistry Council and the World Plastics 
Council, announced the formation of a new initiative to reduce marine debris 
through improving waste collection, recycling and reuse. The initiative, which will 
be led by Closed Loop Partners, aims to create a new funding mechanism to raise 
over EUR 128 million (USD 150 million) over five years to improve waste collection, 
sorting, and recycling markets in Southeast Asia. The funding mechanism will: 
catalyse new investments from the private sector, governments and development 
finance institutions; demonstrate solutions; build a pipeline of bankable waste 
management infrastructure projects to demonstrate investment viability; and 
maximize recycling profitability.



Impact

Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

We seek to fill capital gaps and prove the investment market by financing 
opportunities that collect, sort, process, and manufacture using waste in countries 
known to contribute to the ocean plastic crisis. Financing innovative local 
companies that are working to address the challenge is a critical step to reducing 
the flow of ocean plastics and also key to improve economic development and 
public health outcomes. Our model relies on our partnership with the local 
innovators implementing solutions on the ground in source communities, and on 
incentivizing a new generation of social entrepreneurs to build a fresh pipeline of 
potential projects.

USD 50,000,000

https://www.circulatecapital.com

Susan Ruffo
sruffo@oceanconservancy.org
202-280-6246

Circulate Capital is creating a new, blended financing mechanism to 
demonstrate investment viability that will facilitate the allocation of 
public and private sources of capital and so divert plastic from the 
environment – this is what we mean by catalytic capital.



Year
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2017

367

McLean

Mars announced to reach 100% recyclability of its packaging by 2025, with the aim 
of reducing its carbon footprint over the lifetime. 

eline.boon@ellenmacarthurfoundation.org



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Contact

2016

371

Purchase

PepsiCo announced its ambition to design 100% of its packaging to be recyclable, 
compostable or biodegradable, increase recycled materials in its plastic packaging, 
reduce packaging's carbon impact, and in partnership with the PepsiCo 
Foundation, work to increase recycling rates by 2025.

eline.boon@ellenmacarthurfoundation.org



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Contact

2017

387

London

Unilever announced its commitment to help transform global plastic packaging 
material flows by: ensuring all of its plastic packaging is reusable, recyclable or 
compostable by 2025; increasing its use of recycled plastic content in its packaging 
to at least 25% by 2025 (against a 2015 baseline); publishing the full “palette” of 
plastics materials used in its packaging by 2020 to help create a plastics protocol 
for the industry; and helping tackle the industry-wide sachet waste issue, by 
investing in proving, and then sharing with industry, a technical solution to recycle 
multi-layered sachets - CreaSolv®.

eline.boon@ellenmacarthurfoundation.org
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Commitment Number
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Announcement
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2017

294

Bangladesh

Bangladesh announced that the legislative measures in force have banned the 
production of plastic shopping bags. They will be reinforced by committing further 
resources to prevent the production and significantly reduce the use of plastic 
shopping bags by 2025. In a first phase, plastic production will be reduced by 60% 
by 2019.

Rear Admiral (Retd)  Md Khurshed Alam MPhil, ndc,psc
Secretary , Maritime Affairs Unit
Ministry Of Foreign Affairs
khurshed.alam@mofa.gov.bd



Gülden Özgediz Karakaya
 gozgediz@mfa.gov.tr 
+322896270

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Contact

2016

335

Ankara

Turkey announced that it will develop Marine Litter Action Plans for all coastal 
cities by the end of 2018. Clean-up activities, pollution reduction studies will be 
reported annually and minimization of marine litter will be conducted with relevant 
sectors such as plastics, cosmetics and textile within the framework of above 
mentioned Action Plans. Starting from 1 January 2019 pricing of plastic bags will 
be on the agenda.



completed
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2017

317

Tokyo

Kyosei Urabe (Mr.), Cabinet Official, 
kyosei.urabe.a6n@cao.go.jp

Japan announced EUR 40,000 (USD 44,000) to the trust fund to assist the 
participation of the (SIDS) and Least Developed Countries (LDCs) at the United 
Nations Conference to Support the Implementation of Sustainable Development 
Goal 14. For this Conference, Japan registered 11 voluntary commitments focusing 
on marine debris, ocean acidification, sustainable fisheries and assistance to SIDS. 
Japan announced technical assistance to train 5,000 people of SIDs over 3 years 
from 2015, out of which more than 4,000 people were already trained by the end 
of 2016.



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2017

377

Cincinnati

In an effort to send a strong demand signal for recycled resin, P&G Dish brands - 
the world's #1 selling handwashing liquid - announced it will continue to use 8,000 
metric tonnes of recycled plastic per year in its transparent plastic bottles, using an 
average of 40% Post-Consumer Recycled plastic content across 481 million of our 
transparent dish care bottles globally. Given the size and scale of P&G Dish Care 
brands, these efforts will create a demand signal that will help support greater 
recovery of plastics, while enabling consumers to access recyclable and recycled 
products every day, without any compromises.

Impact We are using 25% of recycled plastic on all transparent bottles of P&G Dish - for 
a total of 8000 tons recycled plastic.

Contact Daniella Russo,  
d.russo@thinkbeyondplastic.com



Impact Prevention of further pollution of the Mediterranean sea from the 2006 oil spill 
recovered wastes

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2016

243

Lebanon

Lebanon announced that it mobilized a total of $2.2 million with the European 
Union ($1.1 million each from Lebanon and the EU) to begin treating waste that 
resulted from a 2006 oil spill and will prevent contamination of the nearby sea.

 Contact Manal Moussallem
manal.moussallem@undp.org



Year

Commitment Number

Announcement

Impact

2016

165

Think Beyond Plastic, working with the municipal governments, businesses and 
NGOs of the three Honduras Bay Islands, announced that it has entered phase two 
of the Mesoamerican Reef Plastic Pollution Project by helping businesses reduce 
plastic consumption and waste, accelerating local enterprises’ investment in 
alternatives, and assisting municipalities in developing strategic policies with a 
goal of 100 percent reduction of plastic pollution from bags, straws, and foam in 
2017 and 70 percent reduction of other plastic disposables by 2020.

This project started in 2015, inspired by a long-term vision of a Mesoamerican 
Reef free of plastic pollution and empowered resilient communities with strong 
conservation spirit, equipped with an innovation lens to address major 
environmental challenges, and recognizing the importance of the solutions for 
their economic survival.



Impact This vision is supported by key stakeholders such as the local communities, the 
municipal governments, local NGOs, key members of the government in Honduras, 
and multiple international organizations.  
To achieve this long-term vision, the project is engineering and implementing a 
systemic change that challenges major complex social, economic, and cultural 
norms.  These challenges are addressed by designing a multi-layered approach 
that aligns education, transformative public policies (beyond simple bans) and 
developing economic opportunities invested in plastic waste alternatives. 
Essential to this approach is developing the economic engine that eliminates 
reliance on philanthropy, public funds, and growing investment in waste 
mitigation, toxic incineration and waste-to-oil conversion, and directs investments 
to forward-looking innovation, thus creating jobs for the blue economy instead of 
low-paying jobs of waste pickers at the mercy of the market volatility of global 
commodities pricing.



Now in its third phase, the project has successfully supported the substantial 
reduction of plastic bags on three islands. This year, plastic straw bans will take 
affect on all three islands, and businesses are starting to replace their single-use 
take out trays and cups with paper alternatives, with the goal of 20-40% reduction 
of disposables from restaurants (take-out, plates, straws) and schools (sachets, 
lunches). The goal is to eliminate plastic drinking sachets and straws from the local 
schools and reduce usage of disposable plastic water bottles by introducing 
refillable bottles for school children
These activities have also helped incubate new businesses, generating new jobs 
and economic opportunities. 

Impact

Website Link

Contact Daniella Russo,  
d.russo@thinkbeyondplastic.com

https://www.thinkbeyondplastic.com/regional-projects
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2017

363

Rome

Legambiente ONLUS announced its commitment to promote a ban in the 
Mediterranean countries on plastic carrier bags below 100 microns (except bags 
for primary transport) biodegradable and compostable certified EN 13432 or ISO 
14855 through at least 30 events, within the campaigns Clean up the 
Med/spiagge e Fondali Puliti, involving other Mediterranean organizations.

The 2017 Marine Plastics Innovation Challenge was an exceptionally successful 
endeavor in generating excitement towards innovative approaches to addressing 
the global marine plastics problem. The challenge inspired a wide range of 
solutions and applications, with 192 participants from countries on every 
continent. 

Impact



The four captured a wide spectrum of ideas, as follows:
(1) Engineering and Design Challenge – a total of 84 applications with 15 in 
material innovation, 3 in manufacturing innovation, 23 in recycling innovation and 
25 in packaging design innovations that demonstrate a measurable impact on 
marine plastics. Finalists full applications are attached. 
(2) Communication Challenge – a total of 60 applications in areas as wide as 
mobile apps, creative communication strategies, music, short film, media, 
story-telling and other that demonstrated capacity to reach and engage large 
groups of people in addressing the marine plastics issue. Finalist full applications 
are attached.
(3) Economics Challenge  - a total of 22 applications in areas as wide ranging as 
Valuation methodology and framework, evaluation of ghost fishing, creation of a 
marine litter fund, creative financial and business model, all with  focus on 
assessing the impact of marine plastics and recommended solutions. Finalist full 
applications are attached.

Impact



Impact (4) Prediction and Recovery Challenge – a total of 26 applications in areas as 
wide ranging as Microplastics biological tracking, AMD detection on coastal zones, 
SMART Recycling networks etc Algorithms, Models, hotspot identification etc. 
Finalist full applications are attached. 
The level of engagement and response to the innovation challenge demonstrated 
great interest in the topic and the approach. 

Contact Daniella Russo,  
d.russo@thinkbeyondplastic.com
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Impact

2017

359

Paris

Gestes Propres (founding member of the CLEAN EUROPE NETWORK), in 
partnership with a number of companies (Ball Packaging, Citeo, Coca-Cola 
European Partners, Danone Eaux, ELIPSO (plastic packaging industry 
organisation), Gecina Foundation, Haribo, Heineken, InterEmballage, Nestlé 
Waters, P&G, Total), France and the French Mayors Association, announced to 
further develop their two awareness campaigns on the impacts litter of marine 
litter. They committed to reach 1.5 billion views by 2020 with the "You could leave 
a better footprint on the planet" campaign and involve 400,000 sailboats and 100 
ports by 2020 with the "I sail, I sort waste" campaign.

2.3M of sorting bins; 23kt of collected waste; 1.100 municipalities involved; 
26.000 billboards; 1.5 billions of views on social media; 226 000 boaters and 48 
ports involved in the “I sail, I sort” campaign / 2017.



Impact

Website Link

Contact

2.3M of sorting bins; 23kt of collected waste; 1.100 municipalities involved; 
26.000 billboards; 1.5 billions of views on social media; 226 000 boaters and 48 
ports involved in the “I sail, I sort” campaign / 2017.

http://www.gestespropres.com/nos-actions/

Alexandra Lange
alexandra.lange@citeo.com
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2017

380

Isleworth

Sky, a major European media company, announced the launch of the Sky Ocean 
Rescue campaign in January 2017, aiming at raising awareness of how plastics 
and other pollution are affecting the oceans. Through their news reports, 
documentaries, social media and a UK tour by the giant whale "Plasticus", Sky has 
engaged over 6 million people.

https://skyoceanrescue.com/
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2016

21

Morocco announced that it has banned the production, import, export, or 
acquisition of plastic shopping bags for sale or distribution.

Younes Ayouch
y.ayouch@gmail.com
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2017

314

Dublin

Ireland announced the expansion of its 2015 "Fishing for Litter" programme to a 
further 2 ports/piers and 15 vessels which has encouraged fishermen to retain 
marine litter brought up in their nets for onshore disposal, with 46 trawlers in 7 
different ports around the Irish coast now participating in that programme.

The initial commitment that the 'Fishing for Litter' campaign would expand to 
include 7 ports and 46 vessels has been surpassed with 9 ports and up to 70 
trawlers now taking part.  To date, 60 tonnes of marine litter has been removed 
from the environment.

dymphna.keogh@dfa.ie
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2017

383

Biarritz

The Surfrider Foundation Europe announced the launch of the #ResetyourHabit 
campaign. The initiative aims at creating awareness on the impact of single-use 
water plastic bottles and inspiring people to change their habits by using reusable 
gourds and canteens; industries to change the design of beverage bottles by 
preferring high-capacity and refillable containers; private companies and public 
institutions to use and promote tap water and water fountains.

Surfrider Foundation Europe launch its new Campaign Reset Your Habits with a 
dedicated web page that reaches more than 120.000 visits per year and 500.000 
page views. Through communication campaign (with new dedicated web page, a 
#ResetYourHabits, motion design videos, posters, infographics), and educational 
tools ( comics, infographic), we pointed out the impacts and the existing reusable 
alternatives of plastic bottle.



 We develop local events in 12 European cities in Spain, France and Germany, that 
gathered 1400 participants and 70 locals’ partners, to meet the general public, 
some alternatives manufacturers and local authorities. We also led advocacy work 
at EU level, in the context of the Circular Economy Package and the Strategy on 
Plastics in Circular Economy with a report on the "Assessment of a pollution that 
needs to be eliminated", a Position Paper and a White paper "For an ocean free 
from plastic bottles". We created partnerships with alternatives manufacturers 
and adopted a “critical friend” position with beverage companies to give them 
some recommendations to avoid bad solutions.

Diane Beaumenay-Joannet
dbeaumenay@surfrider.eu

https://www.surfrider.eu/en/resetyourhabits/

Impact

Website Link

Contact



eline.boon@ellenmacarthurfoundation.org
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2017

354

Cowes

The Ellen MacArthur Foundation announced and awarded the winners of its 
Circular Design Challenge with EUR 850,000 (USD 1 million) prize money. The 
challenge was launched together with the Prince of Wales's International 
Sustainability Unit and is funded by Wendy Schmidt. Together with a 12-month 
accelerator programme, the prize money will help scale design solutions that keep 
plastics in the economy, and out of the ocean. The challenge is part of the Ellen 
MacArthur Foundation's three-year New Plastics Economy initiative, applying the 
principles of the circular economy to build a plastics system that works.
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2017

303

Jakarta

Denmark announced its intention to support the development and 
implementation of Indonesia's National Marine Debris Action Plan with EUR 1.27 
million (USD 1.5 million). Indonesia aims to reduce by 70% the plastic debris by 
2025 in comparison to 2017.

(1) Indonesia Marine Debris Pollution Assessment and Management TA Program: 
To support the Government of Indonesia, through its Coordinating Ministry of 
Maritime Affairs, to raise awareness, secure engagement and commitment for 
action from among key public sector actors at national and subnational levels, and 
to identify near term entry points to address Indonesia’s marine debris challenge. 



(2) Solid Waste Management Masterplans Updating for 4 Cities, and (3) 
Contribution to the WB Oceans Debris MDTF in order to support the development 
and implementation of Indonesias National Marine Debris Action Plan. The plan 
addresses the importance of control and awareness of handling plastic waste and 
to reduce plastic waste in the coastal areas and hereby reduce the plastic 
discharge in to the oceans with up to 80% and therefore prioritises collection of 
plastic waste and safe repeal of plastic waste through National Solid Waste 
Management Programme. By assisting Indonesia Denmark hopes to mitigate the 
challenges posed by marine debris to the fishing industry, tourism and public 
health in Indonesia and the ASEAN countries. 

Morten van Donk
mordon@um.dk

Impact

Contact
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2017

295

Brussels

Belgium announced that by the end of 2017 it will adopt its federal action plan to 
combat marine litter, the scope of which will be broad and will include macro and 
microliter, land-based and sea-based sources, litter from the fisheries sector, 
single use plastic materials and primary microplastics. The plan foresees cleaning 
and awareness raising activities. It will also focus on collaboration at national and 
international levels.

The Belgian marine litter action plan has been adopted.

Sophie Mirgaux
sophie.mirgaux@environment.belgium.be
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2015

45

The Association of Plastic Industries of Chile, ASIPLA, announced its commitment 
to strengthen and increase the capacity of the “Recycling of Plastics for Rapa Nui” 
program on Easter Island. This program has already identified the types of plastic 
on the island, set up a system to transport it to recycling points, and raised 
awareness of the local community about plastic recycling and proper disposal. The 
second stage will focus on understanding and identifying plastic debris that arrives 
on Easter Island’s coast and collecting it with the municipality’s support for 
transportation to and recycling on the mainland in order to decrease plastic marine 
debris and generate income and jobs for the islanders.



Impact This program has already defined the types of plastics present on the island, 
installing a system to transport them to recycling points, and creating awareness 
in the local community about the recycling of plastics and their proper disposal. 
The second stage of the program will focus on understanding and identifying the 
plastic remains that reach the coastal edge of Easter Island and its collection, with 
the support of local authorities for transportation and recycling in the continent 
and thus reduce the remains of plastic in the ocean, generating income and work 
for the inhabitants of the Island.

Contact Ambassador Isauro Torres
Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry
Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl
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2017

182

The National Fisheries Society of Chile (SONAPESCA) and Bureo announced a new 
national program to promote the recycling of fishing gear from Chile’s artisanal 
fisheries that will help quantify the amount of fishing nets available annually for 
recycling and identify innovative ideas for reusing these materials.

The agreement between Sonapesca and Bureau has allowed 80,000 kg of disused 
industrial fishing nets to be used for recycling, producing glasses, skateboards and 
executive chairs.  In the past, these nets had to be sent to landfills with the 
pollution that this implies.  Understanding that this is a global challenge, 
Sonapesca has taken steps to enable Bureau to sign similar agreements in Peru 
and Mexico.



A complementary programme is currently being designed to include artisanal 
fisheries, which we hope will be operational in 2019.
On the other hand, a Clean Production Agreement (CPA) is in its final phase, which 
involves a commitment by the industrial fleet to adopt practices beyond the 
IMO-Marpol standards already met, to define whether to dispose of household 
waste, with an emphasis on plastics, in such a way that it is sorted and returned to 
port. 

Contact

Impact

Ambassador Isauro Torres
Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry
Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl
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2017

299

Santiago

Chile announced that it will ban plastic bags in coastal cities throughout the 
country. Once the law is approved by the National Congress, Chile will be the first 
American country to implement this type of ban.

On August 3, 2018, Law that prohibits the delivery of plastic bags by trade was 
enacted. As of August 3, only a maximum of two bags per purchase can be 
delivered. The large businesses will have six months. Since that day to finish 
delivering them, while the small and medium ones will have a term of two years to 
dispose of all plastic bags.



Contact Ambassador Isauro Torres
Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry
Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl
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2015

109

New York

The United States and China announced a partnership between the coastal cities 
of Xiamen and Weihai in China and San Francisco and New York in the United 
States to share best practices related to waste management to reduce the flow of 
trash into the ocean.

San Francisco and Xiamen, and New York City and Weihai, formalized sister-city 
relationships via memoranda of understanding in 2017. They agreed to continue a 
consultative relationship to share best practices and further work on 
recommended integrated waste management of Weihai and Xiamen.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov 
(202) 647 4824
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2015

368

New York

The National Aquarium announced its commitment to divert at least one million 
single-use plastic bottles from the waste stream and ultimately the ocean by 
2020, while also continuing not to offer single-use plastic bags or plastic straws or 
any plastic cutlery, and decrease by 50 per cent plastic throughout its operations 
by 2020.

As of June 2018, the Pier2Peer scientific membership program has grown to 65 
active pairs, already exceeding our 2018 goal. Mentors and mentees come from 
more than 50 countries. We have also met our goal of including more participants 
from Pacific Island nations by adding eight new mentees from Papua New Guinea, 
Tokelau, Fiji, Palau, Vanuatu, and Tuvalu.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov 
(202) 647 4824
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2017

527

Saildrone

Saildrone announced that by 2022 it will build a global ocean monitoring network 
consisting of 1,000 wind and solar powered saildrones providing planetary 
coverage at a 6x6 degree resolution, endeavouring to significantly reduce the cost 
of ocean data collection to improve management of sustainable fisheries, carbon 
cycle, marine pollution and climate change impacts on humanity. To further 
encourage scientific innovation, every year starting in 2018, Saildrone will award 
30 days of saildrone-powered data, equivalent to approximately EUR 842,000 
(USD 1 million) of research ship time, to the most impactful research project 
submitted.

Saildrone awarded its first two Ocean Data Prize for 2018 and 2019, each 
equivalent to $1m in research ship time



USD 200,000

Sébastien de Halleux 
sebastien@saildrone.com

Money Spent

Contact
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2017

325

Ngerulmud

The Republic of Palau announced that it has introduced a legislation to ban the 
importation of plastic bags, phasing out by 2025.

The legislation has been passed. Palau Public Law 10-14 stipulates that:

1. Starting from November 2018, businesses are banned from importing plastic 
bags for distribution "at the point of sale or prior to exit for the purpose of 
transporting groceries, food products, or other merchandise"



2. Starting from November 2019, businesses are banned from distributing 
non-biodegradable or non-compostable bags "at the point of sale or prior to exit 
for the purpose of transporting groceries, food products, or other merchandise."
In light of this legislation, government and civil society are partnering with major 
retailers to implement a plastic free days and implement public campaigns to 
increase awareness of destructive effects of plastic use and inform the public of 
practical ways to reduce dependence on plastics. 

Kenlie Lipiano 
proffice@palauun.org
Permanent Mission of Palau to the United Nations
866 United Nations Plaza - Suite 575
New York, NY 10017
(212) 813-0310

Contact

Impact
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2017

313

Dublin

Ireland announced EUR 320,000 in funding to the Clean Coasts Programme for 
2017 and commits to funding on an on-going basis in future years. This 
programme, operated by An Taisce, Ireland's National Trust, engages communities 
to work actively with local authorities to protect Ireland's beaches, seas and 
marine life. This Programme comprises Clean Coasts Volunteering (with over 550 
Clean Coasts volunteer groups established to date) and the highly sought after 
Green Coast Award (62 beaches awarded the Green Coast award in Ireland in 
2017).

The Clean Coasts Programme programme engages coastal communities to work 
actively with local authorities to protect Ireland's beaches, seas and marine life.  It 
comprises over 600 Clean Coasts groups  involving over 18,000  volunteers 
undertaking 284,000 person hours of work and promotes coastal Clean-up 
initiatives & coastal marine environmental protection programmes.



 Blue Flag and Green Coast Awards are supported by the DHPLG.  90 Blue Flag and 
59 Green Coast Awards were presented in 2018.  

The Clean Coast programme is experiencing considerable growth and has been 
expanded to include: a series of road shows, workshops & seminars each year, the 
#2minutebeachclean programme, the Clean Coast Week, the annual Big Beach 
Clean, the Ocean Heroes Awards, the Clean Wave initiative and the Love your Coast 
photography award.

Impact

dymphna.keogh@dfa.ieContact
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2016

165

Think Beyond Plastic announced the launch, in partnership with UN Environment, 
of the world's first student competition for solutions to the global problem of 
marine plastics (the 2017 Marine Plastics Innovation Challenge) which invites all 
university students to submit ideas in the fields of engineering, communications, 
economics and data modelling. Competition is accepting applications until 
November 20, 2017. Winners, which will be announced at Sixth International 
Marine Debris Conference, will gain entry into the Think Beyond Plastic annual 
acceleration program, which will provide mentoring and bridge to 
commercialization for winning ideas.

The 2017 Marine Plastics Innovation Challenge turned out to be a very successful 
endeavor in generating excitement towards innovative approaches to addressing 
the global marine plastics problem. As expected, the challenge inspired a wide 
range of solutions and applications. The total number of participants was 192, 
from a broad group of countries, on every continent. 



Impact The four tracks supported the intent to capture a wide spectrum 
of ideas, as follows:
(1) Engineering and Design Challenge – a total of 84 
applications with 15 in material innovation, 3 in manufacturing 
innovation, 23 in recycling innovation and 25 in packaging design 
innovations that demonstrate a measurable impact on marine 
plastics. Finalists full applications are attached. 
(2) Communication Challenge – a total of 60 applications in areas as wide as 
mobile apps, creative communication strategies, music, short film, media, 
story-telling and other that demonstrated capacity to reach and engage large 
groups of people in addressing the marine plastics issue. Finalist full applications 
are attached.
(3) Economics Challenge  - a total of 22 applications in areas as wide ranging as 
Valuation methodology and framework, evaluation of ghost fishing, creation of a 
marine litter fund, creative financial and business model, all with  focus on 
assessing the impact of marine plastics and recommended solutions. Finalist full 
applications are attached.



(4) Prediction and Recovery Challenge – a total of 26 applications in areas as 
wide ranging as Microplastics biological tracking, AMD detection on coastal zones, 
SMART Recycling networks etc Algorithms, Models, hotspot identification etc. 
The level of engagement and response to the innovation challenge demonstrated 
great interest in the topic and the approach. 
The winners were announced at the 6th Marine Debris Conference in San Doego, 
California

Impacts

Website Link

Contact Daniella Russo,  
d.russo@thinkbeyondplastic.com

http://www.tbpinnovate.com



eline.boon@ellenmacarthurfoundation.org
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2016

142

The Ellen MacArthur Foundation announced a $10 million three-year New Plastics 
Economy initiative to build momentum towards a global plastics system that 
works. Applying the principles of the circular economy, the initiative brings 
together key stakeholders to re-think and re-design the future of plastics, starting 
with packaging



75 %

EU The European Union

AT Austria

EC The European Commission

LWF The Lonely Whale Foundation

P&G P&G

43UMC The forty-three Union for the 
Mediterranean Countries

W&MG The Werner & Mertz Group

V Volvo

SKY Sky

UK The United Kingdom

CCC The Coca Cola 
Company

EMF The Ellen MacArthur
Foundation

ELI Environmental Law
Institute

SB Searious Business

ZWE Zero Waste Europe

ACP
The Aquarium Conservation
Partnership

DCC The Dow Chemical Company

DNK Denmark

US&5G The United States &
5 Gyres

US&5G The United States 

SFE The Surfrider Foundation
Europe

CHN China

ELI Environmental Law
Institute

ELI Environmental Law
Institute
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2017

284

Brussels

Ana Tejedor
tejedor.ana@eea.europa.eu 
+45 3336 7227

https://water.europa.eu/marine 

The European Union announced the launch of WISE-Marine, a gateway to 
information on European water issues for the general public and stakeholders to 
promote better ocean governance and ecosystem-based management. The 
platform will be expanded and integrated further in the years to come.
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2017

363

Vienna

Austria reaffirmed its commitment to invest EUR 60 million per year in waste 
water treatment between 2017 and 2021. This will help reduce nutrient and 
hazardous substances emissions into Austrian rivers, which in turn contribute to 
the reduction of discharges from catchment to sea. Austria also announced its 
Agri-Environmental scheme ÖPUL will contribute EUR 65 million per year for 
greening of arable land and management of arable surfaces threatened by erosion 
and EUR 700,000 per year for preventative surface water protection (buffer strips).



Year
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2017

289

Brussels

The European Commission announced that it will phase out by end 2017 all 
single-use plastic cups in water fountains and vending machines in all its buildings 
and meetings. It also committed to report on all its efforts towards a further 
reduction of the use of other single-use plastic items in all its building and events 
at the occasion of the 2018 Our Ocean Conference. Measures to achieve this will 
include improving its green public procurement, reducing single-use plastics in 
canteens and cafeterias, promoting use of tap water, launching a wider awareness 
raising campaign for staff on waste reduction, sorting and recycling and greening 
Commission events.



Impact Think Beyond Plastic announced a commitment to open an Innovation Center 
to accelerate commercialisation of research and innovation with focus on 
plastic pollution. This Innovation Center will bring together innovators, 
entrepreneurs, scientists, engineers, businesses, investors and consumer 
advocates to facilitate a multidisciplinary approach to solving this complex 
problem. 

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

2016

364

Rome

The Lonely Whale Foundation announced its commitment to permanently 
eliminating 15 billion single use plastic straws by 2020.



Year
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2017

376

Cincinnati

P&G Dish Care announced that will introduce a limited-edition Beach Plastic 
bottle, with 10 per cent of the resin bottle coming from recovered beach plastic 
and 90 per cent standard PCR. In partnership with recycling experts at TerraCycle, 
this innovation will come to the UK in 2018 available at one world's leading retailer. 
This action is the result of a strategic alliance between Terracycle and will serve to 
find innovative uses for beach plastic while raising consumer awareness of the 
ocean plastic issue. This initiative complements P&G's support of the Trash Free 
Seas Alliance efforts to dramatically reduce the flow of plastic into the world's 
oceans.



The 2017 Marine Plastics Innovation Challenge was an exceptionally successful 
endeavor in generating excitement towards innovative approaches to addressing 
the global marine plastics problem. The challenge inspired a wide range of 
solutions and applications, with 192 participants from countries on every 
continent.

USD 616,810,000

Ernst Überreiter
ernst.ueberreiter@bmnt.gv.at
+43 171100 607112

Impact

Money Spent

Contact



We produced 320.000 bottles with ocean plastic to raise awareness on the issue 
and invite Fairy brand lovers to recycle as the only way to prevent plastic to flow 
into the ocean. We also did a blogger campaign to raise awareness on Fairy's 
initiative.

cammarano.p@pg.com

Impact

Contact
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2017

389

Waterloo

The Werner & Mertz Group, whose packaging is already hundred per cent 
recyclable, announced its commitment to use hundred per cent recycled plastic in 
at least 70 million bottles each year as of 2017, corresponding to sixty-five per 
cent of its entire annual bottle volume, aiming to go up to one hundred per cent for 
all its consumer goods packaging by 2025.

The Werner & Mertz Group has long been committed to a circular economy that 
protects the environment, waters and marine ecosystems.  As the creator of the 
open innovation Recyclate Initiative, we work with our partners to promote the 
recycling of post-consumer plastic. We commit to bring at least 90 million bottles 
with recycled content of 100% PCR year by year to the market. 90 million bottles 
with 100% PCR means 80% share of our entire annual bottle volume (PE & PET). 
Currently our annual output are 70 millions units made from 100% PET. Already 
Millions of packaging units and caps of 100 percent HDPE and PP recyclates have 
reached consumers. 



Impact

Contact

This ground-breaking innovation originates from the household collection of 
packaging waste. 
Our targets are:
- to be pioneer in packaging design that really integrates into circular economy 
streams
- to deliver best practise examples
- to focus on material health to support “clean” recycling streams and increase the 
value of secondary raw materials (-> recyclates)
Our recycled bottles bring the ideas of a circular economy and marine protection to 
millions of households around the world. We are committed to raising consumer 
awareness of environmental issues, pushing for higher rates in recycling and use 
of recyclates and working with partners to stem the flood of waste that is polluting 
our oceans.  

Timothy Glaz
tglaz@werner-mertz.com
+491726151003
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2017

342

Mediterranean Sea

The forty-three Union for the Mediterranean countries announced their 
agreement to set up by February 2018 a Task Force on Environment in order to 
facilitate the implementation, among others, of the H2020 Initiative for a Cleaner 
Mediterranean, which is joining efforts of all committed stakeholders in 
addressing the 80 per cent of the sources of pollution of the Mediterranean Sea by 
the year 2020. They agreed as well to define priorities, operational modalities and 
a work programme for depollution and pollution prevention of the Mediterranean 
Sea for the post-2020 period.

Progress on UfM commitment on Blue Economy: 

The Secretariat of the Union for the Mediterranean has further developed the 
Virtual Knowledge Centre (VKC) http://www.med-vkc-blueconomy.org/. The VKC is 
now an active regional networking platform for sharing knowledge and for 
supporting the development of the blue economy. 
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2016

388

Alicante

Volvo Ocean Race announced that in its 2017-2018 edition single-use plastic 
consumption in Race Villages will be reduced by at least 80%, with the objective to 
ban it entirely from 2019-2020 edition. In addition, Volvo Ocean Race will raise 
awareness on ocean plastic pollution by advocating "Turn the Tide" message to 3 
million visitors to its Host Cities globally; by promoting UN Environment's "Turn the 
Tide on Plastic" campaign to its digital audience, including 1.2 million Facebook 
fans; by launching a dedicated "Turn the Tide on Plastic" sailing team with a 
powerful call to action via the Clean Seas programme; by using compelling 
storytelling and the race's significant media power to amplify the campaign - with 
a minimum goal of 30% of external media articles mentioning its sustainability 
programme; and by developing an Education Programme for kids and teachers, 
with an initial delivery target of 25,000 students at Host Cities globally and online.
(cont.) 
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2017

381

Isleworth

Sky announced the removal of all single-use plastics from its operations, products 
and supply chain by 2020.

https://skyoceanrescue.com/
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2017

338

London

The United Kingdom announced its commitment to banning plastic microbeads in 
rinse-off cosmetics and personal care products to protect the marine environment 
from avoidable microplastic pollution. It anticipates having bans on both 
manufacture and sale of such products in place across the whole of the UK by the 
end of June 2018.

Sale and manufacture of rinse-off personal care products containing microbeads 
will be banned in all 4 nations of the UK.

Sophie Rogers
sophie.rogers@defra.gsi.gov.uk
0208 415 2655



eline.boon@ellenmacarthurfoundation.org
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2016

142

The Ellen MacArthur Foundation announced a $10 million three-year New Plastics 
Economy initiative to build momentum towards a global plastics system that 
works. Applying the principles of the circular economy, the initiative brings 
together key stakeholders to re-think and re-design the future of plastics, starting 
with packaging.

 https://newplasticseconomy.org/
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2017

351

Atlanta

The Coca-Cola Company announced that it will make all its consumer packaging 
100% recyclable by 2025. While the great majority of the bottles and cans used to 
distribute its products are already 100% recyclable, the Company will expand 100% 
recyclability to its entire consumer packaging range (including pouches, cartons 
and others). This is one of many steps Coca-Cola will take to ensure its packaging 
gets recycled and does not end up in the wrong place, in particular our oceans. The 
Coca-Cola Company is building a more holistic packaging plan to move forward 
these efforts and will share details in the coming months.



Currently, more than 85 percent of our primary consumer packaging is recyclable. 
Our core packaging – PET plastic bottles, glass bottles and aluminum cans and 
bottles – are 100-percent recyclable. We have to remember there are two aspects 
to recyclability. Can you recycle it somewhere? And can you recycle it everywhere? 
The second piece is often the bigger challenge. Our new goals put an emphasis on 
rounding out the remaining “problematic” packaging, in all markets.

Yui Kamikawa
ykamikawa@coca-cola.com
+447976595365

https://www.coca-colacompany.com/press-center/company-statements/ellen-
macarthur-foundation-our-oceans-pledge

Impact

Website Link

Contact
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2017

343

Monterey

The Aquarium Conservation Partnership (ACP), an initiative designed to increase 
the collective impact of aquariums on shared ocean and freshwater conservation 
goals, announced the elimination of plastic straws and single-use take-away 
plastic bags in its 19 member aquariums as of 10 July 2017, and the significant 
reduction or elimination of single-use plastic beverage bottles in member 
aquariums by 1 December 2020. Founded by Monterey Bay Aquarium, Shedd 
Aquarium, and National Aquarium, the ACP also committed to showcasing 
innovative alternatives to single-use plastic for its millions of visitors. The 
members of the Aquarium Conservation Partnership are committed to allocate 
annually EUR 210,000.
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2017

352

Midland

The Dow Chemical Company announced EUR 128,100 (USD 151,000) funding for 
three new research project to help solve the issue of plastics marine litter. Two 
projects, one each in Japan and Indonesia, will set up systems to measure the flow 
of trash into the ocean, and will then propose solutions, based on that information, 
to prevent the characterized waste from reaching the ocean. The third project will 
test the use of non-recycled plastic in roadways in Indonesia, to help create a new 
end-use market for collected materials that might otherwise end up in the 
environment. This will help drive collection of low value plastics, keeping these 
materials out of the ocean.



Impact

Money Spent

Contact

Two new methodologies have been validated for measuring the flow of plastic 
waste into the ocean.  The use of waste plastic in asphalt modification for 
construction of roadways has been demonstrated and is being scaled-up.

USD 200,000

Jeff Wooster
jeff.wooster@dow.com
+1 281 796 0307
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2017

302

Nuuk

Denmark announced it has allocated EUR 161,300 for a first beach litter survey in 
4 selected areas in Greenland, including monitoring of microplastic in fulmars.

There have been information campaigns and events from April through September 
2018. More than 25 organisations ranging from fishermen to sailors and summer 
cottage landlords have been involved spreading the campaign material with the 
message that littering in to the sea and beaches is harming the environment. 
Effects are presently unknown as the initiative is still running.

USD 350,000
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2017

383

Biarritz

The Surfrider Foundation Europe announced the launch of the #ResetyourHabit 
campaign. The initiative aims at creating awareness on the impact of single-use 
water plastic bottles and inspiring people to change their habits by using reusable 
gourds and canteens; industries to change the design of beverage bottles by 
preferring high-capacity and refillable containers; private companies and public 
institutions to use and promote tap water and water fountains.

Four international research projects have substantially improved and harmonised 
the way we study and analyse microplastics in the marine environment, 
understand their behaviour and fate, as well their impact on marine organisms, 
ecosystems and food chain. Apart from a plethora of scientific publications, 
including in Nature and Science, the projects have produced recommendations for 
environmental authorities, on how to monitor. 



Impact

Money Spent

Contact

The joint action has helped to move this issue to the highest political level. The G7 
and G20 acknowledged this work. In a statement published in October 2015, the 
Science Ministered highlighted marine litter as future research priorities: ”We, the 
G7 Ministers of Science, acknowledge the activities of other international and 
intergovernmental organisations such as the European Joint Programming 
Initiative “Healthy and Productive Seas and Oceans (JPI Oceans)” […] in their search 
for sources, pathways and effects of marine litter.” Please also note JPI Oceans has 
made a new commitment on microplastic in 2018.

USD 9,000,000

John Hanus
hanus@deutsche-meeresforschung.de
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2015

107

New York

The United States announced that it is supporting the development of 
waste-to-energy demonstration projects in the APEC nations of The Philippines 
and Indonesia, including in the cities of Dagupan, Angeles, and Bandung, by 
Waste2Worth, a company dedicated to extracting value from trash as a means to 
stimulate economic development.

These projects will recover high value recyclables and generate revenue by 
creating electricity, fuels, methane, and fertilizer – all to be used by the local 
community generating the trash. Joint Venture agreements have been signed for 
the projects in the Philippine cities of Dagupan and Angeles, as well as Cabuyao, 
which has replaced the project in Bandung.
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2016

219

New York

The United States and 5 Gyres announced a citizen science program to collect data 
on the impact of marine microplastics on the environment and human health to 
spur innovative solutions to reduce and prevent the flow of land-based trash into 
the ocean in Puerto Rico and the Wider Caribbean.

A protocol and related app to facilitate data collection on marine microplastics by 
citizen scientists are under review by experts. They will be released in the near 
future and made publicly available by EPA and 5Gyres on their websites.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824
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2017

300

Beijing

China announced EUR 8 million (USD 9 million) worth national research projects to 
develop marine micro plastics, jellyfish, red tide, pathogenic microorganisms 
monitoring and prevention technology. China also announced its intention to focus 
on the elimination of plastic waste pollution in estuaries and bays; it will also 
formulate plans for action against pollution from marine waste.

The projects have improved people's science-based understanding of the 
distribution and effect of micro plastics and how pathogenic microorganisms, red 
tide and jellyfish disasters are forming.In 2017, a comprehensive operational 
survey was condocted to prevent and control marine debris and micro plastics.

USD 9,000,000

Ning Jia
ningjiasoa@126.com
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2017

355

Gulf of Mexico

Environmental Law Institute announced its continued effort under the ELI Gulf of 
Mexico Restoration and Recovery Initiative, through which ELI attorneys analyze 
the variety of restoration funding processes in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon 
oil spill, and translate them in accessible ways for local stakeholders. This project 
has been made possible thanks to a generous EUR 468,000 grant from the Walton 
Family Foundation.

ELI attorneys analyze the variety of restoration funding processes in the wake of 
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, and translate them in accessible ways for local 
stakeholders.



2. Starting from November 2019, businesses are banned from distributing 
non-biodegradable or non-compostable bags "at the point of sale or prior to exit 
for the purpose of transporting groceries, food products, or other merchandise."
In light of this legislation, government and civil society are partnering with major 
retailers to implement a plastic free days and implement public campaigns to 
increase awareness of destructive effects of plastic use and inform the public of 
practical ways to reduce dependence on plastics. 

Kenlie Lipiano 
proffice@palauun.org
Permanent Mission of Palau to the United Nations
866 United Nations Plaza - Suite 575
New York, NY 10017
(212) 813-0310

Contact

Impact
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2017

356

Washington

Environmental Law Institute announced as the secretariat of the International 
Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement (INECE) EUR 85,000 for 
the INECE Seaports Training campaign, to provide training on illegal shipments of 
hazardous and other waste, as well as Ozone Depleting Substances in Kenya, 
Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam, in addition to a West African regional training for 
officials from Senegal, Togo, Benin, and Ghana. In total, over 100 port officials have 
received training during the last twelve months.

Through the INECE Seaports Training campaign ELI has helped provide training on 
illegal shipments of hazardous and other waste, as well as Ozone Depleting 
Substances in Kenya, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam, in addition to a West 
African regional training for officials from Senegal, Togo, Benin, and Ghana. In total, 
over 100 port officials have received training during the last twelve months. 
Upcoming training programs are planned for Pakistan and Vietnam
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2016

355

Gulf of Mexico

Environmental Law Institute announced its continued effort under the ELI Gulf of 
Mexico Restoration and Recovery Initiative, through which ELI attorneys analyze 
the variety of restoration funding processes in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon 
oil spill, and translate them in accessible ways for local stakeholders. This project 
has been made possible thanks to a generous EUR 468,000 grant from the Walton 
Family Foundation.

Since 2011, ELI attorneys have helped local communities understand the variety 
of restoration funding processes in the wake of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, 
and translate them in accessible ways for local stakeholders.

http://eli-ocean.org/gulf/



jm.simon@zerowasteeurope.eu
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2017

391

Brussels

Zero Waste Europe, a European network of NGOs working with 397 zero waste 
municipalities, announced the allocation of EUR 300,000 over the next three years 
to include other 20 cities into the network, thus reducing waste generation by 20% 
and increasing recycling by 40%.

We have increased the number of municipalities in Europe going for zero waste 
and we are seeing separate collection increase and waste generation decrease in 
those.



As of 1 June 2018, the Commission has phased out all single-use plastic cups in 
water fountains, vending machines and cafeterias in all its buildings and meetings 
in its Headquarters in Brussels, replacing them by recyclable paper cups. In 
addition, the Commission has made further changes to phase out other single-use 
plastic items: a campaign encouraging staff to use their own mugs in hot drinks 
vending machines resulted in an increase of (reusable) mug use (as opposed to 
disposable cups) from 5% of hot drinks consumed to 15% in 5 months. The 
Commission stopped using plastic stirrers for hot drinks (previously around 2 
million plastic stirrers used per year). The Commission stopped offering straws in 
their cafeterias (previously 25 000 plastic straws used per year). In May 2018, the 
Commission carried out an awareness raising campaign for its staff on greening 
Commission events. 

Impact



As next steps, the Commission is planning to install water fountains connected to 
the mains (offering tap water) in every cafeteria (34) and is also exploring the 
possibility of installing an additional tap water dispenser/fountain in each building 
in Brussels (over 70) and to replace plastic cutlery and bowls by corn starch 
alternatives. The Commission will also carry out an awareness raising campaign 
across all its sites at the end of 2018, focusing on waste reduction and in particular 
single-use items.

amelie.knapp@ec.europa.eu

Impact

Contact



To innovators, the center will offer  access to material innovation space for 
development, characterisation and scalability. To industry, the Center will offer 
access to innovation and prototyping services. To Investors, the Center will offer 
access to qualified investment opportunities in new materials, circular design 
and cloud services all with demonstrated Triple Bottom Line. 
The Center is already operating for qualified entrepreneurs offering mentorship, 
access to investment and bridge to commercialization. The User Facility in 
California will open in 2020, as planned. 

USD 5,000,000

http://www.tbpinnovate.com

Daniella Russo
drusso@thinkbeyondplastic.com
+1908 827 1091

Impact
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Contact

It is a “one-stop shop/online web portal" for the consolidation and sharing of 
general, technical and sectoral information related to marine and maritime affairs 
in the Mediterranean. Its ultimate objective is to contribute to the development of 
an interactive Blue Economy Community, which is built on three pillars: Knowledge 
Management Systems (KMS), Projects and blue economy Stakeholders. Joining 
the VKC enables users to improve, disseminate and widen the impact of their 
activities on blue economy by uploading news and events. 

Progress on UfM commitment on marine pollution: 

- In January 2018, the first meeting of the Task Force on Environment was held in 
Jordan to facilitate, among others, the consolidation of results of the H2020 
Initiative for a Cleaner Mediterranean, as well as to kick off the transition towards 
the UfM post 2020 agenda on environment in the Mediterranean region. With 
respect to the latter, also an external evaluation of the 2014 UfM Ministerial 
Declaration has been launched. 

Impact

Contact



- A 2nd Working Group for Environment and Climate Change will take place on the 
12th and 13th of November at the UfMS in Barcelona: at this occasion, the 
priorities, operational modalities and a work program for depollution and pollution 
prevention of the Mediterranean Sea for the post 2020 period will be discussed.

Impact

Website Link

Contact Alessandra Sensi
Head of Sector Environment and Blue Economy 
Water and Environment Division
Union for the Mediterranean 
alessandra.sensi@ufmsecretariat.org 
+34 935 214 165/ M +34 692 975 663

http://www.med-vkc-blueconomy.org/
https://eni-seis.eionet.europa.eu/



Volvo Ocean Race will host 7 "Ocean Summits" by the June 
2018, gathering more than 2,000 decision makers and 
influencers from business, government and science to make 
commitments to ocean health. Finally, Volvo Ocean race will 
contribute in 2017-2018 to ocean science by gathering data and 
monitoring micro plastic pollution on-board race boats.

The 2017/18 edition of Volvo Ocean Race's mission was to bring to life the urgent 
issue of plastic pollution in our Ocean. Our commitments were to amplify the 
message, engage Race Village visitors, young people, race followers and fans, to 
entice commitments and action by our stakeholders, and to ensure we also 
responsibly managed our own plastic footprint. 

Our objective of amplifying the message and call to action was successful with 
immense media coverage, content amplification and commitments made by 
government, private sector and individuals. Our Ocean Summits met our target 
with 2192 attendees including 225 expert speakers. The education programme 
hosted 20 000 students within our Race Villages and a further 70 000 experienced 
the education through our online downloadable education assets used by schools. 

Announcement

Impact

Impact

Contact

It is a “one-stop shop/online web portal" for the consolidation and sharing of 
general, technical and sectoral information related to marine and maritime affairs 
in the Mediterranean. Its ultimate objective is to contribute to the development of 
an interactive Blue Economy Community, which is built on three pillars: Knowledge 
Management Systems (KMS), Projects and blue economy Stakeholders. Joining 
the VKC enables users to improve, disseminate and widen the impact of their 
activities on blue economy by uploading news and events. 

Progress on UfM commitment on marine pollution: 

- In January 2018, the first meeting of the Task Force on Environment was held in 
Jordan to facilitate, among others, the consolidation of results of the H2020 
Initiative for a Cleaner Mediterranean, as well as to kick off the transition towards 
the UfM post 2020 agenda on environment in the Mediterranean region. With 
respect to the latter, also an external evaluation of the 2014 UfM Ministerial 
Declaration has been launched. 



More than 380 000 single use plastic bottles were avoided and an estimated 85% 
of single use plastic in food and beverage serviceware avoided. 

Our Science programme collected micro-plastic, ocean and meteorological data 
from throughout the route. 

Impact

Website Link

Contact meegan.jones@volvooceanrace.com

https://www.volvooceanrace.com/en/sustainability.html



Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Impact

2016

379

Eindhoven

Searious Business, a company that helps businesses to tackle plastic pollution, 
announced its committment to design a fully-recyclable sofa by 2017 (in 
collaboration with Gispen). The sofa is to be made from more than 95% recycled 
plastics from left-over materials from the furniture industry and is to be designed 
and engineered to have the lowest possible impact on the environment. Each sofa 
will include at least 50 kilos of recycled plastics, and will be fully recyclable. 
Production of the first 200 sofas starts in October 2017.

Searious Business, a company that helps businesses to tackle plastic pollution, 
announced its committment to design a fully-recyclable sofa by 2018 (in 
collaboration with Gispen). The sofa is to be made from more than 95% recycled 
plastics from left-over materials from the furniture industry and is to be designed 
and engineered to have the lowest possible impact on the environment. Each sofa 
will include at least 50 kilos of recycled plastics, and will be fully recyclable. 
Production of the first 200 sofas starts in October 2018.

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement

Impact

Website Link



Money Spent

Website Link

Contact

USD 250,000

www.seariousbusiness.com

Willemijn Peeters
connect@seariousbusiness.com
+316 3728 4197



Impact

Contact

All 22 Aquarium Conservation Partnership aquariums eliminated plastic straws 
and plastic bags from their institutions (We are working on pulling the exact 
number of straws and bags taken out of the wastestream).  8 of our aquariums 
have eliminated all plastic beverage bottles with an additional 5 who eliminated all 
plastic beverage bottles except water. 

Kim McIntyre
kmcintyre@mbayaq.org
808-561-6929



Impact

Contact

A grant from the U.S. Trade and Development Agency has been obtained to 
support front end engineering. Ground breaking has occurred for the Dagupan 
project; ground breaking at the other two sites is expected in early 2019. The 
projects are on track to be operational in 2019-2020 and will economically 
mitigate over 1000 tons of waste per day, much of which would otherwise end up 
in the ocean and other water ways.

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824
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Others

completed

European Union
BUILDING CAPACITYEU

Naoko Ishii
BUILDING CAPACITYNI



Year

Commitment Number

Location

2014

29

Cabo Verde, Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Morocco, Senegal, Mozambique,
Zimbabwe, Mauritania, Senegal, Egypt, Libya, Sudan, Chad, Burundi, Ethiopia,
Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Mali, Niger, Chad,
Benin, Sao Tome and Principe, Togo, Seychelles, Cabo Verde, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau,
Senegal, Madagascar, Guyana, Suriname, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Guatemala,
Chile, Peru, Guatemala, Honduras, Dominica, Grenada, St. Kitts And Nevis, St. Lucia,
St. Vincent and Grenadines, Antigua And Barbuda, Barbados, Belize, Guyana, Jamaica,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent and Grenadines, Bhutan, India, Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Paraguay,
Uruguay, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, Suriname, Venezuela, Barbados,
Belize, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana,
Honduras, Jamaica, St. Kitts And Nevis, St. Lucia, Mexico, Panama, Suriname, Trinidad
and Tobago, St. Vincent and Grenadines, Colombia, Ecuador, Bangladesh, Indonesia,
India, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Maldives, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar, Malaysia, Philippines, Vietnam, Marshall Islands, Palau, Tuvalu, Benin, Congo,
Cote d'Ivoire, Cameroon, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Equatorial Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sao Tome and Principe, Togo, Congo DR, Burkina Faso, Benin,
Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Mali.



Naoko Ishii, CEO of the Global Environment Facility, announced unprecedented 
funding of $460 million to conserve and restore marine biodiversity, foster 
sustainable fisheries, and strengthen coastal management.

The GEF provided $347.4M support to marine and freshwater initiatives to further 
global environmental benefits, including to conserve and restore marine biodiversity, 
foster sustainable fisheries, and strengthen coastal management.

USD 37,400,000

Impact

Money Spent

Announcement



Year

Commitment Number

2016

276

The European Union announced an additional $168 million (EUR 150
million) per year for its annual marine and maritime research funding.
The EU will launch a Science Action Plan for the South Atlantic, compl
ementing its groundbreaking cooperation with the United States and
Canada in the North Atlantic under the Galway Statement. 

The European Commission has published the Horizon 2020 work programme with the calls 
for proposals for research and innovation projects for the years 2017 and 2018. This 
includes calls for proposals with funds earmarked for marine and maritime, and more 
general calls. For 2017 the announced 250 million Euro per year have been exceeded. No 
final statistics are available for 2018 since the administrative process is still going on. 
Projects concern a wide range of maritime technologies, environmental issues (for example 
marine litter) and food and nutrition security (https://cordis.europa.eu/home_en.html). In 
July 2017 the Commission signed the Belém Statement, an agreement between the 
European Union, South Africa and Brazil to begin to build a South Atlantic Ocean Research 
Alliance. Furthermore, on 18 April 2018 the Commission signed an Administrative 
Arrangement on Marine Research and Innovation Cooperation with Argentina. These two 
agreements will be instrumental in the implementation of the All Atlantic Ocean Research 
Alliance initiated with the signature of the Galway Statement by the European Union, the 
United States of America and Canada in 2013.

Impact

Announcement



Others
CRI Costa Rica

MAPPING AND UNDERSTANDING OUR OCEAN

BCSACP
Bio-Cultural Sub-Antarctic Conservation Program
MAPPING AND UNDERSTANDING OUR OCEAN

planning



Year

Commitment Number

2015

116

Costa Rica announced that it will promote and support the Jacques Yves Cousteau 
Observatory for Central America and the Caribbean, with the goal of creating an 
interdisciplinary information network that will facilitate sustainable development of 
marine and coastal resources in Costa Rica and the region.

Announcement

Contact Haydée Rodríguez Romero
viceaguas@minae.go.cr
(+506) 2257-0922 ext. 1252



Year

Commitment Number

2015

1

The Bio-Cultural Sub-Antarctic Conservation Program and the Magallanes Region of 
Chile announced the creation of the Cape Horn Sub-Antarctic Center at the Puerto 
Williams Omora Ethno-botanical Park to promote tourism, technical training and 
teaching, and research at the Cape Horn Biosphere Reserve. This center is a joint 
effort of the University of Magallanes and the University of North Texas, and is 
sponsored by the Millennium Scientific Initiative and Chile’s National Science and 
Technology Commission.

The Construction Project of the Cape Horn Subantarctic Center is in full execution 
stage. The work was tendered by the Secretary of Public Works in the Region of 
Magallanes and Chilean Antarctica and awarded to the company SALFA. The award 
decision was ratified by the Secretary of Public Works, Mr. Juan Andrés Fontaine, on 
June 8, 2018, which allowed to initiate specific administrative processes for the 
execution of the work, among others the delivery of land, and the construction is 
currently in execution and is expected to be completed the year 2020.

Announcement

Impact



Impact

Contact Ambassador Isauro Torres Directorate for the Environment & Ocean Affairs
Foreign Affairs Ministry Chile
itorres@minrel.gob.cl
chernadezc@minrel.gob.cl
svega@minrel.gob.cl

In parallel, the process to define the institutional structure and managem
ent model of the Subantarctic Center has been initiated, which will materi
alize through a non-profit Private Foundation in which the institutions that
sponsor the Initiative will participate, such as the University of Magallanes,
Omora Foundation and the Institute of Ecology and Biodiversity, which is currently 
funded through the National Commission of Science and Technology of Chile 
(CONICYT). Finally, a main role of the Cape Horn Subantartic Center will be the 
consolidation of the of the Cape Horn Long-Term Ecological Research Network (Cape 
Horn- LTER). This network includes (a) monitoring and experimental permanent plots 
in terrestrial, freshwater and marine ecosystems, and (b) biogeochemical and climatic 
record stations in the Diego Ramírez archipelago (Gonzalo Island), Cape Horn 
archipelago (Horn Island), and Omora Ethnobotanical Park (at different altitudinal 
levels). This implementation is being conducted with support of a FONEQUIP grant.



Others

US

IOC
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission
CROSS CUTTING / OCEAN SCIENCE, NEW KNOWLEDGE, AND
RELATED CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT

United States
MAPPING AND UNDERSTANDING OUR OCEAN

75 %



Year

Commitment Number

Location

2017

517

Paris

The Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO (IOC) reaffirmed its 
global programme to enhance global cooperation on ocean literacy. With the support 
of Sweden, the IOC-UNESCO programme, will dedicate EUR 211,975 (USD 250,000) 
by the end of 2018 to develop an ocean school programme to foster ocean literacy 
among youth ages 10-18, an online platform to share resources, projects and people 
on ocean literacy for sustainable development and a comprehensive ocean literacy 
training programme for business, policy, and education sectors. Moreover, an 
international forum on ocean literacy, with 100 international experts will be held in 
December 2017. The project will be based on two main pillars: (i) Encourage 
cooperation and exchange on ocean education to improve ocean literacy globally and 
(ii) Seek and apply innovative ways to make citizens ocean literate.

Announcement



Contact j.barbiere@unesco.org

More than 100 participants from 36 countries participated in the first international 
ocean literacy conference (held on 4-5 December 2017), representing universities, 
NGOs, governmental and intergovernmental organizations, media, education 
institutions, and the private sector. A  up a global ocean literacy community of practice 
has been established that has now an innovative hub through the IOC Ocean Literacy 
Platform (oceanliteracy.unesco.org) that functions are one-stop-shop for all those 
interested in ocean knowledge, ocean education and communication.  

Impact



Year

Commitment Number

Location

2016

209

New York

The United States announced the expansion of the Smithsonian’s MarineGEO 
initiative to research the impacts of climate change on coastal marine biodiversity and 
ecosystems along the Pacific coastline of North America, with $200,000 in funding 
from the Paul Angell Foundation and the Hakai Institute.

Announcement

The Marine Global Earth Observatory network (MarineGEO) is dedicated to 
understanding the role biodiversity plays in coastal ecosystem health and function 
around the world, how it is changing, and why. MarineGEO expanded intensive 
biodiversity inventories and quantitative baseline surveys in selected nearshore 
communities of Calvert Island (British Columbia), San Juan islands (Washington), San 
Francisco Bay (California), and Kaneohe Bay (Hawaii).

Impact

Contact Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824



United StatesUS

European UnionEU

New ZealandNZ

Oceana, SkyTruth and GoogleO,S,G

U.S. Maritime Domain Awareness
Executive Steering Committee

US.
MDAcompleted

92CA62



Impact Global Fishing Watch is now an international non-profit organisation committed to 
advancing the sustainability of our oceans through increased transparency. By 
harnessing cutting-edge technology, our mapping platform at 
globalfishingwatch.org/map empowers anyone to view or download data and 
investigate global fishing activity in near real-time, for free. It is being used by 
governments, researchers, NGOs, journalists and others to help achieve the vision 
of healthy, productive and resilient oceans where transparent and effective 
governance of marine resources supports biodiversity and sustainable 
development.

2016

192

Year

Commitment Number

Announcement Oceana, SkyTruth and Google are partnering to make Global Fishing Watch -- a big 
data technology platform that leverages satellite data to create the first global view 
of commercial fishing -- available to the public for free.  A number of organizations 
announced support for Global Fishing Watch.

92CA62



Web link http://globalfishingwatch.org

Contact Adam Reyer, CFO
adam@globalfishingwatch.org
+1 800-202-2928

92CA62



2016

240

Year

Commitment Number

Announcement New Zealand announced that it will undertake high seas fisheries patrols of the 
South Pacific Longline Tuna Fishery in 2017. New Zealand will also institute a pilot 
project to undertake genetic testing of tuna both in New Zealand ports and on high 
seas fisheries patrols to detect misreporting of fish species that takes place 
amongst commercial tuna longline vessels operating in the southern albacore 
fishery.



Impact

Contact

 

Gabrielle Chin
gabrielle.chin@mfat.govt.nz
+64 4 439 8705

In 2017, a New Zealand offshore patrol vessel (New Zealand Navy and 
Ministry for Primary Industries) boarded and inspected 12 longline 
fishing vessels with 1 fishing vessel identified to have a serious breach of 
the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission Conservation and 
Management Measures. DNA samples were taken from frozen fish when 
there was a suspicion of misreporting. Samples were analysed in New 
Zealand. Results have proven very reliable, supporting verification of 
misreported catch and providing stronger evidence for sanctioning of 
illegal fishing activity. DNA sampling kits are now carried routinely during 
high seas boarding and inspections. Fisheries officers also inspect 
foreign vessels visiting New Zealand ports for resupply or unloading, 
undertaking DNA sampling where there is a suspicion of misreported 
catch.



2016

231

New York

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement Beginning in September 2016, the U.S. Maritime Domain Awareness 
Executive Steering Committee will launch a crowd-sourcing competition in 
conjunction with the White House's Open Government initiative, with 
competitors vying to develop an algorithm capable of assisting countries to 
better identify and respond to illegal, unregulated, and unreported fishing.  
This Challenge, facilitated by NASA's Center of Excellence for Collaborative 
Innovation and run on the TopCoder platform, is an effort to promote the 
goals of the Safe Ocean effort.



Impact

Contact

 

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824

Through two rounds of competition for the Fishing for Fishermen algorithm 
development challenge, 119 participants from 33 countries competed to 
develop a high-performing algorithm to detect and identify fishing activity. 
The goal was to develop an algorithm that gives analysts and enforcement 
authorities an indication of whether a vessel is fishing, and what type of 
fishing behaviors are occurring in the open ocean. The algorithms developed 
through the competition are now publicly available for any stakeholders to 
use with their data. Use of these algorithms will enable decision makers to 
best apply their limited enforcement resources to achieve maximum effect in 
identifying, and deterring illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing.



2016

226

New York

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement The United States announced $2 million to support a number of Safe Ocean 
Network projects, including: $900,000 for Port State Measures Agreement 
(PSMA) Capacity Building in Central and South America; $300,000 for 
maritime enforcement training in the Pacific, South East Asia and Bay of 
Bengal to be delivered predominantly by U.S. Coast Guard personnel; 
$300,000 to the UN Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) to support fisheries 
investigations and prosecutions in the Western Indian Ocean; and $500,000 
for a data mining project that would target the known bad actors and 
develop risk profiles to identify other vessels that may be illegally fishing.  



Contact

 

Impact

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824

The U.S. obligated $2 million to support a number of Safe Ocean Network 
projects, including: an FAO project on capacity building for the Port State 
Measures Agreement in the Caribbean; United States Coast Guard efforts to 
build capacity for fisheries enforcement operations in Southeast Asia, 
develop bilateral shiprider agreements in the Pacific Islands, and strengthen 
governance capabilities in the Bay of Bengal; and United Nations Office on 
Drugs and Crime work to improve information collection to support 
prosecution of IUU fishing and associated crimes in the Western Indian 
Ocean. In addition, funding was obligated to an NGO to research and map 
how and where Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated (IUU) fishing takes place 
in four regions: Latin America/Caribbean, West Africa/Gulf of Guinea, East 
Africa/Indian Ocean, and Southeast Asia.

Contact

 



2016

157

Year

Commitment Number

Announcement The European Union announced a $470,000 modernization project to update 
the European Fisheries Control Agency application to provide EU Member 
States the ability for worldwide vessel tracking, as well as a commitment that 
EU Naval Forces operating in the Indian Ocean will collect information about 
fishing activity in Somali waters whenever possible and submit data to the 
Indian Ocean Tuna Commission to facilitate prosecutions..



Impact In relation to our efforts in the Western Indian Ocean, the European Union Naval 
Force ATALANTA (EU NAVFOR) collects information about fishing activity in 
Somali waters. The Directorate-General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of 
the European Commission receives and analyses this information. Data is then 
sent to Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC), which, inter alia, cross checks it 
with the relevant information at its disposal. IOTC then shares it with the 
concerned States for further assessment and, if necessary, action which may 
result in investigations and prosecutions. To make the most of the data, it is also 
shared with other relevant administrations, authorities and bodies, such as 
Member States of the European Union for the purpose of risk management, 
third countries with whom the European Commission is cooperating under the 
‘EU IUU Regulation’ and FAO which is directly involved in the development of the 
fisheries sector in Somalia. 

Contact



Contact

Impact This information sharing mechanism has proven its added value by enabling 
investigations and prosecutions worldwide. While some investigations are 
still ongoing, others already led to sanctions being taken. This contributes to 
the European Union’s collective efforts and response to prevent, deter and 
eliminate illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing activities and, more 
broadly, to enhance maritime security off the Horn of Africa and, to a greater 
extent, in the Western Indian Ocean.

Ramon van Barneveld 
ramon.van-barneveld@ec.europa.eu
84602



International Seafood Sustainability FoundationISSF

United States US

FISH-i Africa 75 % FIA



2016

177

Tropical Atlantic

Year

Commitment Number

Location

Announcement The International Seafood Sustainability Foundation, announced $600,000 
over two years to support the use of electronic monitoring, electronic 
reporting, and a ProActive Vessel Register to enable sustainable fisheries 
management and market transparency. Efforts are focused in Ghana, 
Federated States of Micronesia, Cook Islands, Fiji, Republic of the Marshall 
Islands, Solomon Islands, New Zealand, Tonga, Samoa and Indonesia, and 
supported by Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction Tuna Project, World Wildlife 
Fund, the Global Environment Facility, the UN Food and Agriculture 
Organization, the Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency, the Western and 
Central Pacific Fisheries Commission, and the Secretariat of the Pacific 
Community. 



Impact To manage fisheries sustainably, commercial fishing activities and their 
marine ecosystem impacts must be well documented to be better 
understood. Vessel owners and management authorities need continuous, 
meaningful data to analyze and act on.

Human observers on vessels gather valuable information about fishing 
operations. But information gaps exist. On boats that are smaller or at sea 
for long periods, human observation has been challenging. And for vessels 
of certain gear types and sizes, not possible at all. 

Emerging electronic monitoring and reporting (EM/ER) technologies can 
complement or substitute human observation, providing greater vessel 
coverage and data collection. Electronic monitoring systems use 
vessel-wide cameras, GPS, and gear sensors to capture real-time data 
around the clock—not only on catch composition, fishing effort, bycatch, 
and discards but also on vessel course, location, and environment. The 
fishery data are then stored to be analyzed by independent experts after 
the trip; some data can also be transmitted in real time via satellite.



Impact EM/ER systems are tools for remotely monitoring vessel activity, collecting 
essential scientific data, and assessing their compliance with national or 
international laws, RFMO guidelines, and conservation measures. They also 
can help to detect IUU fishing.

Before any equipment is installed, though, EM/ER systems must be designed 
with the data-analysis needs of independent authorities in mind—the RFMO, 
the flag State, the licensing authority.

ISSF has helped governments and RFMOs develop minimum standards for 
EM/ER systems on tuna vessels, including; ISSF also has promoted EM/ER 
possibilities for fishery management.

ISSF publishes technical reports on best practices, organized workshops or side 
events, and attended key meetings. We collaborate with RFMOs to develop 
standards and protocols for member nations and fleets. 



Money spent

Website Link 

Contact

USD 600,000

http://iss-foundation.org/2016-issf-interactive-annual-report/#&panel1-12

Mary Sestric
msestric@iss-foundation.org
1440 G Street NW
Washington, DC 20005
+1 703-226-8101



2016

76

Year

Commitment Number

Announcement The FISH-i Africa Task Force enables authorities to identify and act against 
large-scale illegal fishing.  The aim is to build a robust and effective 
mechanism to catalyze enforcement actions and secure an end to illegal 
fishing in the Western Indian Ocean. The Task Force countries of Comoros, 
Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, Seychelles, Somalia and the 
United Republic of Tanzania form the core of FISH-i Africa. The coordinating 
team is led by Stop Illegal Fishing, supported by The Pew Charitable Trusts 
and advised by Nordenfeldske Development Services, Trygg Mat Tracking, the 
Indian Ocean Tuna Commission, the Indian Ocean Commission, and other 
experts.



Impact

Sharing vessel data real-time and accessing satellite tracking expertise, 
FISH-i Africa is a Task Force that enables authorities to identify and act 
against large-scale illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing.

The aim is to build a robust and effective mechanism to catalyse 
enforcement actions and ultimately to secure a sustainable end to illegal 
fishing in the Western Indian Ocean.

EM/ER systems are tools for remotely monitoring vessel activity, 
collecting essential scientific data, and assessing their compliance with 
national or international laws, RFMO guidelines, and conservation 
measures. They also can help to detect IUU fishing.

Uniting eight East African coastal countries along the 
Western Indian Ocean, an unprecedented alliance is 
showing that regional cooperation, coupled with dedicated 
data analysis and technical expertise can stop illegal catch 
getting to market, and prevent criminal fishers pursuing 
their lucrative business unhindered.



        
Website Link

 

https://fish-i-africa.org/

Daniel schaeffer
dschaeffer@pewtrusts.org
(202) 590-7003

Impact

ISSF has helped governments and RFMOs develop minimum 
standards for EM/ER systems on tuna vessels, including; ISSF also has 
promoted EM/ER possibilities for fishery management.

ISSF publishes technical reports on best practices, organized 
workshops or side events, and attended key meetings. We collaborate 
with RFMOs to develop standards and protocols for member nations 
and fleets. 

Before any equipment is installed, though, EM/ER systems 
must be designed with the data-analysis needs of 
independent authorities in mind—the RFMO, the flag State, 
the licensing authority.

Contact



2016

223

Year

Commitment Number

Announcement The United States announced $143,000 for a coordinated effort by NASA, the 
U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Center for 
Atmospheric Sciences, the Namibian Ministry of Fisheries and Marine 
Resources, and the North-West University of South Africa to test improved 
methods of using data from the Suomi-National Polar-orbiting Partnership 
(S-NPP) satellite for illegal fishing detection. The satellite uses a technology 
called the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) to identify vessels 
that may be illegally fishing at night through the use of light detection.



Impact The Suomi-National Polar-orbiting Partnership (S-NPP) satellite uses 
‘night vision’ technology called the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer 
Suite (VIIRS) Day/Night Band, combined with methods from behavioral 
ecology, geospatial statistics, and complex systems science, to predict 
illegal fishing from the anomalous spatial behavior of observed fleets. 
This project seeks to improve comparisons within and across Exclusive 
Economic Zone (EEZ) borders in terms of trends in total fish-catch and 
anomalous spatial behaviors through time.

Contact

 

Elizabeth Kim
KimEAB@state.gov
(202) 647 4824




